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A Voice of Riverview Park

Hospital road link
will cost $65 m.
by Karin Keyes Endemann
President Riverview Park Community Association

A

s you all likely know that over the
last 6 weeks, the RPCA been spear!
"#$%&'() $') #*+,-) -+) "$.#) -"#) /0-$)
Vista so called “hospital link” removed from
the 2011 City Budget. This 1.2 km road link!
ing the General Hospital ring road with
1&.#,2&%#)3,&.#)4&00)5+2-)4#00)+.#,)677)8&0!
lion and will, therefore, be twice as expen!
2&.#)9:#,);&0+8#-,#<)-+)=>&0%)-"$')&-)5+2-)-+)
4&%#')-"#)8>0-&!0$'#)?&("4$@)ABC)-",+>(")
greater Toronto and about eight times more
#D:#'2&.#) 9:#,) ;&0+8#-,#<) -"$') &-) 5+2-) -+)
-4&') -"#) 8+>'-$&'+>2) E#$!-+!E;@) "&("4$@)
for the Vancouver 2010 Olympics.
Braving freezing temperatures Riverview Park residents protest the rising cost of the hospital link
road and their loss of green space. Photo Credit: Chris Wightman

Continued on page 16

‘Images of deep stillness and beauty’
Robert Bourdeau wins Order of Canada
by Bill Fairbairn

G

overnor General of Can!
ada David Johnston has
invested Riverview Park
resident Robert Bourdeau as a
Member of the Order of Canada.
The award marks his contribu!
-&+'2) -+) .&2>$0) $,-2) $2) $') $,-&2-!
photographer. The medal will be
presented later this year.
The award recognizes a life!
time of distinguished service in
a particular community group or
F#0%)+G)$5-&.&-@H)I"#)&'2&('&$)&2)$)
2&0.#,!0&'#%J)2-@0&K#%)2'+4L$;#)+G)
six points, with red annulus at its
centre with a stylized maple leaf
circumscribed with the motto,

Desiderantes Meliorem Patriam
9-"#@) %#2&,#) $) =#--#,) 5+>'-,@<)
surmounted by a St. Edward’s
Crown.
Asked if he had ever thought his
photography would take him to
the Order of Canada, he replied:
MN+O=>-)@+>)never know.”
A congratulatory letter from
E-#:"#') ?$,:#,) 5+'F,82) -"#)
award as do the words of Robert
Sirman, director and chief execu!
-&.#)+P5#,)+G)-"#)Q$'$%$)Q+>'5&0)
of the Arts: “Your photographic
prints convey, to my mind, a feel!
ing of spiritual intensity in im!
ages of deep stillness and beauty.”
Bourdeau has photographed as
G$,) $F#0%) $2) E,&) R$';$J) S#D&5+J)

Robert Bourdeau at home with some of his masterpieces on the wall.
Photo Credit: Bill Fairbairn

Costa Rica, England, Ireland, TB) @#$,2) $(+H) U'#) +G) "&2) F-'#22)
France and the United States
2&'5#)F,2-)#D:#,&#'5&'()-"#)8$(&5)
Continued on page 9
of his own darkroom more than
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Bag Ladies in Riverview Park?
by Tammie Winsor

B

efore each publication of
the Riverview Park Review,
I receive an email from Ca!
role Moult, the editor and adver!
tising manager, asking if I have a
story for the upcoming edition.
When contacted for this edition,
I told Carole I didn’t have any!
thing. However, a few days later
I wanted to scream. I thought at
the very least I could take advan!
tage of the opportunity for a rant
in the Riverview Park Review.
Although we are fortunate to
live in this wonderful neighbour!
hood, there has been no shortage
of things to rant about including
the Alta Vista Corridor, the eye!
sore that is the Alta Vista Shop!
:&'()Q#'-,#)$'%)-"#)'#.#,!#'%&'()
squawking of crows. When I told
my seven year old that we were
going to lose the woods and his
-+=+(($'&'()"&00)"#)F,2-)"#0%)"&2)
=,#$-"O"&2)'#4)2-,$-#(@)-+)-,@)-+)
get what the wants. He then said,
“I know what to do, we can build
$) (&$'-) R#(+) 4$00) $,+>'%) -"#)
woods.”
So what was it that made me
want to scream? Recently, on a
Monday when I was waiting in
the bus shelter at the intersec!
tion of Chomley and Coronation
I noticed some garbage: a Star!
=>5;2) 5+*##) 5>:J) $) S53+'$0%V2)
cup and a couple of soaking wet
commuter newspapers. I thought
to myself that when I got home

at the end of the day I would get
a garbage bag and clean up the
mess. Since my return bus sets
8#) +*) +') -"#) +-"#,) 2&%#) +G) -"#)
street it was out of sight out of
mind until the next day. The next
day the garbage had doubled to
more commuter newspapers and
a Tim Horton’s cup. Once again
I made great plans to clean the
mess up at the end of the day and
once again life with three chil!
dren quickly caused me to forget.
Next day was Wednesday and
more garbage. This time a Mr.
W0>*@)5"+5+0$-#)=+D)4$2)$%%#%)-+)
the mix along with various other
pieces of litter. I looked in my
=,&#G5$2#)$'%)4$2):0#$2#%)-+)F'%)
a plastic bag. I put all the garbage
-"$-) 4+>0%) F-) &'-+) -"#) =$() $'%J)
with the help of another River!
view Park resident, kicked the
frozen newspapers into the cor!
ner. I am unsure what happened
on Thursday, as I did not take the
bus. However, on Friday, when I
arrived at the bus shelter, I found
that someone had taken the gar!
bage bag and neatly dumped all
of the garbage in the very corner
where I had left the bag. That
was when I knew I had some!
thing for Carole! Saturday, I went
to the bus shelter with a large gar!
=$(#)=$()F00#%)&-)-+)-"#)=,&8)$'%)
dragged it home. Unfortunately, I
did not have the wisdom to take a
before and after shot.
During this experience I couldn’t
help but think of the “Broken

Windows Theory,” based around
the following examples. Consider
a building with a few broken win!
dows. If the windows are not re!
paired, the tendency is for vandals
to break a few more windows. Or
consider a sidewalk. Some litter
accumulates. Soon, more litter
accumulates. Eventually, people
even start leaving bags of trash
G,+8)-$;#!+>-),#2-$>,$'-2)#-5H)X-)
has been eight days now since I
cleaned up the bus shelter and I

have seen only one piece of litter
since.
Other than ranting, I do have an!
other purpose in writing this arti!
cle. If we all pitch in and pick up
-"$-)'#42:$:#,)+,)5+*##)5>:)0#G-)
behind we can break the “Broken
Windows” cycle. I have a little
trick that works wonderfully.
When I see someone litter I say
in the nicest voice, “Excuse me, I
believe you dropped something.”
It works like a charm every time.
The bus shelter that I use is at
the entrance to a path leading to
the Trainyards. I do appreciate
the many services the Trainyards
"$2) -+) +*#,Y) "+4#.#,J) X) %+) '+-)
appreciate the evidence left be!
hind from the many commuters.
This includes an old pair of boots
in a new shoe box. I must admit
-"#@) %+) F-) Z>&-#) '&5#0@O[>2-) [+;!
ing. In fact, my neighbours who
live across from the bus shelter
have removed countless pairs
of old shoes in new shoe boxes.
Another neighbour was seen
one day pushing a shopping cart
through the neighbourhood. Had
2"#)F'$00@)2'$::#%)$'%)=#5+8#)$)
=$()0$%@\)N+J)2"#)4$2)[>2-)=#&'()$)
Good Samaritan returning one of
the many shopping carts that are
frequently left in our neighbour!
hood.
The readership of this paper is in
all likelihood not those who lit!
ter. However, we can all play our
part and be outspoken enough to
keep Riverview Park beautiful.
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The hidden art of Claudia Caldwell
by Bill Fairbairn
“We never know how tall we are till
we are called to rise. And then, if we
are true to plan, our statures reach the
sky”)O)]8&0@)3&5;&'2+'

C

laudia Caldwell came to
Ottawa from Maniwaki,
Que., in 1968 to improve
herself as an artist. Her pay as a
clerk in Ogilvie’s Rideau Street
2-+,#)F'$'5#%)"#,)=,>2"#2J):$&'-2)
and classes at the Ottawa School
of Art. Today, on every wall of
her Riverview Park apartment,
2"#) "$2) 2+8#-"&'() 0&;#) ABB) -+)
500 paintings worth an estimated
6TBJBBBH
And that’s not to mention the
sculptures in her living room as a
result of recently turning to les!
sons at the Dempsey Community
Centre under Maria Mask, who
picks her up in her car for to get
there.
I"&2) %&8&'>-&.#) ^_!@#$,!+0%) 0$%@)
is the epitome of Emily Dickin!
son’s verse praising those who
,&2#)8$&'0@)=@)-"#&,)+4')#*+,-H
Married at 16 and a mother at 18,
Q0$>%&$V2)4+,;)4$2)F,2-)#D"&=&-#%)
at the town library in Maniwaki.
A black and white photograph of
a barn in The Ottawa Journal had
caught her eye. She painted and
enlarged it in colour. It was ex!
hibited on an easel in the library.

Two visiting photographers, do!
ing work for The Canadian Geo!
graphic Magazine, inquired who
the artist was. When told she
worked at the local general store
they sought her out.
MS@) =+22) F,2-) -+0%) -"#8) -"#,#)
was no artist in the store but they
continued to inquire and found
me. I remember them telling me
I had a good eye. It was very en!
couraging. It set me on the right
track with my art.”
She left Maniwaki for Ottawa
determined to improve as an art!
ist and lived in New Edinburgh.
/G-#,) "#,) F,2-) ">2=$'%) %&#%) 2"#)
met and married World War II
.#-#,$')/,'+0%)Q$0%4#00)&')C^`AH)
?#,) F.#) 5"&0%,#'J) R+,#'$J) Q$,!
roll, Jackie, Wayne and Reid are
dispersed around Ottawa and
Gatineau. The youngest is 66 and
the oldest 73.
Claudia is full of praise for her
Ottawa School of Art instructor
the late Robert Hyndman, an art!
&2-) 4"+) &') C^A`) 2#-) >:) $) 2->%&+)
in Ottawa and was quickly ac!
claimed for his talent. His 68 war
:$&'-&'(2J) 5+8:&0#%) $2) UP5&$0)
War Artist, became the launch!
ing pad for a career that included
numerous commissions, exhibits
$'%)@#$,2)+G)-#$5"&'()$-)-"#)a$'*)
School of Fine Arts and the Ot!
tawa Art Gallery.
Q$0%4#00) #'[+@#%) 4+,;&'() 4&-") 0&.#) 8+%#02) $-) -"#) U--$4$) E5"++0) +G)/,-)
under instructor Robert Hyndman. Photo credit Bill Fairbairn

The result of Claudia’s train!
&'() $'%) +G) "#,) %#%&5$-#%) #*+,-)
include her favourite paintings,
Sailboats on the Ottawa River,
Harvesting at the Experimental
Farm, A Day in the Sun and more
,#5#'-) 5+0+>,G>0) L+4#,) 4+,;2H)
She even sketched a portrait of
Pierre Trudeau from one of his
television appearances and repro!
duced it full size in her bedroom
transformed into an art studio.
R$-#)0$2-)@#$,)2"#)#D"&=&-#%)$).&!
sion of Ottawa at the Rothwell
I+%$@)Q$0%4#00)&2)&'-+)25>0:->,#)F(>,&'#2)$-)-"#)3#8:2#@)Q+88>'&-@)Q#'! Gallery in Ottawa. She next plans
tre in Riverview Park. Photo credit Bill Fairbairn

to exhibit at the School of Art in
November 2012. “If I’m still liv!
ing,” she adds. “If not my children
will put my exhibit in a frame and
display it.”
Claudia, at age 92, knows that
time marches on saying her press!
ing need is for someone to take
over and look after her art collec!
tion. “If not, I will possibly do!
nate it to a gallery.”
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The Ottawa Train Yards:
An interview with Marty Koshman, President
by Carole Moult

W

hen
word
came
out in December
2010 that the Ot!
tawa Train Yards was going to be
-"#) 0+5$-&+') +G) $') #&("-!2-+,#@)
(+.#,'8#'-!0#$2#%) +P5#) =>&0%!
ing, it seemed like a good time
-+) F'%) +>-) $%%&-&+'$0) &'G+,8$!
tion about what was happening
with Riverview Park’s excellent
neighbour to the north. Thus, it
came as a welcome surprise to
F'%) S$,-@) d+2"8$'J) e,#2&%#'-)
of the Ottawa Train Yards, at an
OC Transpo Community Open
House Meeting in February 2011.
Mr. Koshman, however, would
not have seen his attendance at
that particular meeting, at all
unusual, since transit has been a
8$[+,) 5+'2&%#,$-&+')&')$00)+G)-"#)
Ottawa Train Yards’ plans for de!
velopment. Even before the ac!
Z>&2&-&+')+G)-"#)CT!@#$,)0#$2#)4&-")
Public Works and Government
Services Canada, Mr. Koshman
and Controlex had been actively
participating to ensure that tran!
2&-)4$2)&')-"#):0$'2)G+,)=+-")2-$*)
and visitors alike to the Train

Youth giving a helping hand in the community
Yards. Good transit would also
continue to lessen any impact
-"$-) $) '#40@) %#.#0+:#%) ^_!) $5,#)
site could potentially have on a
nearby neighbourhood.
“Bus service is very important,”
noted Mr. Koshman, “and we
have had a lot of discussions with
OC Transpo. Route 121 links St.
R$>,#'-)-+)?>,%8$')E-$-&+'J)$0!
though we would like to see some
bus route changes. Currently, the
buses that run every 15 minutes
stop at nine p.m., which makes it
%&P5>0-)G+,)-"+2#)(#--&'()+*)4+,;)

by Diane Jones

look forward to for the Spring
and Summer sessions. For more
"#,@0!/'') &2) .#,@) :,+>%) &'G+,8$-&+') 5$00) Q"#,@0!/'') $-)
of the 5 girls who help her 97Cb<)cAC!c7_TH
every Saturday for 5 hours
with skating lessons. A Winter!
Fest is planned for the Canter!
bury skating members in March.

C

There will be Power skating to

Continued on page 31

Do you have health related questions?
We have answers.

TRAINYARDS PHARMACY
is now open

Full Prescription Services Include:
!

!

" Direct billing to all major drug plans! !

!

" Patient Medical Profiles

!

!

" Professional and friendly consultation!

!

" Health care service information

!

!

" Free med-check for patients taking

" Medication blister packaging

more than three medications

" French and english services provided

Located at Aim Health Group Clinic
550 Terminal Avenue, Unit B22

Trainyards Ottawa K1G 0Z3

6137893420
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Vincent Massey Public School
745 Smyth Road
613-733-5955
www1.ocdsb.edu.on.ca/vmasweb
Principal: Denis Delorme
Vice-Principal: Fay Woolley

what they bring.

!"#$%&#'(%!!)#*&+,#-!,#$%&#./$&,mediate Division and our students continue to bring lots of
enthusiasm and ideas for how to
$%0/1# 2&*!/3# $%&4'&)5&'6# 7/3#
empathy for others, and get involved in community.
Read on to feel hopeful about
the upcoming generation and

8#8=#,2) +G) EHUHRH]) $,#) +'5#) 8+,#)
applying for a grant. This time
4#V,#) 0++;&'() $-) 6CBJBBBJ) &') %&,#5!
-&+') -+) G>0F00) +>,) 8&22&+') +G) -,@&'()
to bring positive change to our own
community. The weak shape of the
Youth House) 4$2) 50#$,0@) 5+'F,8#%)
when the grade 8 students of Vin!
cent Massey revisited The Russell

Update on S.O.L.E (Students
on the Leading Edge: grade 8,
Mr. McKean)
fter successfully applying
G+,) $) 6CBBB) :,+.&'5&$0J)
“Speak Up” grant, the
The “Me to We” theme started

A

Heights Community. By all means
we have the duty to contribute con!
cerning the Social Action Project. To
fundraise we’ve organized a “video
games” group along with a “dance”

the Brown House in the Russell Heights community. Just as
expected, the meeting will include
all residents concerned about the re!
newal of the Youth House.This meet!

Elia high 5s the fundraisers. Photo Credit: Heather Swail

A winter carnival for the primary classes to raise money for Solio
Photo Credit: Heather Swail

group that will take part in our con!
tribution, not until after the spring
break. We furthermore have had the
5"$'5#) -+) F08) $'%) ,#5+,%) 2#.#,$0)
interviews with various people, all
concerning The Social Action Project.
Moreover, Mr. McKean’s class has
FD#%)$)%$-#)G+,)$)5+88>'&-@)8##-!
ing which
will take place on Tuesday, March
22, 2011 at 6:00pm – 7:00pm, at

&'()&2)%#F'&-#0@)=#'#F5&$0)-+)>2)$'%)
to the residents for it frames a con!
nection and relationship between
the community and The Social Action
Project.
If you have any suggestions please
don’t hesitate to contact us at vmstu!
dents@hotmail.com)+,)97Cb<)`bb!T^TTH)
EHUHRH])9E->%#'-2)U')I"#)R#$%&'()]%(#<Y)

Continued on page 29
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We were not the only ones

Councillor Hume and the Alta
Vista Community Association
say the road link will ease
traffic on Smyth and Alta Vista
and help new residents coming
to new houses in the area. They
must be referring to the entire
road. Such an expressway will
induce traffic and access ramps.
You can’t expect a city to invest
millions in a dedicated road and
not give the public access to it.

by Bill Fairbairn

M

ay we say what others
have said that the
way to move people
and vehicles around our region
quickly and conveniently is by
investing in light rail? The first
phase of the Alta Vista Transit
Corridor is the link to the Ot!
tawa Hospital. It is now in the
2011 Ottawa budget by 21 votes
to 3. This may open the door
to the entire expressway down!
town and eliminate any light
rail option.
Yet solving a traffic problem
with another road hardly works
today. This is visible in traffic
conglomeration in the West
End.
Community associations have
told Ottawa City Hall the folly

of another expressway and
Riverview Park Community
Association and residents were
in the vanguard picketing in
freezing temperatures against
the idea. Hundreds signed a
petition to Mayor Jim Watson
protesting the link from
Riverside Drive to the Ottawa
Hospital that we fear could
start bulldozers on the longer
expensive gasoline trek through
green space and backyards
-+) $) :#$;!"+>,) 8+.#!$'%!
stop on Nicholas. That is why
opponents should continue to
try to get the road eliminated
from
the
Transportation
Master Plan. They have the
support of Councillors David
Chernushenko, Diana Holmes
and Mathieu Fleury. Alta Vista
expressway proponents like

Can we take any succour from
Mayor Watson indicating he
does not support construction
+G)-"#)#'-&,#)67T)8&00&+'),+$%\
What we believe is that the
hospital link road will decrease
green space, increase area
pollution and move traffic
problems on Smyth and Alta
Vista northward to Riverview
Park.
X2)0&("-),$&0)$)[+;#)$-)Q&-@)?$00\

vote
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Letter to the Editor

D

ear Editor,
I want to share good ex!
perience visiting Anne
and George at the UPS Store
Anne and George Stairs operate
-"#)feE)E-+,#)$-)C`7^)E-H)R$>,#'-)
Blvd. Whenever I come in they
always greet me with a smile even
-"+>(") -"#@) $,#) =>2@) 4&-") [+=2)
due the day before yesterday.
They go to to great lengths to
help their customers. They have
shipped a neon sign for a Pizza
store out west and another time,
furniture. Most of their business
is commercial but they also wel!
come the neighbours when they
want to do their memoirs or
family history for loved ones.
Anne and George Stairs and their
UPS store are a great asset in our
community.
Diane Jones

Sports with Yusuf,
8!%+4+36#.'4+0)#+/3#
Lequay–Lets Go Bulls!
Boys Sports:
Basketball:
The first exhibition game for the
2010/ 2011 basketball team was at
Featherston. The boys were in the
K+'#) 4&''&'() -"#&,) G&,2-) ($8#) T7!T_o)
The boys’ tournament was scheduled
March 10th 2011. But it was resched!
uled because of bad weather. It will
held March 22nd 2011, at confedera!
tion High School. Their coach is Mr.
S5d#$'H)l++%)R>5;oo
Intramural Basketball:
Teams Include: The Miami Heat,
I"#)R+2)/'(#0#2)R$;#,2J)I"#)Q"&5$(+)
Bulls, and The Boston Celtics. Each
team played 5 games in total. There
is a team that is undefeated and they
are The Boston Celtics. They will play
&')-"#)G&'$02H)I"#)RH/H)R$;#,2)$'%)I"#)
Bulls have won 3 games and dropped
two. The heat will not be playing in
the playoffs because they have lost
more than 2 games. There will be a
2#8&!G&'$02)-+)%#-#,8&'#)4"+)G$5#)-"#)
Celtics in the finals.
Girls’ Sports:
Basketball:
In a recent tournament, the girls
showed a lot of determination, perse!
verance and heart and came in third
place. We are very proud of our team.
l++%)[+=)I#$8)$'%)S2H)S+0&'$o
Intramural :
Teams Include: The Detroit Shock,
The San Antonio Silver stars. The
Houston comets, and The Sacra!
mento Monarchs. Each team played
5 games. In the finals there are the
comets and the silver stars. Good luck
two both teams!
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e+0&-&5&$'2)/=+.#)-"#)R$4 by Joseph Maingot and
Davi Dehler
Baico Publishing Inc.
6_T

‘Repeat that outside Parliament!’
by Bill Fairbairn

S

ome Canadians may think
their elected parliamentar!
&$'2) #'[+@) 8+,#) -"$') -"#@)
deserve in immunity from the
[>2-&5#)%#:$,-8#'-)G+,)4"$-)-"#@)
may say critically in Parliament
libellous or not. “Repeat that
outside Parliament!” occasionally
rings out from an outraged mem!

ber and usually the criticism is
not repeated outside except by a
brave heart sure of his facts.
A brilliantly researched book by
-4+) 4#00!,#2:#5-#%) $'%) Z>$0&F#%)
Ontario lawyers shows that Can!
ada’s system is happily less solid
in protecting MPs from the law
as most others in the world.
Joseph Maingot, former law clerk
and parliamentary counsel of the
House of Commons, and David
3#"0#,J)$),#-&,#%)[>,&2-)4"+):,$5!
tised law and taught law and pol!
itical science at the University of
Ottawa, have published a book
revealing that 70 per cent of the
world’s nations spell out clearly in
their constitutions that members
+G)-"#&,):$,0&$8#'-2)#'[+@):$,0&$!
mentary inviolability rather than
immunity meaning only their
parliaments can allow them to be
charged in court.
e+0&-&5&$'2) /=+.#) -"#) R$4) -#002)
readers that only Commonwealth
parliaments and the Congress of
the United States of America re!
fuse to grant inviolability to their
members.
Article 26 of the French Con!
stitution gives members inviol!
ability stating: “No member of
the National Assembly can be
prosecuted, sought, arrested, de!
tained or tried because of opin!
ions expressed or votes cast in
the exercise of their functions.
Such arrest can be made only by
authorization of the Bureau of
the Assembly of which he or she
is a member.”
That is one reason why former
French President Jacques Chirac

0$2-)8+'-")=#5$8#)-"#)F,2-)2>5")
dignitary to go on trial on charges
that he embezzled public funds
while he was mayor of Paris in
the 1990s. He was until recently
protected by Article 26 because
he was a member of the French
:$,0&$8#'-H)/'%)8+,#o)I"#)[>%(#)
in the case is now studying a con!
stitutional challenge surrounding
the statue of limitation.
In Italy, members of the National
Assembly are protected from ar!
rest without the authorization of
the Chamber to which they be!
long. If one is caught in the act
+G) 5+88&--&'() $') +*#'5#) &') L$!
(,$'-#J)M$,,#2-)&2)8$'%$-+,@pH)9X')
L$(,$'-#)&2)$)R$-&')-#,8),+>("0@)
meaning caught in the act. It is
colloquially sometimes used as a
euphemism for caught in the act
+G)2#D>$0)&'-#,5+>,2#<H
Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi
"$2) #25$:#%) -"#) [>2-&5#) %#:$,-!
ment numerous times. Hence
rumours that he had entered
politics to try to protect himself
G,+8) -"#) [>%&5&$,@H) ?#) (+#2) +')
trial April 6 on charges of abuse
+G)+P5#)$'%):$@&'()G+,)2#D)4&-")
$) S+,+55$'!=+,') #,+-&5) %$'5#,)
who was allegedly working as an
underage prostitute. Karima El
Mahroug, now aged 18, has said
the prime minister never laid a
F'(#,)+')"#,)=>-)($.#)"#,)[#4#0!
lery and thousands of euros. Ber!
lusconi denies all the charges.
The authors of Politicians Above
-"#) R$4) 0&2-) 2+8#) CbB) '$-&+'2)
that provide for parliamentary
inviolability. In lawyer’s language
they argue that no member of any
national legislative body across
-"#) (0+=#) 2"+>0%) #'[+@) 2:#5&$0)
&88>'&-@) G,+8) -"#) 5,&8&'$0) [>2!
tice system.
Our Canadian politicians should
take note though their protection
is but immunity rather than this
special immunity. The Speaker
of the Canadian House of Com!
mons put it succinctly in 1971: “In
my view, parliamentary privilege
9&88>'&-@<)%+#2)'+-)(+)8>5")=#!
yond the right of free speech in
the House of Commons and the
right of a member to discharge
his duties in the House.”
S$&'(+-) 5+'50>%#2J) &') -"&2) F'#)
book tainted a mite by need of an
editor to simplify its text: “While
at least the United States and

the United Kingdom were raised
on the parliamentary immunity
model, rather than inviolabil!
ity, the Western authorities yet
missed a golden opportunity to
advance the cause for good gov!
ernance when they were involved
in drafting new constitutions for
Afghanistan and Iraq. They pro!
vided parliamentary inviolability
for the parliamentarians rather
than parliamentary immunity.
“I appeal to all politicians every!
where, but particularly to pol!
iticians of the European Par!
liament. Take the small step.
Encourage and act for the aboli!
tion of parliamentary inviolabil!
ity as a concrete sign of genuine
espousal of the rule of law. It may
also have implications for peace
on earth.”
Hillcrest High School
School Council
Presents
Cyber Safety: An information session for parents and
community members
Purpose:
q) To educate parents on the re!
alities of social networking.
q) Talk with young people, their
parents, and educators about
the importance of thinking
about online behaviours so
that young people keep their
personal information, and
reputations safe.
q) Information including statis!
tics, how it works, how kids
are using it will be provided.
q) This is Not telling kids NOT
to social network...it is our
reality...we are asking them
to think about or change
their behaviour...to ‘think
before they click’!
Guests: Presentation from the
UP5#)+G)-"#)e,&.$5@)Q+88&2!
sioner of Canada
E5"++0)1#2+>,5#)UP5#,)G+,)
Hillcrest High School
Date: Tuesday April 26th, 2011,
R&=,$,@)$)?&005,#2Time: 7:00pm
Location: Hillcrest High
School, 1900 Dauphin Road,
Ottawa
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The Ottawa Hospital Community Advisory Committee
A “Seniors’ Village” at Perley Rideau Veterans Health Centre
by Helen McGurrin
portive housing is much needed.
he Perley Rideau Veter! Rents will range from below mar!
$'2) ?#$0-") Q#'-,#) 9"#,#! ket for those whose incomes are
$G-#,),#G#,,#%)-+)$2)e1<)&2) =#-4##')6_BJBBB)-+)6bBJBBBJ)-+)
launching two special programs market rent for those with in!
for seniors who reside within a 5+8#2) +.#,) 6bBJBBBH) 9I"#,#) &2)
CT!8&'>-#) %,&.#) +G) -"#) e1J) $') no additional cost for Assisted
area bordered by Bank Street, 0&.&'() 2#,.&5#2) 4"#') '##%#%H<)
Riverside Drive,
?&("4$@)AC`)$'%)
Hunt Club Road.
These two initia!
-&.#2)$,#)-"#)F,2-)
step in the PR’s
ultimate goal of
creating a “Sen!
iors’ Village”.
C<)Aging at Home
Program
The Aging at
Home Program
will help seniors
who have been
hospitalized to
recover at home,
avoid
Emer!
gency
Depart!
ment visits, and
keep seniors in
their community.
These seniors require a combina! The PR will begin construction
tion of medical/professional care, in May on two buildings to pro!
$'%)/22&2-#%)R&.&'()E#,.&5#2H)I"#) vide 139 apartments. The Russell
e1)&2):,+.&%&'()-"#)/22&2-#%)R&.! 1+$%) a>&0%&'() 9&-2) =$5;2&%#) 4&00)
ing component of this program G$5#) 1>22#00) 1+$%<) 4&00) =#) -",##!
to seniors in this community. 2-+,#@2) "&("J) $'%) "+0%) bc) +'#!
Assisted living services meet the =#%,++8J) $'%) A) -4+!=#%,++8)
needs of seniors who can reside apartments, all with kitchens.
at home but require personal X-) 4&00) =#) F'&2"#%) =@) 2>88#,)
support and homemaking servi! 2012. The second building will
5#2) +') $) _A!"+>,) =$2&2Y) _A) "+>,) be constructed on the present
>,(#'-r+'!5$00) ,#2:+'2#Y) 2#5>,! parking lot and attached to the
ity checks or reassurance servi! e#,0#@) Q#'-,#) =>&0%&'() 94"&5")
5#2Y) $'%) 5$,#r2#,.&5#) 5++,%&'$! 4&00)$02+)>'%#,(+)2+8#)5"$'(#2<H)
tion. Personal support services I"&2)2#5+'%)=>&0%&'()4&00)=#)F.#)
include assistance with dressing, 2-+,#@2) "&("J) $'%) "+0%) b_) +'#!
personal hygiene, mobility, as! =#%,++8J) T) -4+!=#%,++8J) $'%)
sisting and monitoring medica! _B)-4+!=#%,++8!4&-"!%#')$:$,-!
tion use and other daily living 8#'-2H)I"#,#)4&00)$02+)=#)$)F-'#22)
activities. Homemaking services centre, theatre and other activity
include shopping, housecleaning, centres accessible to residents of
8#$0) :,#:$,$-&+'O2#,.&5#2) -"$-) both buildings. Four storeys of
are necessary to maintain people this building will each have a pod
in their own residences, but that of ten studio apartments with
they are unable to perform safely a common kitchen and dining
for themselves. Assisted living ,++8)+')#$5")L++,)G+,),#2&%#'-2)
services do not include profes! with mild to moderate demen!
sional services such as nursing, -&$H)I"&2)=>&0%&'()4&00)=#)F'&2"#%)
physiotherapy and occupation! by December 2012. Couples can
$0) -"#,$:@Y) -"#2#) $,#) :,+.&%#%) rent these apartments as long
through the Community Care as one meets the eligibility cri!
/55#22)Q#'-,#)97Cb!`AT!TT_T<J)-"#) teria. Those interested in being
agency that determines eligibility &'G+,8#%) 4"#') -"#) ,#'-$0) +P5#)
to the program and coordinates opens this summer should con!
tact Judy Woodstock at [4++%!
delivery of services.
_< Supportive Housing Apart! stock@prvhc.com)+,)5$00)7Cb!T_7!
ments For Seniors
7170 extension 2001.
A study based on the needs of 139 Apartments and range of
seniors who are over 75 years monthly rents from below mar!
of age demonstrated that sup! ket rent to market rent

T

`B)))))))C)=#%,++8))))))6cABO6_JcAT)
9A) %&*#,#'-) 8+'-"0@) ,#'-2) =$2#%)
on below or market rent and
L++,<
) ) ^) ) ) ) ) ) _) =#%,++8) ) ) 6_JbCT!bJC7T)
9b) %&*#,#'-) 8$,;#-) ,#'-2) =$2#%)
+')L++,)O)"&("#2-)L++,)$-)-+:)+G)
,$'(#<

+') L++,O) "&("!
#2-)L++,)$-)-+:)+G)
,$'(#<
AB))))E->%&+)&')CB)
apartment clus!
-#,2J) 67^B!Cb`T) 9A) %&*#,#'-) ,#'-2)
4&-"&') -"#) ,$'(#<H) /%%&-&+'$0)
5+2-)+G)6b^B):#,)8+'-")G+,)G++%)
as these studios
are for people af!
fected by early to
mid stage demen!
tia and meals will
be prepared in the
common kitchen
with the assistance
of Personal Support
Workers.
I wish to thank
Greg
Fougére,
Executive Direc!
tor and CEO of
The Perley Rideau
Veterans’
Health
Centre for meeting
with me to discuss
these new initia!
tives.
You can contact me
at hbmcgurrin @
_B))))_)=#%,++8)4&-")%#'J)6_JA_B! (8$&0H5+8) +,) 5$00) 8#) $-) 7Cb!T_C!
bJ_^B) 9b) %&*#,#'-) 8$,;#-) ,#'-2) B_ACH
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Veterans’ health centre fundraising director retires

P

erley Rideau’s Paul Finn $'%)G>,'&2")-"#)C_!=#%,++8)
,$&2#%) 6CT) 8&00&+') %>,&'() l>#2-)?+>2#)O)a home away from
colourful career
home. I"#) =#$>-&G>00@!$::+&'-#%)
l>#2-)?+>2#)+*#,2),#2:&-#)"+>2!
The popular Managing Director ing for caregivers and seniors af!
of the Perley and Rideau Veter! fected by Alzheimer’s Disease
ans’ Health Centre Foundation $'%) +-"#,) %#8#'-&$!,#0$-#%) %&2!
in Ottawa is retiring on May 12, eases.
2011.
Perley Rideau Executive Direc!
Paul Finn has helped raise more tor and CEO Greg Fougère says
-"$') 6CT) 8&00&+') +.#,) -"#) :$2-) Paul Finn has helped to change
13 years to pay for new resident the face of the health centre.
care equipment, furnishings, “Paul has touched the lives of
creative arts, grounds improve! every resident who we have wel!
ments, buses, education, and a comed to the Perley Rideau over
respite care home for dementia the past 13 years,” explains Fou!
residents. The Foundation raises gère. “The health centre works
G>'%2) $2) $) '+'!:,+F-) 5"$,&-@) -+) successfully to provide the essen!
make life more comfortable for tial needs of our residents, and
Perley Rideau residents.
the Foundation enhances their
experience with stimulating ac!
tivities, artistic pursuits, enter!
tainment and equipment. Paul’s
legacy is evident everywhere in
our halls, and we are all sorry to
see him retire. We will be hiring a
new Foundation managing direc!
tor soon to help us move forward
as we execute some very exciting
future plans.”
Finn has been active in the Foun!
dation’s initial fundraising role to
support the health centre’s evolu!
tion into a Seniors Village. The
construction of 139 apartments at
the Perley Rideau’s Russell Road
“Paul’s trademark approach is 0+5$-&+') 4&00) +*#,) &'%#:#'%#'-)
legendary in Ottawa’s fundrais! living to seniors and supportive
ing community,” says Foundation services to eligible seniors. Some
a+$,%)Q"$&,)1$@)3#2[$,%&'2H)Mi#) units will be designated for sen!
"$.#)=#'#F-#%)2+)8>5")G,+8)"&2) iors with early to moderate de!
leadership, enthusiasm and posi! mentia. Support services also will
tive attitude. Paul has created be available to eligible seniors
great relationships between the residing in the surrounding com!
Foundation, its donors and the munity.
community. He has done so much “The plans to start the assisted
to improve the quality of life for 0&.&'() :,+[#5-) -"&2) 2:,&'() $,#)
residents at the Perley Rideau. (,+>'%!=,#$;&'() &') 8+,#) 4$@2)
The board thanks him for his than one,”says Paul Finn. “I know
dedication and wishes him the the planned expansion will be a
very best in retirement.”
success. I also know that the gen!
The Perley Rideau’s fundrais! erous people of Ottawa will get
ing goals have evolved with the =#"&'%) -"#) :,+[#5-) -+) "#0:) :,+!
changing needs of the community. vide the very best care for sen!
Finn successfully worked in part! iors in the generations to come.
nership with Alzheimer Society I am constantly overwhelmed by
Ottawa and Renfrew County and our donors’ generosity, and I will
Carefor Health and Community always be grateful for their kind!
E#,.&5#2)+')$)2:#5&$0):,+[#5-H)?#) ness and dedication to our resi!
,$&2#%) 6_HT) 8&00&+') -+) "#0:) =>&0%) dents. ”

The Perley and Rideau Veterans’
?#$0-") Q#'-,#) 5>,,#'-0@) +*#,2)
2;&00#%) _A!"+>,) '>,2&'() $'%) :,+!
fessional services to meet the
needs of community residents
and armed forces veterans. The
"#$0-") 5#'-,#) "$2) ATB) 0+'(!-#,8)
beds and also accommodates
,#2&%#'-2) G+,) 2"+,-!-#,8) ,#2:&-#)
care and recovery from illness.
W&'') &2) 8$,,&#%) -+) E"$,+') 9'##)
R#2"<) $'%) -"#@) "$.#) -",##) 5"&0!
%,#')!!)k+2">$J)k+,%$')$'%)3$.&'$H)
He has served on several boards
that include Tamir, REACH,
Jewish Family Services, Soloway
JCC, and is the Perley Rideau
representative to United Way.

For further information, please
contact:
1$@)3#2[$,%&'2J)Q"$&,
Perley Rideau Veterans’ Health
Centre Foundation
7Cb!c_T!_bCc
,$@%H7ACm2@8:$-&5+H5$
Greg Fougére, Executive Direc!
tor and CEO
Perley and Rideau Veterans’
Health Centre
7Cb!T_7!`C`B)#D-)_TBC
gfougere@prvhc.com

Continued from page 1
secrets for getting around for his
photography is his Nordic Walk!
er training in Riverview Park.
Photographically he specializes
in producing not simply an ap!
pearance of reality but an experi!
ence of that reality that becomes
the measure of the spirit of place.
He usually exposes convention!
ally only one negative, sometimes
for an hour or more, literally al!
lowing light to paint its presence
on the negative’s surface leading
to beautiful prints that critics say
glow with an inner light.
In the words of Ann Thomas,
curator of photographs at the Na!
tional Gallery of Canada: “Rob!
ert Bourdeau’s importance as an
#0%#,) &') -"#) F#0%) +G) Q$'$%&$')

Page 9
photography cannot be over!
emphasized. Not only have the
consistency and integrity of his
.&2&+') &'G+,8#%) $'%) &'L>#'5#%)
generations of Canadian photog!
raphers for almost 50 years but
his insistence upon excellence in
the crafting of his images has also
left its legacy.
“Subtle and complex and ex!
quisitely rendered as prints,
Robert Bourdeau raised the bar
&')Q$'$%$)'+-)[>2-)+')"+4)0$'%!
scape and architectural photog!
raphy might be envisioned but
on photography as a medium of
personal expression. If he taught
many younger photographers to
see this part of their world afresh,
he also allowed the public to ar!
rive at a heightened experience
of the photographic image, not
simply as a bearer of information
+,)5+'-#'-)=>-)$2)$')+=[#5-)+G)$#2!
thetic contemplation from which
much could be learned.”
She concludes: “Without Rob!
ert Bourdeau as a backdrop it is
unlikely that many of the young!
er generation of photograph!
ers whose work we revere today
would have achieved their stan!
dards of excellence.”
Bourdeau has exhibited exten!
sively throughout North Amer!
ica and Europe and consistently
helped in photograph surveys
at the National Gallery and the
Canadian Museum of Contem!
porary Photography. He taught
photography for 15 years at the
University of Ottawa. His photo!
graphs can be found in numer!
ous public collections in France,
?+00$'%) R+2) /'(#0#2J) Q"&5$(+J)
Boston, Rochester, Montreal, To!
ronto, Vancouver and Kingston,
where he was born and met his
artist wife Mary.
His next exhibition will be at
the Stephen Bulger Gallery, 1026
Queen Street West, Toronto, and
his new book of more than 100
photographs will be launched on
the afternoon of May 7 at the
Bulger Gallery. It is a monograph,
published by the Magenta Foun!
dation, and soon to be available
at Indigo Books and the National
Gallery of Canada.
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Community Bulletin Board

9.::;<=>?#9.@9#>;9AA:#BC?9#
DEE.F=<>D<G
13TH TO 15TH MAY, 2011–most events at
the school
Visit our website .....www.hillcrestottawa50th.ca

Coro Vivo Ottawa under the dir!
#5-&+')+G)/'-+'&+)R0$5$):,#2#'-2)
$)=#'#F-)5+'5#,-)G+,)Q?]UY)
Hooray for Hollywood:
Greatest hits from Broadway and
Hollywood. Saturday May 7, at
cjBB):H8H)t5+0#)l&2u0#!R$0+'%#)
500 Millennium Blvd.Orleans.
/%>0-2)6)_BJ)G,##)G+,)5"&0%,#')CA)
and under. Tickets available at
R#$%&'()N+-#J)Q3)i$,#"+>2#J)
Compact Music or at the door.
Q$00)7Cb!cAC!b^B_)444H5+,+!
vivoottawa.ca

Book Sale
k>'#)Cc)s)C^)CBjBB)$H8OAjBB):H8H)
FREE
Thousands of books to choose
from. Stock up on your summer
reading.
R+5$-&+'j)a>&0%&'()`_J)QH]HWHJ)#$2-)
+*)e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)-,$P5)5&,50#
Strawberry Social
k>0@)C)CCjbB)$H8HO_jBB):H8H)67HBB
Q+8#)$'%)#'[+@)$)%#0&5&+>2)2-,$4!
berry treat while
visiting the Canadian Agriculture
Museum. Many holiday activities to
choose from.
R+5$-&+'j)S#8+,@)e$,;J)/(,&5>0!
ture Museum. Prince of Wales,
2+>-")+G)-,$P5)5&,50#
Admission into Museum FREE
10 Mile Run
July 20 6:30 p.m.
Join the Friends of the Farm and
the Run Ottawa Club for a runners’
challenge. Take part in a 10 mile
run on the C.E.F.
R+5$-&+'j)S+,'&'(2&%#)R$'#J)QH]HWH
Info and registration: http://www.
runottawaclub.com
Victorian Tea
/>(>2-)`)_jBB):H8HOAjBB):H8H
Admission FREE, Formal Tea
67HBB
Classic tea will be served on the
lawns of the Arboretum. Bring a
patio chair and listen to live music.
Enter the best hat contest and don
:#,&+%)5+2->8#)9+:-&+'$0<H)R+5$!
-&+'j)a0%()`_J)QH]HWHJ)#$2-)+*)e,&'5#)
+G)i$0#2)-,$P5)5&,50#H
Art on the Farm
/>(>2-)_B)CB)$H8HOA):H8H)1$&')%$-#)

Ballroom Dance Practice at
Dempsey Community Centre.
Friday evenings 8 to 11:30 pm
67H7Tr:#,2+')$-)-"#)%++,H
e0#$2#) 5$00) 7Cb!_A`!AcA7) G+,) &'!
formation.
April 1, 8, 15, May 6, 13, 27, June
3, 10.

Friday, April 8, 2011 from 6pm
to 8:30pm and Saturday, April 9,
2011 from 9am to 11:30am
Nearly New Sale and Used
Book Sale
Rideau Park United Church
Alta Vista Drive and Cunning!
ham
l#'-0@)>2#%)50+-"&'()$'%)[#4#0!
lery, household items and books
for sale at great low prices.
Find new “treasures”.
7Cb!`bb!bCT7
www.rideaupark.ca

August 21 FREE
Artists working in various mediums
will display and sell their original
works under the trees of the Cen!
-,$0)]D:#,&8#'-$0)W$,8H)R+5$-&+'j)
NCC Driveway and Maple Drive,
C.E.F.
Annual General Meeting
E#:-#8=#,)CA)`jBB:H8HOCBjBB:H8H)
W1]])/RR)i]RQUS]
Guest speaker to be announced.
R+5$-&+'j)N#$-=@)a0%(H)QH]HWJ)Q$,!
ling at Maple Dr.
Fine Art Exhibition and Sale
U5-+=#,)cJ)^)s)CB)CB)$H8HOA):H8H)
FREE
Amazing pieces of art by up to
eight artists working in a variety of
8#%&>82H)/)[>,&#%)#.#'-H
R+5$-&+'j)a>&0%&'()`_J)QH]HWHJ)#$2-)
+*)e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)-,$P5)5&,50#
Craft & Bake Sale
N+.#8=#,)C_)s)CbJ)CBjBB)$H8H!AjBB)
p.m. FREE
An incredible selection of items
to choose from and don’t forget
to pick up some delicious baked
goods.
R+5$-&+'j)a>&0%&'()`_J)QH]HWHJ)#$2-)
+*)e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)-,$P5)5&,50#
Historical Walk of the C.E.F.
S$@)C`)`jBBO^jBB):H8H
6C_)8#8=#,2r6CT)'+'!8#8=#,2
Bob McClelland will lead this
walking tour during which he’ll
showcase the picturesque landscape
design, architectural history, and
stories of Ottawa’s beloved Central
Experimental Farm.
R+5$-&+'j)a>&0%&'()`_J)#$2-)+*)
e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)-,$P5)5&,50#H

D<?#:=EH.E@#AI#A??DJD
Rent, lease to purchase or purchase
+,&(&'$0)F'#)$,-)$-),#$2+'$=0#):,&5#2)=@)
local artists. A large selection includ!
ing oil, watercolour, acrylic, sculpture,
pastel and mixed media.
First Unitarian Church Hall, 30 Cleary
Ave, Ottawa
Free admission. Free parking
X'G+,8$-&+'j)7Cb)__A!cB_c)2$'%2cB_cm
rogers.com www.artlendingofottawa.
ca
Monthly Info
i#%'#2%$@J)/:,&0)_Bj)`jBB:8!^jBB:8J)
I">,2%$@J)/:,&0)_Cj)CBjBB$8!^jBB:8
In addition to the regular member!
ship's exposition, the April show will
feature a Spring Showcase at which
:$&'-&'(2J)>:)-+)$).$0>#)+G)6CTBHBB)4&00)
be featured.
I>#2%$@J)S$@)C`j)`jBB:8!^jBB:8J)
i#%'#2%$@J)S$@)Ccj)CBjBB$8!)^jBB:8
In addition to the regular show, the
May show features the work of Mag!
gie Fietz and Dorothy Hayter.
I>#2%$@J)k>'#)_Cj)`jBB:8!^jBB:8J)
i#%'#2%$@J)k>'#)__j)CBjBB$8!^jBB:8
In a addition to the regular member!
ship's exposition, the June show will
feature the work of Marie Rakos and
Anne Remmer Thompson.

R&0$5)i$0;)I+>,
May TBA 2 p.m. Donation
Take part in a guided tour along the
Q#'-,$0)]D:#,&8#'-$0)W$,8)R&0$5)
Walk with the Friends of the Farm
R&0$5)I#$8H)3&25+.#,)-"#)8$'@)
varieties of lilac that the C.E.F. has
-+)+*#,H
R+5$-&+'j)e$,;)$-)-"#)Q$'$%&$')
Agriculture Museum, south of
e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)I,$P5)5&,50#J)G+00+4)
signs.
Donations are gratefully accepted.
Fletcher Wildlife Garden Native
Plant Sale
k>'#)A)^jbB)$H8H)-+)C_jbB):H8H)W1]]
Native plants grown in the area
that are adapted to the local condi!
tions and climate. Volunteers and
growers will be available to answer
your questions and make sugges!
tions. Admission and parking are
G,##H)W+,)&'G+j)7Cb!`bB!B`CA)+,)#8$&0)
L#-5"#,m+G'5H5$
e,#2-+')R&0$5)I+>,
June TBA 2 p.m. Donation
Take part in a guided tour of the
e,#2-+')R&0$5)5+00#5-&+')+')-"#)
Central Experimental Farm with
-"#)W,&#'%2)+G)-"#)W$,8)R&0$5)I#$8H)
Discover the many varieties of lilac
-"$-)-"#)QH]HWH)"$2)-+)+*#,H
R+5$-&+'j)e$,;)$-)-"#)Q$'$%&$')
Agriculture Museum, south of
e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)I,$P5)5&,50#J)G+00+4)
signs.
Donations are gratefully accepted.
C.E.F. & Explorer Rose Tour
June 12 1 p.m. Donation
The FCEF rose team will be avail!
able to answer your questions.

Information on the collection will
=#)$.$&0$=0#)-+)"#0:)@+>)4&-")$)2#0G!
guided tour of the roses.
R+5$-&+'j)e$,;)$-)-"#)Q$'$%&$')
Agriculture Museum, south of
e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)I,$P5)5&,50#J)G+00+4)
signs.
Donations are gratefully accepted.
Peony Tours
June 11 9 a.m. to noon Donation
l>&%#%)-+>,2)4&00)=#)+*#,#%)=#!
tween 9 a.m. and noon of the Peony
Beds on the Central Experimental
Farm. Get tips on what would work
best in your garden and ways of
keeping your peonies happy.
R+5$-&+'j)e#+'@)a#%2J)U,'$8#'-$0)
Gardens, C.E.F. Park at the Can!
adian Agriculture Museum, south
+G)e,&'5#)+G)i$0#2)I,$P5)5&,50#H)
Donations are gratefully accepted.
Friends of the Central Experiment!
al Farm
Building 72, Arboretum, C.E.F.
Ottawa, ON, K1A 0C6
:"+'#j)7Cb!_bB!b_`7
G$Dj)7Cb!_bB!C_bc
www.friendsofthefarm.ca
Charity # 11891 3565RR0001
The Friends of the Central Experi!
mental Farm preserve, protect,
maintain and enhance the Domin!
ion Arboretum, the Ornamental
Gardens, and other public areas of
the Farm, in partnership with Agri!
5>0->,#)$'%)/(,&!W++%)Q$'$%$J)G+,)
-"#)#%>5$-&+'$0)=#'#F-)$'%)#'[+@!
8#'-)+G)-"#):>=0&5Y)$'%):,+8+-#)
-"#)W$,8V2)"&2-+,&5$0)2&('&F5$'5#)
and heritage values.
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Jiseikan Aikido
Tai Chi Chuan
an art, an exercise routine…a silence
by Rustling Birch
"#$%$&'(')*+,-.'/0,*12

M

ost of us living in urban
centres have seen people
practicing Tai Chi Chuan
in some nearby park. Around the
world, the popularity of Tai Chi is
evident. Usually, the practitioners
4#) 2##) $,#) #D#5>-&'() $) =$,#!"$'%)
form. Occasionally, however, some
are practicing Tai Chi with a sword.
That’s because Tai Chi, like other
8$,-&$0) $,-2J) "$2) =$,#!"$'%) G+,82)
as well as forms that feature vari!
+>2)4#$:+'2v$'%)-"#)8+2-):+:>0$,)
9$'%) '+=0#<) +G) -"#2#) &2) -"#) 2-,$&("-)
24+,%H)X-)&2)5$00#%)-"#)w[&$'VH
I$&)Q"&)&2)F,2-)$'%)G+,#8+2-)$)8$,!
tial art. It was developed long ago
to help people nurture internal
2-,#'(-")$'%)0#$,')2#0G!%#G#'2#)-#5"!
niques. Indeed, although the move!
ments we see practiced in parks are
slow and deliberate, they can be exe!
5>-#%)Z>&5;0@)-+)4$,%)+*)$):+-#'-&$0)
opponent. Tai Chi is also a dynamic

form of meditation.
The philosophy and principles be!
hind Tai Chi come with various lay!
ers of meaning. In fact, part of the
universal appeal of Tai Chi is pre!
cisely that it works on many levels,
and that there is something in it for
#.#,@+'#H)S+2-)+G)>2J)"+4#.#,J)F,2-)
5+8#)-+)I$&)Q"&)$2)$)4$@)-+)2-$@)F-)
+,) -+) &8:,+.#) +>,) "#$0-"v$'%) G+,)
good reason.
I"#,#) $,#) 8$'@) =#'#F-2) -+) :,$5-&!
5&'()I$&)Q"&v4&-")+,)4&-"+>-)$)[&$'H)
One of them is improved posture.
For most westerners, learning the
correct Tai Chi stance often involves
the unlearning of bad habits. Tai Chi
entails aligning the body in a way that
G$5&0&-$-#2) -"#) L+4) +G) #'#,(@H) I"#)
checklist for correct alignment in!
cludes lifting the crown of the head,
tucking in the chin slightly, and tilt!
ing the pelvis. Practitioners learn to
relax their chest, eliminate tension
between the shoulder blades, drop
-"#)#0=+42J)L#D)-"#);'##2J)$'%),++-)
their feet to the ground.
As mentioned previously, better
:+2->,#)&2)+'0@)+'#)+G)-"#)=#'#F-2)+G)
Tai Chi. Because Tai Chi stretches

all the muscles, bones, tendons, and
nerves of the body, it contributes
-+) +.#,$00) F-'#22) $'%) "#$0-"H) W+,)
example, regular practice reinfor!
ces the muscles around failing knee
[+&'-2J) :,+.&%&'() +'#) +G) -"#) =#2-)
“braces” possible. It also contributes
to improved blood circulation, co!
ordination, and balance.
Along with the more obvious health
=#'#F-2J) 5+8#) 8+,#) 2>=-0#J) #Z>$00@)
important ones, which also
5+'-,&=>-#)-+)+'#V2)4#00!=#&'(H)
Tai Chi is an “internal” Chinese
martial art: it promotes the de!
velopment of internal energy
and, ultimately, strength. It
requires the practitioner to
develop both the mind and
the body together. In Tai Chi,
mindfulness and intent are in!
separable from stance and pos!
ture. In other words, although
@+>) 5$') [+() T) ;8) 4"&0#) -"&';!
ing about possible solutions to
your personal or professional
problems, you cannot practice Tai
Chi without harmonizing your focus
to your breath, and both your breath
and focus, to your every gesture.
9g+>) "$.#) -+) 0#$.#) @+>,) :,+=0#82)
=#"&'%o<
The external manifestations of Tai
Chi may indeed seem like noth!
ing more than a series of leisurely,
%,$4'!+>-)8+.#8#'-2J)$)2&8:0#)#D!
ercise. However, in Tai Chi, what is
going on internally is as important as
what is going on externally. And that
is where Tai Chi and other exercise
routines part company.
First, the breath. When they begin
-+) 0#$,') -"#&,) F,2-) I$&) Q"&) G+,8J)
practitioners are introduced to the
importance of correct breathing. As
a rule, we busy westerners have for!
gotten how to breathe. We have be!
come “top breathers”, which means
that air reaches only the top half
of our lungs. As a consequence, we
breathe faster and more irregularly.
We may be short on the “inhale”,
and even shorter on the “exhale”
9+,).&5#).#,2$<H)I$&)Q"&):,$5-&-&+'#,2)
learn to breathe deeply and regularly,
breathing in and out in equal time to

match each movement. Correct and
controlled breathing is essential to
relaxation, and, in Tai Chi, relaxa!
tion and calmness are crucial to the
development of internal energy.
Second, mindfulness. In the practice
of Tai Chi, what goes on in the mind
is intimately linked to the visible
movements being executed by the
=+%@H)X-)&2)>'-"&';$=0#v$'%)$5->$00@)
&8:+22&=0#v-+) %&22+5&$-#) +'#) G,+8)
the other. Take a string of pearls,
$'%)2'$;#)&-)$5,+22)$)L$-)2>,G$5#H)/2)
it slithers along, there is no single
pearl that seems to be moving faster
or slower than another. Such is the
+=[#5-&.#) &')I$&) Q"&j) $) =+%@) 4"+2#)
parts all move in unison, indiscern!
ibly, like strung pearls. That requires
focus and mindfulness. In Tai Chi
practice, the mind is as active a play!
er as the body.
I"#)=#'#F-2)$,&2&'()G,+8)-"#)&'-#,!
'$0) 8$'&G#2-$-&+'2) +G) I$&) Q"&v$0!
-"+>(") 0#22) &88#%&$-#0@) +=.&+>2v
$,#)#Z>$00@)2&('&F5$'-H)e,$5-&-&+'#,2)
are typically calm and have a relaxed
mind. At the very least, when sub!
[#5-#%) -+) -"#) :,#22>,#2) $'%) 2-,#22#2)
of life, they know how to reinstate
calmness. Regular practice also helps
develop other, less palpable attrib!

>-#2j)&-)&8:,+.#2),#L#D#2J)"#&("-#'2)
sensitivity, and raises awareness.
i"#') :,$5-&5#) &'50>%#2) -"#) [&$'J)
new elements come into play. The
slightest shift in direction is magni!
F#%)$0+'()-"#)0#'(-")+G)-"#)[&$'J)$'%)
its weight is incorporated into the
movement. The body then “extends”
&'-+) -"#) [&$'H) I"#) :,$5-&-&+'#,V2)
energy covers a longer path, trav!
#0&'()-+)-"#)-&:)+G)-"#)[&$'H
Tai Chi is much, much more than a
simple exercise routine. The external
movements of a form, whether that
G+,8)5+8:,&2#2J)_A)+,)CBc):+2->,#2J)
represent only a fraction of what is
really going on when one engages in
Tai Chi practice. The real surprise
,#2-2) &') -"#) #*#5-) -"$-) -"#) #D-#,'$0)
and internal manifestations of the
practice eventually have on one’s
+4')4#00!=#&'()$'%)%#.#0+:8#'-H
/0-"+>(") 2+8#) +G) -"#) =#'#F-2) +G)
Tai Chi practice require a longer
commitment, others manifest them!
selves after merely three or four
8+'-"2) +G) #*+,-H) X'&-&$00@J) :,+(,#22)
may come slowly, but that should
be expected. Many of us have never
,#$0&K#%) "+4) G,+K#') +>,) [+&'-2) $,#J)
"+4) 2-&*) $'%) &88+=&0#) 4#V.#) =#!
5+8#H) 3>,&'() -"#) F,2-) @#$,) +G) I$&)
Chi practice, the body undergoes
important, necessary changes. Cor!
rect and regular practice will bring
#'%>,&'()=#'#F-2H
When practiced well, Tai Chi looks
easy. To the observer, the people
practicing Tai Chi in the park seem
-+)=#)[>2-)%+&'(H)U')-"#)&'2&%#J)"+4!
ever, they are engrossed in stillness,
engaged in developing the mind
in tandem with the body. Oddly
#'+>("J)-"$-)#'-$&02)[>2-)%+&'(H
wR&G#)-+)-"#)I$+&2-)&2)0&;#)0++;&'()+>-)
a window during morning tea and
watching the seasons change like
one breath to the next.’
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Alta Vista Transportation Corridor rears its head

I

t’s shaping up to be a busy
spring and summer in Cap!
ital Ward, with community
events and, of course, construc!
tion.
Alta Vista Transportation
Corridor
Q&-@)Q+>'5&0)$::,+.#%)6T)8&00&+')
in funding for the design phase
+G) -"#) M?+2:&-$0) R&';p) :+,-&+')
of the Alta Vista Transportation
Corridor. The 1.2 km road would
run north from Riverside Drive
to the hospitals on Smyth Road,
and the estimated overall cost
4+>0%)=#)8+,#)-"$')67B)8&00&+')
for design and construction.
Not only is this relatively short
strip of road extremely expensive,
but it still appears on the City’s
UP5&$0)e0$')$2)-"#)F,2-)0#()+G)-"#)
much longer Alta Vista Transpor!
tation Corridor that would run
G,+8) ?&("4$@) AC`) &') -"#) '+,-")
all the way to Conroy Road in the
south.
During budget deliberations, I
spoke out against the expensive
?+2:&-$0) R&';) $'%) Z>#2-&+'#%)
whether the City would consider
8+,#) 5+2-!#*#5-&.#) $0-#,'$-&.#2)
during the pending design pro!
cess. In the end, Council voted 21
to 3 to proceed with funding for
-"#)?+2:&-$0)R&';)%#2&('H
Whether or not the City ultim!
$-#0@)=>&0%2)-"#)?+2:&-$0)R&';J)X)
will work to have the rest of the
Alta Vista roadway repurposed
&') -"#) UP5&$0) e0$') 9+,) ,#8+.#%)
#'-&,#0@<J) 2+) -"$-) -"&2) ,+$%) '#.#,)
sees the light of day.
Bank Street Rehabilitation
The City will rebuild Bank Street
this summer from the Rideau

Continued from page 17
school Homework Club. The
Blair Court Community House,
located on Station Boulevard, is
$)'+-!G+,!:,+F-)+,($'&K$-&+')-"$-)
provides programs and services
for those families living in the
$%[$5#'-)'#&("=+>,"++%)$'%)2>,!
rounding area. Families in need
visit the Community House for
access to social, recreational, and
educational programs, includ!
ing many children who attend
the Homework Club. As part of
an initiative to volunteer in our
community, we repainted, re!
decorated and renewed the space
where the Homework Club,
/%>0-) X'%#:#'%#'-) R#$,'&'(J)
and various other programs take
place. As well as repainting and
improving the space, funds were

Canal all the way to the Queen!
sway.
The City planned to rebuild
Bank from the Canal to Holm!
wood Ave. this year, and leave the
rest to 2015. But with the possi!
bility of Ottawa hosting the 2015
FIFA Women’s World Cup and
-"#) _BCA) f!_B) i+8#'V2) i+,0%)
Cup, and with the prospect of
competing businesses opening
&G) -"#) R$'2%+4'#) e$,-'#,2"&:)
Plan goes ahead, it makes more
2#'2#) -+) %+) $00) -"#) 8$[+,) ,+$%)
work this summer. Streetscaping
will be completed next year.
This accelerated timeline will
bring dust, disruption and de!
tours. But Capital Ward will be
=#--#,)+*)(#--&'()-"#)4+,;)%+'#)
'+4J) 4"$-#.#,) -"#) G$-#) +G) R$'2!
downe Park. Glebe merchants
will be especially grateful for your
:$-,+'$(#) %>,&'() -"&2) %&P5>0-)
summer.
Help keep Capital Ward clean
Do you know a park, shoreline,
schoolyard or any public prop!
#,-@)4"#,#)0&--#,)+,)(,$P-&)"$2)$5!
cumulated over the winter? Join
Ottawa’s annual Spring Clean!
ing the Capital Campaign from
April 15 to May 15. This is your
chance to help make Capital
Ward the cleanest in the city.
Choose your location, then regis!
ter at ottawa.ca/clean or by call!
&'() b!C!CH) 1#(&2-#,) =@) April 14
for a chance to win early bird
prizes. Cleanup Starter Kits are
available to all volunteers.
;+K0$+)#FL)!I&'$
a#-4##') -"#) R$>,&#,)/.#H) 2#(,#!
gated lanes, the Bixi public bike
system and other initiatives,
raised through bake sales and in
donations from local businesses
to provide the Homework Club
with supplies, books, games, and
healthy snacks. Throughout the
month of February, we worked
to prepare for the transforma!
tion to take place and completed
-"#):,+[#5-)&')S$,5"J)[>2-)&')-&8#)
for the students to return to the
Homework Club after March
Break. The Blair Court Com!
munity House opens its doors to
a large population of children and
youth whose programs are im!
proved by dedicated volunteers
who generously give their time.
I",+>(") +>,) :,+[#5-J) 4#) "+:#%)
to help improve the Homework
Club but more importantly we
wanted to get involved in our
community and inspire others to
do the same.

it’s getting easier for Ottawa
residents to get around on two
wheels. That’s reason enough to
celebrate Capital Vélo Fest
on Saturday, June 4.
I"&2) G>'J) G,##) #.#'-) 4&00) 5$:) +*)
Bike to Work Month and En!
vironment Week with a day of
workshops, games, music and
more at City Hall’s Festival Plaza.
I will post more details in the
coming weeks on www.capital!
ward.ca.
Calling all young entrepreneurs!
Enterprising students who want
to start their own summer busi!
nesses should apply for the 2011
Summer Company Program,
$) (,#$-) +::+,->'&-@) +*#,#%) =@)
the Entrepreneurship Centre at
the Ottawa Centre for Research
$'%)X''+.$-&+')9UQ1X<H
Successful applicants receive
"$'%2!+') 8#'-+,&'() G,+8) 0+5$0)
community business leaders, plus
>:)-+)6CJTBB)-+4$,%)2-$,->:)5+2-2)
$'%)6CJTBB)>:+')2>55#22G>0)5+8!
pletion of the program.
Interested students between the
ages of 15 and 29 should apply by
May 9 at www.entrepreneurship.
com/young/summer_company.
php.
Capital Ward Walk
X)4&00)0#$%)8@)F,2-)Q$:&-$0)i$,%)

Walk on I,03+*6#DK,0)#MN#in Old
U--$4$)]$2-H)e0#$2#)[+&')8#)$-)CB)
a.m. at the Children’s Garden at
Main St. and Clegg Ave.
We’ll visit the Oblate Order
and Sisters of Sacred Heart lands
to discuss their redevelopment
plans. We’ll also view some recent
&'F00) :,+[#5-2) &') -"#) 5+88>'&-@J)
$'%)#'%)4&-")5+*##)$-)Q>::#%&$)
9^`)S$&')E-H<H
XG) @+>) 5$'V-) [+&') >2) G+,) -"&2)
^B!8&'>-#)#.#'-J)4#V00),#5+,%);#@)
stops on our walk and post the
video online.
David Chernushenko
Councillor for Capital Ward
7Cb!TcB!_Ac`
David.Chernushenko@Ottawa.ca
www.capitalward.ca
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Planning and Development Update
I,!4#$%&#<05&,50&O#P+,1#;!44Q/0$*#D''!(0+$0!/
The Planning and Development Update from the Riverview Park Community Association:
Alta Vista Corridor, Bus Garage and More
34'5+0&')-.6Chair, RPCA Planning and Development Committee

T

"#) 1&.#,.&#4) e$,;) Q+88>'&-@)/22+5&$-&+') 91eQ/<) $'%) &-2)
e0$''&'()$'%)3#.#0+:8#'-)9es3<)Q+88&--##)5+'-&'>#2)-+)
follow developments of interest in the local community and
to promote the application of sustainable planning principles in Ot!
-$4$H)i"&0#) -"#) #*+,-2) $'%) 8$[+,&-@) +G) &-2) #'#,(@) "$2) =##') 2:#'%)
working with community residents and other stakeholders around
the City to remove funding for the planned Alta Vista Transporta!
-&+')Q+,,&%+,)9/hIQ<)?+2:&-$0)R&';J)-"#)1eQ/)5+'-&'>#2)-+)G+00+4)
other development issues in the neighbourhood and around the City
4"&5")8$@)$*#5-)1&.#,.&#4)e$,;),#2&%#'-2)#&-"#,)%&,#5-0@)+,)&'%&,#5-!
0@J)2>5")$2)-"#)R$'2%+4'#)R&.#):,+[#5-H)I"#),#5#'-)5$8:$&(')$($&'2-)
-"#)/hIQ)"$2),$&2#%)-"#):,+F0#)+G)-"#)1eQ/)$'%)-"#)'#&("=+>,"++%)
and has enabled relationships to be forged with other community as!
sociations in Ottawa.
Committee members and representatives from other neighbouring
Community Associations take part in the Alta Vista Planning Group
9/hel<)8##-&'(2)4"&5")Q+>'5&0+,)e#-#,)?>8#)"+2-2)-+)%&25>22)0+5$0)
development proposals of interest.
Alta Vista Transportation Corridor – Hospital Link
I"#) %#-$&0) %#2&(') 4+,;) $22+5&$-#%) 4&-") -"#) 67THT) 8&00&+') CH_) ;&0+!
8#-,#)?+2:&-$0)R&';)2#5-&+')+G)-"#)5+'-,+.#,2&$0)/0-$)h&2-$)I,$'2:+,!
-$-&+')Q+,,&%+,)9/hIQ<)=#-4##')1&.#,2&%#)3,&.#)$'%)-"#)?+2:&-$0)
Complex is ongoing. On March 8, 2011, the City approved the 2011
=>%(#-)4"&5"):,+.&%#%)$')$%%&-&+'$0)6T)8&00&+')&')_BCC)9-+-$0)G+,#5$2-!
#%)2:#'%&'()&')_BCC)&2)6C_HC)8&00&+'<)-+)$00+4)G+,):,#,#Z>&2&-#)8+%&F5$!
tions and relocation of existing infrastructure in advance of the actual
5+'2-,>5-&+') +G) -"#) ,+$%4$@) -+) -"#) ?+2:&-$0H) )I"#) ,#8$&'&'() 6TBHT)
8&00&+')&2)G+,#5$2-)-+)=#)2:#'-)G,+8)_BC_)-+)_BCA)G+,)-"#)$5->$0),+$%)
5+'2-,>5-&+')&-2#0G)9'+-#j)6_H^)8&00&+')"$%)=##'):,#.&+>20@)2:#'-<H
I"#) 5+'-,+.#,2@) $,+>'%) -"#)/hIQ) 0&';) "$2) =##') 4#00!%+5>8#'-#%)
elsewhere and relates to its exorbitant costs, technical challenges
$=+>-) &8:0#8#'-&'() -"#) :,+[#5-J) 4"#-"#,) &-) 4&00) ,#2+0.#) -"#) -,$P5)
5+'(#2-&+') &22>#2) &'2-#$%) +G) 8#,#0@) 2"&G-&'() -"#) -,$P5) -+) $'+-"#,)
M5"+;#):+&'-p)$'%)-"#)0+22)+G)8>5"!>2#%)(,##'2:$5#H))I"#,#)$,#)$02+)
questions about its necessity at this time, as it is rumoured that the
$%[$5#'-)0$'%2)+')-"#)2&-#)+G)-"#)N$-&+'$0)S#%&5$0)3#G#'5#)Q#'-,#)
9N3SQ<)8$@)'+-)=#)$.$&0$=0#)G+,),#%#.#0+:8#'-)>'-&0)_B__H))i"&0#)
-+) %$-#) 2>((#2-&+'2) G+,) $) 8+,#) 5+2-!#*#5-&.#) $'%) 0#22) +=-,>2&.#) $5!
cess way to the Hospital Grounds and the NDMC have not been
accepted, the RPCA will continue to work to minimize the negative
&8:$5-2)+G)-"#)?+2:&-$0)R&';)%#2&(')O)$'%)-+)"$.#),#8$&'&'()G>'%&'()
G+,)-"#):,+[#5-)-,$'2G#,,#%)-+)+-"#,)8+,#):,#22&'()'##%2H)

T!2-+,#@),#2&%#'5#)4&00)=#)5+''#5-#%)-+)-"#)5>,,#'-)"#$0-")5#'-,#)$-)
-"#)8$&')#'-,$'5#)$'%)$)2#5+'%)b!2-+,#@),#2&%#'5#)4&00)=#)0+5$-#%)$%!
[$5#'-)-+)1>22#00)1+$%H)Q+'2-,>5-&+')&2)20$-#%)-+)=#(&')&')-"#)2:,&'()
+G)_BCC)+')-"#)1>22#00)1+$%)AT!>'&-)2#'&+,2V)"+>2&'(),#2&%#'5#H)X')-"#)
meantime, the PRVHC Executive Director and CEO Greg Fougere
and his colleague Cheryl Homuth attended the February 2011 RPCA
Board meeting to present details on the residences and to answer
questions.
?&,40/+)#D5&/Q&#AT(&#RQ0)30/S'#U?,+0/*+,3'V
I"#)1eQ/)"$2):,+.&%#%)5+88#'-2)+')-"#):,+:+2#%)c!2-+,#@)G#%#,$0)
+P5#) =>&0%&'() G+,) -"#) Q$'$%$) 1#.#'>#)/(#'5@) 9Q1/<) $-) 395 Terminal Avenue)O)$::,+D&8$-#0@)CbB)8#-,#2)#$2-)+G)-"#)&'-#,2#5-&+')
4&-")E$'G+,%)W0#8&'()9Q$'$%$)e+2-)e,+5#22&'()e0$'-<H)3#.#0+:8#'-)
is expected to be completed and substantially occupied by 2013. The
_7^JCBB)2Z>$,#!G++-)9_TJT7B)2Z>$,#!8#-,#<)=>&0%&'()O)&2)-"#)F,2-)5+8!
ponent of a planned overall total of 1.1 million in square feet of com!
8#,5&$0)+P5#)2:$5#)&')-"#)I,$&'@$,%2)Q+8:0#DH
While Terminal Avenue is currently separated from the Via Train sta!
tion and Transitway by VIA train tracks, the RPCA has pointed out
the need to have access to transit via the pedestrian tunnel or bridge
which would traverse the tracks. The terms of the Trainyards rezon!
ing approved in 2001 require “the improvement and utilization of an
existing below grade pedestrian connection between the employment
centre to the Ottawa Train Station or the construction of a new link”
>:+')5+8:0#-&+')+G)$::,+D&8$-#0@)TBx)+G)-"#)+P5#)2:$5#H)I"&2)$%%&!
-&+'$0)$55#22),+>-#)4+>0%).$0&%$-#)-"#)50$&8)&')-"#):,+[#5-V2)k$'>$,@)
_BCC)W+,8$0)3#2&(')1#.&#4)%+5>8#'-)4"&5")-"#)2&-#)&2)M4#00!2#,.#%)
by the bus Transitway at Hurdman Station and Train Station.” The
1eQ/)a+$,%)&2)2>::+,-&.#)+G)-"#):,+:+2#%):,+[#5-)&'):,&'5&:0#)$'%)
is advocating that the necessary infrastructure be put in place to en!
courage pedestrian and cyclist access to the property and to meet the
_Tx) -,$'2&-) 8+%$0) 2"$,#) 9&H#H) :#,5#'-$(#) +G) :#+:0#) >2&'() -,$'2&-) -+)
$55#22)-"#)=>2&'#22)5+8:0#D<)>:+')4"&5")-"#),#K+'&'()4$2):,#8&2#%)H
In response to the comments from the RPCA and the City’s own De!
2&(')1#.&#4)e$'#0),#($,%&'()&'2>P5&#'-):#%#2-,&$'!G,&#'%0@)G#$->,#2J)
the developer agreed to provide a sidewalk along the northern side
of Terminal Avenue. The March 17 2011 notice of the decision to ap!
:,+.#)-"&2):,+[#5-)2-$-#%)-"$-)M&-)&2)>'0&;#0@)-"$-)$00)+,)#.#')-"#)8$[+,!
&-@)+G)-"#)$'-&5&:$-#%)+P5#)%#.#0+:8#'-)4&00)=#)5+'2-,>5-#%)+.#,)-"#)
'#D-)F.#)@#$,2Hp
/'+-"#,) %#.#0+:8#'-) &2) :0$''#%) G+,) A_T)I#,8&'$0)/.#'>#) +') 0$'%)
+4'#%)=@)h&$)1$&0)O)$)^!2-+,#@J)bCJ`C7)8_)+P5#)-+4#,H)/00)-"#),#Z>&,#%)
parking, 138 including 3 accessible spaces, is provided underground
with access located on the eastern side of the lot. The RPCA com!
ments regarding pedestrian and transit accessibility for 395 Terminal
Avenue, also apply here. At the February 2011 Alta Vista Planning
l,+>:)9/hel<)8##-&'()"+2-#%)=@)Q+>'5&00+,)?>8#J)5+'5#,'2)4#,#)
,$&2#%)$=+>-)-"#):#%#2-,&$')->''#0):,+:+2#%)-+)5+''#5-)A_T)I#,8&'$0)
to the VIA main terminal. The draft design shows the tunnel starting
&')-"#)>'%#,(,+>'%):$,;&'()0+-)+G)A_T)I#,8&'$0J)4"&5")&2):,+=0#8$-&5)
for reasons of accessibility, visibility and public safety.
/) :,+:+2#%) 7!2-+,#@) C_TJBBB) 2Z>$,#!G++-) +P5#) =>&0%&'() $-) ATT)I#,!
8&'$0)/.#'>#O+,&(&'$00@)25"#%>0#%)G+,)5+8:0#-&+')$'%)2>=2-$'-&$0)+5!
5>:$-&+')=@)_BCCv),#8$&'2)+')"+0%)G+,)'+4H)S+,#)&'G+,8$-&+')+')-"#)
Trainyards can be found at www.ottawatrainyards.com.

The RPCA has been assured that it will be given an opportunity to
provide input into the AVTC design process later this year.
A;#?,+/'K!#RQ'#@+,+S&#I+(0)0$*#!/#./3Q'$,0+)#D5&/Q&
Three RPCA Board members attended a February 10, 2011 Open
House to receive details on the alternate access route for the bus gar!
$(#)4"&5")4&00)#0&8&'$-#)4#2-=+>'%)8+,'&'()=>2)-,$P5)+')$0+'()X'!
%>2-,&$0)/.#'>#)$'%)%&,#5-)&-)-+)a#0G$2-)1+$%)&'2-#$%H)E-$*)$'%)5+'2>0-!
ants indicated that the input and alternate access solution provided
by RPCA last year had led to a better solution than originally planned
O)$')#D$8:0#)+G)$)M4&'!4&'p)2+0>-&+')+G)4"$-)5$')=#)$5"&#.#%)=@)0&2! J&))'K,0/S#A$$+O+#I+(0)0$*
tening to the community. The alternate access route is scheduled to Work on the new Ontario Regional Cancer Foundation facility and
be completed in Fall 2011.
+P5#2)9-"#)S/eR]EUWI)Q#'-,#<)'#$,)-"#)5+,'#,)+G)/0-$)h&2-$)3,&.#)
$'%) Q$0#%+') E-,##-J) $%[$5#'-) -+) -"#) Q$'5#,) E>,.&.+,2) e$,;) 4$2) +')
Supportive Housing at the Perley Hospital
25"#%>0#)-+)=#)5+8:0#-#%)=@)/:,&0)_BCCH)E+8#)F'&2"&'()-+>5"#2)$'%)
I"#)e#,0#@)$'%)1&%#$>)h#-#,$'2V)?#$0-")Q#'-,#)9e1h?Q<))a+$,%)&2) landscaping will be done before the summer and the centre will of!
planning to build 139 seniors’ housing apartments in two residences on
the Perley Rideau grounds, with supportive and assisted living servi!
Continued on next page
ces available within the residences and to homes in Ottawa South. A
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Riverview Park Community Association
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The plot thickens in Riverview Park -a new community garden

F5&$00@)+:#')-+)-"#):>=0&5)&')W$00)_BCCH
Enhancing Pedestrian and Cycling Access
The Riverview Park community will be getting several new sidewalks
-"&2)@#$,J)&'50>%&'()$)CH_T);&0+8#-#,)2&%#4$0;)4"&5")4&00),>')G,+8)AC^)
X'%>2-,&$0)/.#'>#) 9[>2-) #$2-) +G)/0-$)h&2-$<) -+) `CT) X'%>2-,&$0)/.#'>#)
9'#$,) 1>22#00) 1+$%<H) S#$'4"&0#J) -"#) X'%>2-,&$0) /.#'>#) S>0-&!>2#)
Pathway between Riverside and Alta Vista was paved in December
$'%)F'$0)-+>5"#2)$,#)#D:#5-#%)0$-#,)-"&2)@#$,)+'5#)-"#)2'+4)50#$,2H)9X')
the spring of 2011, the City will return to widen Industrial Avenue to
&'50>%#)$)5+'-&'>+>2)#$2-=+>'%),&("-)->,')0$'#<H
Proposed Multi-use Pathway between Coventry Road and
Transitway
I"#) Q&-@) +G) U--$4$) ,#:+,-) ,#5+88#'%&'() $) 8>0-&!>2#) 9:#%#2-,&$'r
5@50&2-<)=,&%(#)+.#,)-"#)y>##'24$@)=#-4##')Q+.#'-,@)1+$%)9'#$,)-"#)
U--$4$) E-$%&>8<) $'%) -"#) -,$'2&-)I,$&')I,$'2&-4$@) E-$-&+') 4$2) 2>=!
8&--#%)-+)Q+>'5&0)G+,)$::,+.$0)#$,0&#,)-"&2)@#$,H)I"&2)G$5&0&-@)4$2)F,2-)
&%#'-&F#%)$2)$):,+[#5-)&')-"#)8&%!C^^B2)$2)$)8#$'2)+G):,+8+-&'():#%!
estrian and cycling usage between destinations such as facilities such
as the Train Transitway Station, the VIA Rail Station and the nearby
U--$4$)E-$%&>8)$'%)+P5#2)$0+'()Q+.#'-,@)1+$%H)I"#)1eQ/)-++;)
:$,-)&')-"#)e>=0&5)Q+'2>0-$-&+')l,+>:)9eQl<)G+,)-"#):,+[#5-)-+)-,@)
-+)"$.#)-"#):$-")0&';#%)>:)4&-")-"#)G>->,#)->''#0)8>0-&!>2#)0&';)9:#%!
#2-,&$'r5@50&2-<) 4"&5") 4&00) =#) ,#Z>&,#%) =#-4##') -"#)h&$) 1$&0) 2-$-&+')
$'%)-"#)U--$4$)I,$&'@$,%2)Q+8:0#D)9$'%)4"&5")5+>0%)>0-&8$-#0@)0&';)
>:)4&-"):$-"2)$0+'()X'%>2-,&$0)$'%)/0-$)h&2-$H<))/%%&-&+'$0)%#-$&02)$,#)
available at 444H+--$4$H5$r-,$&'!5+.#'-,@.
Baseball Stadium
Earlier this year, RPCA President Karin Keyes Endemann sent a
note to Councillors Hume and Chiarelli encouraging them to pursue
the notion of housing a Blue Jays farm team at the Ottawa Stadium,
which would be more accessible via public transit after the Coventry
1+$%!)I,$&')E-$-&+')8>0-&!>2#)=,&%(#)&2)5+'2-,>5-#%H)X')k$'>$,@)_BCCJ)
Councillor Hume replied and indicated his support for Councillor
Q"&$,#00&V2)#*+,-2)-+)4+,;)4&-")-"#)a0>#)k$@2H)I"#)1eQ/)4&00)=#)8+'!
itoring developments concerning the stadium, particularly given re!
cent reports that at least one Council member is considering tearing
%+4')-"&2)8+%#,')90#22)-"$')_B)@#$,2)+0%)<)2-$%&>8)4"&5")&2)&')(++%)
condition in order to replace it with condominium developments.
U-"#,)$,#$):,+[#5-2)4"&5")-"#)1eQ/)&2)G+00+4&'()&'50>%#j
E&O# I&3&,+)# AT(&# ;!4K)&W# +$# BXC#?,&42)+*. The February
2011 AVPG featured a presentation on preliminary design work on
the 30 acres of land which the federal government recently purchased
G,+8)U'-$,&+)+')-"#)2+>-"4#2-)5+,'#,)+G)-"#)&'-#,2#5-&+')+G)E-H)R$>!
rent Boulevard and Tremblay Road. The plans call for as many as 8
+P5#)-+4#,2)$'%)8$@)&'50>%#)b)"&("),&2#),#2&%#'-&$0r5+88#,5&$0)5+8!
:+'#'-2)$'%)$)'#4):#%#2-,&$')2-,>5->,#)+.#,)-"#)AC`)-+)5+''#5-)4&-")
-"#)I,$'2&-4$@)$-)E-H)R$>,#'-)Q#'-,#HH
Russell Road Condo development: The RPCA is seeking more
details on the proposed development on the parcel of land across
from the Perley Hospital.
S+,#)&'G+,8$-&+')+')2+8#)+G)-"#2#):,+[#5-):,+:+2$02)5$')=#)G+>'%)$-)
the City of Ottawa website at: http://www.city.ottawa.on.ca/residents/
planning/index_en.html. The RPCA welcomes your input on these
proposals and any other potential developments in the area.
XG)@+>)$,#)&'-#,#2-#%)&')[+&'&'()-"#)1eQ/)es3)(,+>:)+,)4+>0%)0&;#)
further information, you may contact the Committee Chair, Kris
Nanda at al2kris@yahoo.ca. For more information on this and other
activities in Riverview Park, please see the RPCA website at www.
RiverviewPark.ca. The contact email for RPCA is info@riverview!
park.ca

A

n exciting new develop!
ment is coming to River!
.&#4) e$,;) O) $2) $) Q+8!
munity Garden is being planned
for the grounds directly behind
the Trinity Church of the Naza!
rene, located at the corner of
a,$@%+') $'%) /.$0+'H) ) 9www.ot!
tawatrinity.ca<) I"&2) ($,%#') 4&00)
+*#,),#2&%#'-2)+G)+>,)5+88>'&-@)
an opportunity to grow their own
vegetables and will be a wonder!
ful environment for youngsters to
learn about digging in the dirt for
a reason!
In preparation for the develop!
8#'-) +G) -"#) ($,%#'J) $) -4+!%$@)
“The Plot Thickens” workshop
on community gardening is being
held at the Church the evening
of Friday April 15, 2011 and Satur!
day morning, April 16, 2011. The
workshop and the garden have
both received the support of the
Riverview Park Community As!
sociation.
The Plot Thickens will be given
by A Rocha Canada’s experienced
gardening partners and trained
5+88>'&-@) +,($'&K#,2H) I"#) F,2-)
5+8:+'#'-) &2) $) -4+!%$@) 5+8!
prehensive workshop covering:
gathering your garden team, gen!
erating excitement about a com!
8>'&-@) :,+[#5-J) 8$'$(&'() :0+-2J)
($,%#'&'() "+4!-+V2J) G$5&'() 5"$0!
lenges and more. Included in this
5+>,2#)&2)$')&'.&-$-&+')-+)[+&')-"#)
A Rocha Community Garden
N#-4+,;!!5+'2&2-&'()+G)$)(,+4&'()

number of individuals, commun!
ities and churches with a passion
for “Just Growing” and a desire
to connect with other gardeners,
5+88>'&-@);&-5"#'2J)0+4!&'5+8#)
families and to know more about
community gardening. Partici!
pants will receive monthly gar!
dening emails, an online space to
connect and a webpage for pro!
F0&'()@+>,)($,%#'H))e0$'2)G+,)-"#)
starting the Garden in Riverview
Park will be discussed during the
workshop.
The workshop is being conducted
by A Rocha Canada, the Canadian
arm of an international conserva!
tion organization the mandate of
which is “to show God’s love for
all creation.” A Rocha’s focus is to
work out its’ commitment to en!
vironmental action through com!
8>'&-@!=$2#%) 5+'2#,.$-&+') :,+!
[#5-2J)4&-")$)G+5>2)+')25&#'5#)$'%)
research, practical conservation
and environmental education.
Although its motto is “Christians
in Conservation,” A Rocha Can!
ada works with community or!
ganizations and individuals, secu!
0$,)$'%),#0&(&+>2)$'%)+G)%&*#,#'-)
faiths.
More information is available at A Ro!
cha Canada’s website, http://www.aro!
5"$H+,(r5$!#'r&'%#DH"-8l

or by contacting Kris Nanda at
al2kris@yahoo.ca)+,)7Cb!T_b!`_TBH)
Register online at www.arocha.ca
or action@arocha.org
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Continued from page 1
Our reasons for trying to have
this road cancelled were many.
N+-)+'0@)&2)&-)#D+,=&-$'-)9&')-"#2#)
-&8#2)+G)F25$0),#2-,$&'-<)=>-)-"#,#)
$,#)8@,&$%)=#--#,)>2#2)G+,)-"#)677)
million, such as shoring up our
aging infrastructure across the
5&-@)9=,&%(#2J)4$-#,)8$&'2<J)G>'%!
&'() -"#) 6c) 8&00&+') -,$P5) 5$08!
ing measures across the city, ac!
celerating Ottawa’s light rail and
&8:0#8#'-&'() -"#) +P5&$0) :#%#2!
trian and cycling plans.
Furthermore, we have not been
able to ascertain any solid reason
why the road needs to be built
now. Yes, the hospital wants and
needs better transport to and
from their expanded facilities
afI)-"#@)4&00)+'0@)'##%)&-)&')CB!
15 years and the NDMC lands
won’t be available for redevelop!
ment until after 2022. So, what’s
-"#) ,>2"\) O) 5$') 4#) '+-) -$;#) +>,)
time and identify a mutually
=#'#F5&$0)2+0>-&+'\
Not only that but the original rea!
2+'2)G+,)-"#),+$%)"$.#)5"$'(#%)O)
-"#)_BCB)R$'2%+4'#)-,$P5)2->%@)
2"+4#%)-"$-)-,$P5)$-)-"&2)2&-#)"$2)
actually been decreasing over the
0$2-) G#4) @#$,2Y) -"#,#) '#.#,) 4$2)
an “origin to destinations” study
-+) [>2-&G@) -"&2) ,+$%Y) -"#) "+2:&-$0)
complex sees value only in the
full transportation corridor from

Q+',+@) -+) N&5"+0$2) 94"&5") -"#)
Mayor and our Councillor have
=+-"):>=0&50@),#'+>'5#%<)$'%)-"#)
link road will not resolve any re!
:>-#%) 5+'(#2-&+') &22>#2) O) &-) 4&00)
[>2-)8+.#)-"#8)$)G#4)CBB)@$,%2H
This road is not people friendly, it
is not a long term environmental!
ly sustainable solution and it does
'+-) 8##-) +P5&$0) Q&-@) e0$''&'()
principles of smart, sustainable
public transportation. It will de!
stroy local greenspace, woods and
recreational areas and will make

hand turns will be allowed to/
from Alta Vista Drive. This road
&2) $) 5$,!5#'-,&5) 2+0>-&+') 4"&5")
will change Ottawa forever. And
4#) $,#) '+-) $0+'#) &') -"&2) .&#4O
many people in our fair City real!
ize that this is a City wide issue.
Eleven community associations
have banded together with us
against this road as this road will
have an impact on all of them,
from pollution to increased traf!
F5)&')-"#&,)'#&("=+>,"++%2)O)$'%)
over 850 people from all across

Norma O’Connor, Josie Sirna and her daughter Vivi Conte.
Photo Credit: Marian O’Connor

&-) %&P5>0-) G+,) :#+:0#) -+) $55#22)
the Immaculate Heart of Mary
Q">,5") $'%) U$;:$,;) 9&'50>%&'()
-"#) 2#'&+,2) "+8#<) $2) +'0@) ,&("-)

Ottawa signed a petition against
this road at www.noroad.ca. And
yet, in spite of the protests on
Alta Vista Drive, the letter writ!

ing and the petition, our City
Council voted to move forward
4&-") -"&2) ,+$%) 94&-") -",##) '+-$!
ble exceptions Councillors Cher!
'+2"#';+J)W0#>,@)$'%)?+08#2<H
Many suspect that this is, in fact,
the thin edge of the wedge which
4&00) >0-&8$-#0@) ,#2>0-) &') $) A) 0$'#)
arterial road running the entire
length of the AVTC and spewing
-,$P5) +>-) +'-+) N&5"+0$2) E-,##-H)
This has, in fact, recently been
5+'F,8#%) &') 4,&-&'() =@) -"#) Q+!
ordinator of the City Transporta!
tion Committee, as follows.
Phase 1(78%-' 90&%-' :+-.&;$+%-%0$.'
<$++06$+(=>>?!=>@A
New four lane road) 9&'50>%&'()
-4+) =>2) 0$'#2<) G,+8) 1&.#,2&%#)
Drive to Hospital Ring Road.
Phase 2(78%-' 90&%-':+-.&;$+%-%0$.'
<$++06$+(=>@B!=>==
N#4) G+>,) 0$'#) ,+$%) 9&'50>%&'()
-4+) =>2) 0$'#2<) G,+8) N&5"+0$2)
E-,##-r?&("4$@) AC`) &'-#,5"$'(#)
to Riverside Drive.
Phase 3–78%-'90&%-':+-.&;$+%-%0$.'
<$++06$+(=>=C!=>C@
)DE' F$G+' 8-.D' +$-6' H0.18G60.I' %E$'
JG&' 8-.D&K' F+$,' L$&;0%-8' M0.I' M$-6'
to Conroy Road at Walkley Road.
While we are very disappointed
9$'%) :>KK0#%<) 4&-") -"#) +>-5+8#)
of the Council decision, we will
be working together with our
partners to try to have this road
Continued on next page
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removed from the Transporta!
tion Master Plan and the Ottawa
R+'()I#,8)e0$'H)I"&2)4+>0%)#'!
able us to work with all the stake!
holders to identify some better
and environmentally sustainable
solutions. Your continuing sup!
port will be vital to any future
and we welcome any additional
volunteer help with this monu!
mental task.
On a more positive note, I hope
you have seen the ad in this paper
G+,) +>,) >:5+8&'(O$'%) F,2-) #.#,)
O) Riverview Park Community Wide Garage Sale. We hope
@+>)4&00)$00):$,-&5&:$-#)O)[>2-)2-$,-)
gathering your gently loved items
and get ready to put them out on
@+>,) 0$4') +') E$->,%$@) Ath June
_BCC) G,+8) cjBB) -+) CAjBBH) X) $8)
also pleased to tell you that the
Riverview Park School is going
to be holding their annual garage
sale and fun day on the same day
O) 2+) +'5#) @+>) "$.#) 2+0%) $00) @+>,)
items you can head over there for
the BBQ and games. This should
be a wonderful day across our
neighbourhood and we expect to
be inundated with thousands of
keen garage sale hounds!
….and the Plot Thickens as

Riverview Park Review
RPCA works this year to create a
Community Garden which will
hopefully take root this spring
and will enable our residents to
grow their own vegetables and
-#2-)+>-)-"#&,)(,##')-">8=2O"$.#)
a look at the RPCA website for
more details on how you can get
&'.+0.#%)9www.riverviewpark.ca<
This year the RPCA will also be
working with the City to develop
plans to transform the old Balena
F#0%"+>2#) &'-+) $) 4+'%#,G>0) '#4)
Community Center for all of us
to use. So watch this space for
more news on this very exciting
:,+[#5-)&')+>,)5+88>'&-@H
In closing I would like to take this
opportunity to express our most
sincere thanks to all the wonder!
ful volunteers who worked so
diligently on our skating rinks
$-) 3$0#) $'%) a$0#'$) e$,;2) 9&') $00)
;&'%2)+G)4#$-"#,<H))/00)-"#)G>')4#)
had last winter was made possible
by our ice makers Bruce Aho at
Dale and Chris Khoury, Chris
MacAvoy and Brian Oliver at
Balena. Special thanks also go to
Home Hardware at Elmvale Acres
for their generous support and
d#.&')R#%>5)+G)dReE)4"+)-++;)
time from his busy snow clearing
business to plow the Balena rink
for us. Your contributions to our
community are invaluable.
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Blair Court Community House
J4')01$8D'N15D.O0D

A

s a group of Teacher Edu!
cation students from the
University of Ottawa,
we wanted to get involved in the

community and chose to sup!
port the Blair Court Community
?+>2#) &') &8:,+.&'() -"#&,) $G-#,!
Continued on page 13

From left to right: Rachel O’Malley, Rob Columbo, Amy Pepin, Melissa
Burt, Tim Vodden, Nicole McKenzie and Amanda Malette.
Photo Credit: Domenic Pepin
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One-on-One with an Artist!
J4'<-%0.-')$J8D

R

ecently I had the oppor!
tunity to sit down with
$,-&2-) d$-"@) ?$,;#,!W&$'!
der. I had seen Kathy at Dempsey
teaching and had come in con!
-$5-) 4&-") "#,) =,&#L@) :,#.&+>20@)
but now was the time to sit down
+'#!+'!+'#) $'%) (#-) -+) ;'+4) "#,)
better!
Kathy came in all smiles to see
me and eager to do the interview.
I like it when people are eager for
me to interview them, it takes the
:,#22>,#)+*o)d$-"@)4#'-)-+)E"#,&!
dan College and took Animation.
Kathy teaches Creative Draw!
ing and Watercolor up at Demp!
sey Community Centre. She has
taught at Dempsey one previous
session before this winter one.
Kathy has been teaching Art for
about six years now. Before that
2"#)"$%)$)-4#'-@!F.#)@#$,)5$,##,)
in animation. Instantly she has
my attention as she mentions
that she worked on some of my
favorite childhood cartoons in!
cluding “Care Bears” and “The
Raccoons”.
The new course that will be added
to the spring session of Dempsey’s
program list is the Watercolor
course. It was added at Dempsey
because Kathy teaches at other
locations and all the courses at
those locations were full. I ask
Kathy what type of clients take
her course and she tells me it is
mostly people that are retired and
the people who sign up are the
people that have always felt “the
artist in them and are trying to
follow their passions”. Sometimes
she gets younger clients who are
trying to build up their portfolios.
I ask Kathy what she likes most
about teaching. Kathy smiles and
tells me that she loves being able

to talk art with others that like
art. Being an artist can be isolat!
ing and she loves getting the op!
portunity to talk to others and
meet interesting people and you
can learn a lot from teaching.
d$-"@) 2$@2) 2"#) F,2-) (+-) &'-#,#2-!
ed in drawing when she was very
young. Her grandmother was an
artist and art itself is very valued
in her family.
Kathy usually has about six stu!
dents per class but some of her
classes have had higher than
twenty students. Besides teach!
ing at Dempsey Community Cen!
ter she also teaches at Canter!

bury Community Centre and the
Gloucester Senior Adult Centre.
She also teaches one day work!
shops on oil painting in Carleton
place. Kathy has a show coming
up in May at the Rothwell gallery.
She has previous shows including
one at the River Rock Inn.
Kathy pulls out some of her art!
work and I am instantly amazed at
the detail and passion contained
in her work. She shows me her
own line of greeting cards that in!
clude people, still life, landscape
$'%) L+4#,2H) E"#) "$2) =##') %+&'()
the greeting cards for approxi!
8$-#0@) F.#) @#$,2) $'%) -"#@) 5$')

be found at International News
and at the Riverside and General
Hospital in Ottawa. Her artwork
is also for sale at the Bourget Inn.
I am ecstatic as she hands me a
three pack of her greeting cards
for me to keep! They are pretty,
-4+) $,#) L+4#,2) $'%) +'#) &2) 0$'%!
scape. Thanks so much, they are
beautiful! Kathy has her own
website: www.kathysartwork.com
. For more information about art
courses call Dempsey Commu!
'&-@) Q#'-,#) $-) 7Cb!_A`!AcA7) $'%)
you can contact Kathy through
Dempsey or her website.
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Oakpark
3rd Annual Art Show
“Pictures at an Exhibition”
Vernissage Friday May 13th
`!^):8)]D"&=&-&+'))Cbth!)CTth May
We welcome you to Oakpark’s 3rd
Annual Art show, this year with
feature Artist Ross Rheaume.
Originally from Saskatchewan
, Ross Rheaume is a well known
and travelled Ottawa Artist with
a background in music, interior
design, and construction manage!
ment and design. He has worked
in the United States, Europe and
the Middle East , however his
F,2-)0+.#)4$2)$04$@2)+&0):$&'-&'(H))
Ross is known for his beautiful
oil paintings of early Canada and
we are thrilled to have Ross be
part of our art show in 2011.
We are also exploring the art of
our residents, and we are keep!
ing it in the family! We have in!
vited artists who are relatives of
our resideWnts who are currently
#D"&=&-&'()-+)[+&')>2J)$'%)-"#),#!
sult will be a veritable cornucopia
of art for our local community to
#'[+@H) ) /8+'() -"+2#) #D"&=&-&'()
4&00) =#) R&'$)g$5"'&') 94$-#,) 5+0!
+,2<) $'%) ) )/''#)i$,=>,-+')9)#D!
Z>&2&-#) :$:#,) #8=,+&%#,@<) zzH)
and this combined with the ex!
ceptional talent of some of our
residents will make this art show
worth a visit. An opportunity also
for you to pick up a new work for
your living room or bedroom, or
-+)[>2-)#'[+@)-"#)$8=&#'5#)+G)+>,)
lovely home.
R&;#) S>22+,(2;@V2) Me&5->,#2) $-)
an Exhibition” the Oakpark Art
E"+4)4&00)=#)$)-&8#)-+)M,#L#5-)+')
$)4+,;)[>2-)2##'p)$'%))M$'-&5&:$-#)
each new work to be glimpsed!”

Title “Soldiers Crossing Sappers Bridge” 1900 by Ross Rheaume
i+')M]8&0@)Q$,,)R#($5@p)/4$,%)&')_BCB

O

n a recent sunny Wed!
nesday afternoon, people
began to gather and
settle themselves into a circle of
comfy armchairs. The monthly
residents’ meeting was about to
begin. While relaxing with a cup
+G)-#$)$'%)$)5++;&#J)+,)$)5+*##)$'%)
8>P'J) U$;:$,;) ,#2&%#'-2) 0&2!
tened as the manager welcomed
everyone and opened the meet!
ing. Special events for the com!
ing month were highlighted, gen!
eral issues discussed, and points
of concern were raised: such as
the type of bird feeder to install
by the pond, the time and place
for exercise classes, the availabil!

ity of grocery delivery if required.
R&;#)$'@)5+88>'&-@)-"$-)&2)(,+4!
ing and evolving, opinions and
ideas are welcomed with the goal
to ensure that Oakpark continues
to be the best possible place to
live. In monthly meetings, resi!
dent issues are raised and re!
solved in a friendly atmosphere.
Residents know that their voices
are heard and concerns acted
upon promptly.
A much smaller committee group

E:$,;2)E-,##-)C^BB)'+Hb)!)bBpDABp)

E:$,;2)E-,##-)C^BB)'+HT)!)bBpDbBp

meets one morning a month
to discuss menus, special event
:0$'2)92>5")$2)$)G$8&0@)=$,!=!Z>#)
+') -"#) :$-&+<) $'%) 2>((#2-) '#4)
menu ideas and alternatives.
Oakpark strives to accommodate
residents’ requests and have fa!
.+>,&-#)G++%2)+*#,#%H
Community ties are strength!
ened with open meetings and a
caring atmposphere where every!
one’s opinions are important and
respected.
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Vincent Massey students give back
34'<-%0.-')$J8D

I

-)[>2-)"$::#'#%)+'#)%$@H)X)4$2)
going into Dempsey Com!
munity Centre for something
and noticed a colorful poster with
-"#) -&-0#) +G) EUR]) $'%) $') $55>,!
ate picture of the Russell Heights
Youth House. Then while stop!
ping in Russell’s Community
House, I saw several of the same
posters again. My curiosity got
the better of me and I went and
asked Russell’s coordinator, Sara
Dwyer about the posters. Sara
told me that they were done by
a grade eight class at Vincent
Massey that was working on a
,#'+.$-&+'):,+[#5-)G+,)+>,)g+>-")
House for our community. I was
impressed and wanted to know
more. I would get my chance
2++')#'+>(")4"#')X)(+-)$)L@#,)&')
my mail box announcing that on
Tuesday March 22 at six o’clock
they would be at the youth house
-+)-$0;)$=+>-)-"#):,+[#5-)$'%)$'!
swer any questions the commun!
ity members might have.
I arrived early to take in the
atmosphere. I met Josh from
hS)4"+)4$2)-"#)F,2-)+G)-"#)2->!

dents to arrive. He was happy
to be there and was going to be
videotaping the meeting for his
class. Shortly Mr. McKean, Ms.
Swail and the principal, fondly
known as Mr.D. arrived with
more than a dozen students from
the grade eight class. To name a
few who attended, Sara the co!
ordinator from Russell Heights,
community members, board
members, a TA member and even
/'%,#$)W+D)-"#)NQRa)Q++,%&'!
ator all came out.
Childcare was provided and pizza
was served as well. It was while
X) 4$2) -,@&'() -+) ">,,&#%0@) F'&2")
a slice of cheese pizza that Josh
Continued on page 33

Danny’s
Spring Special is here

$42.40 Oil Change and Inspection
Add $10.00

Summer tires already on their rims

Add $60.00

Summer tires not on rims,
Installed and balanced.
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Danny Dear Garage
SERVICE CENTRE LTD.

850 Industrial Avenue, Unit #3
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A$$+O+#8!/$&''!,0#>(%!!)#(&)&2,+$&'#I,+/(!K%!/&#J&&1
by Julie Perreault
Ottawa Montessori School

I

t was the third week in Feb!
ruary and Ottawa Montes!
sori School was buzzing with
activity. French music could be
heard in our hallways and every!
one in the community was mak!
&'() $') #*+,-) -+) 2:#$;) W,#'5"J)
#.#')&G)&-)4$2)[>2-)-+)2$@)Ma+'[+>,J)
5+88#'-) n$) .$\p) ]$5") @#$,J) 2->! “French Café” where students of
%#'-2J):$,#'-2)$'%)2-$*)5#0#=,$-#) $00) $(#2J) :$,#'-2) $'%) 2-$*) 5+>0%)
#'[+@)$)%+'>-)M=#&('#pJ)5,+&22$'-)
or brioche in our student oper!
ated “French Café.”
Students also had the opportun!
ity to participate in the outdoor
Carnival. They played games such
as tug of war, potato sack race and
obstacle course and then came

R>5;&0@J)-"#)4#$-"#,)5++:#,$-#%o
On Friday, everyone was encour!
aged to wear green and white to
,#:,#2#'-) -"#) W,$'5+!U'-$,&$')
Flag and we assembled in our
gymnasium for a Variety Show.
E->%#'-2) G,+8) Q$2$) 9$(#2) b) O) 7<)

to Junior High performed French
songs, poems and short plays.
Everyone who had the opportun!
ity to attend the assembly felt
their enthusiasm.
As you may have noticed, we take
pride in our Francophone culture!

our Francophone culture by par!
-&5&:$-&'() &') MR$) 2#8$&'#) %#) 0$)
francophonie”.
On Tuesday, our Upper Elemen!
tary students could be found in for some much deserved hot
making donuts for Wednesday’s 5"+5+0$-#)$'%)$)8$:0#)-$*@)5+'#H)

We know landscaping ... and more

Residential and Commercial Property Maintenance
&
Landscape Construction

We work in your Neighbourhood
"!#$%&'(!)*&+,-'./)*0!1,)./!2',/!3*4!4+%)0*
"!5'$*43&)'*!+6.373&)'*!3*4!,+83),
"!5)1+,0-3%%!)*0,'$*4!8''-%!3*4!%83%
"!9'44)*0!3*4!%++4)*0
"!9:,$1!8-3*&)*0;,+('73-!<!:+40+!&,)(()*0
"!=,3%%!.$&&)*0
"!9*'2!1-'2)*0

613-247-1887

klps@rogers.com

www. klpsottawa.com

sales @klpsottawa.com
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Kevin Leduc of KLPS: living, working and volunteering in Riverview Park
By Carole Moult

#'[+@&'()-"#&,)+4'):,+:#,-&#2)-+) MUG-#') [>2-) $) G#4) '#4) =>2"#2) +,)
the fullest. This may include pool shrubs will work well,” added
hat began as a Hill! installations, hot tubs, private Kevin, as he told about the servi!
crest High School sitting areas or luxurious gardens. ces that people want and that his
evening and summer
[+=J)0$-#,)=#5$8#)-"#)=$2&2)+G)-"#)
4#00!);'+4')$'%):+:>0$,):,+:#,-@)
2#,.&5#2) 5+8:$'@J) dReE) 9d#.&')
R#%>5) e,+:#,-@) E#,.&5#2<H) W+,) &-)
was back in his secondary school
%$@2J) -"$-) d#.&') R#%>5) =#($')
4+,;&'() :$,-!-&8#) %+&'() 8$&'!
tenance contracts in Riverview
e$,;J) &'&-&$00@) [>2-) 5>--&'() (,$22)
$'%) @$,%) 50#$'!>:2J) -+) &'2-$00&'()
interlock walkways, driveways
and patios.
Now, almost twenty years later,
Kevin and a crew of up to eight,
F'%) -"$-) 2-$@&'() +') -"#) 5>--&'()
edge of business is of as much im!
:+,-$'5#) -+) "+8#+4'#,2) $2) [>2-)
looking after their grass.
d#.&')R#%>5)$'%)"&2)-4+)5"&0%,#')U4#')$'%)S&25"$H))Photo Credit: Sandi
“Today many people are want!
ing to escape by simply going You may want to include light! company provides.
into their backyards, using their ing, speakers, built in BBq’s, or “Quite frequently too, people
space wisely for their own new [>2-) $) 2&8:0#) :$-&+) $,#$) -+) #'[+@) 2&8:0@) 4$'-) $*+,%$=0#) 0$4')
oasis,” commented Kevin in a re! with family and friends. More maintenance, hedge trimming,
cent interview, as he shared how and more people are requesting and perhaps small or even larger
in 2010 he began installing low a low maintenance upgrade such areas of interlock to complete
maintenance pools and spas that $2) =+>0%#,2J) =0+5;2J) +,) #.#') [>2-) their summertime retreat.”
use salt water rather than chem! adding a few bushes or shrubs.”
Moreover, it would appear that
icals.
In older neighbourhoods, people -"#) -#$8) +G) dReE) %+) -"&2) $) 0+-J)
“A lot of people are now choos! are still looking for curb appeal, even taking on some simple re!
&'() 2-$@!5$-&+'2J) 4"#,#=@) -"#@) and generally small landscape pairs of decks and fences, where
are staying closer to home and [+=2)5$')%+)-"#)-,&5;H
completing this would add to the

W

2>55#22) +G) -"#) 0$'%25$:&'() [+=H)
Over the last couple of years the
5,#4) +G) dReE) "$.#) =##') 4$-#,!
:,++F'() G+>'%$-&+'2J) $0-"+>(")
for many fortunate homeowners,
[>2-),#(,$%&'()+,)5"$'(&'()#$.#2!
trough patterns can help solve a
water problem. At the very least,
Kevin will point people in the
,&("-) %&,#5-&+') -+) F'%) -"#) 8+2-)
suitable person when it will help
his customers.
Customer service and satisfac!
tion are the number one prior!
&-&#2)4&-")dReEJ)$'%
it is never more obvious than
when there are the heavy snow!
storms of winter, and Kevin
switches over to the snowplowing
part of his business.
X-)4$2)&')C^^bJ)-"$-)d#.&')R#%>5)
began snowplowing because it
seemed like an excellent op!
portunity for rounding out his
:,+:#,-@) 2#,.&5#H) i&-") [>2-) +'#)
pickup truck and a snowblower
that he rolled out of the back of
&-) G+,) #$5") [+=J) d#.&') $'%) -"&2)
truck began clearing the lane!
ways and sidewalks of residents
in both Riverview Park and Elm!
vale Acres.
MN+4)4#),>')-4+):&5;!>:)-,>5;2)
Continued on page 32
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IQ/#0'#(!!10/S#+$#D)$+#F0'$+#;!Y!K&,+$05&#EQ,'&,*#>(%!!)
by Fraser Thom

O

n March 9 a few prom!
ising chefs tried a new
,#5&:#) $-) -"#) /0-$!h&2-$)
Q+!+:#,$-&.#) N>,2#,@) E5"++0)
!) E-+'#) E+>:H) ) I+%%0#,2J) :,#!
schoolers and JK/SK children
were invited to each bring in a

vegetable to be added to a soup
that had nothing more than a
stone and water to start. They
were assisted by head chefs Nan!
cy Titley and Jennifer Clarke in
a truly unique cooking experi!
ence. The children participated

in cutting and peeling the vege!
tables and each child was able to
carefully place their vegetable in
the large pot where the soup was
prepared.
The children were anxiously
awaiting their creation and were

distracted by an assortment of
fun crafts and games prepared
by the teachers while the soup
took form. Finally, their soup
was ready and numerous proud
5"#G2)#'[+@#%)-"#),#2>0-)+G)-"#&,)
hard work and, to the surprise to
some of the
parents, ate their entire mixed
vegetable soup. It was a great
experience for the children and
teachers and a fun way to learn
about sharing and cooperation.
Visit our website
at www.avcns.com or they can
contact our Executive Director
3#$''#)Q0$,;#)$-)7Cb!`bb!^`A7)
or avcns@magma.ca.

Making Stone Soup at the Alta Vista
Q+!+:#,$-&.#)N>,2#,@

LUNCH+

7

$

STARTING AT

MAIN DISH, DRINK AND
DESSERT OF THE DAY INCLUDED.
ALWAYS MORE, AS ALWAYS.

Train Yards Rotisserie,

150 Trainyards
Drive,
CITY
NA 
 AME
Ottawa
RESERVATION
514-123-4567
613-562-1619

Offer valid from Monday to Friday, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., in the dining room at participating Scores Rotisseries. Taxes extra.
Scores and the Scores logo are registered trademarks of PDM Royalties Limited Partnership used under licence.
©2011 Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc. All rights reserved.

SCORES.CA

95
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Community vet outreach comes to Russell Heights!
J4'<-%0.-')$J8D

I

-) 4$2) F,2-) 8#'-&+'#%) $-) $)
community meeting. Then
-"#) L@#,2) 4#'-) +>-H) e#-)
owners happily registered pets
for vaccinations. Then the big day
arrived! Approximately 30 pets
were registered to be vaccinated
.The Community Vet Outreach
program came to the Russell
Heights community on Saturday
February 26th and donated their
time, passion and expertise for
two hours. I myself registered our
family pet, a calico kitten fondly
'$8#%) $2) Me+:!I$,-p) G+,) -"#) =&()
event and to put it mildly, I was
extremely impressed.
When I registered I was told to
=,&'() e+:!I$,-) +.#,) %>,&'() -"#)
time slot I was given and then
she would be given her vaccina!
tions and that would be it. I had
my good friend Kim come with
me for moral support. Although
I adore animals I have hard time
even watching them have a bath!
So Kim stepped up to the chal!
0#'(#)$'%)=,+>("-)e+:!I$,-)+.#,)
to the youth house where the
vaccinations were taking place.
Kim and I lined up outside with

other furry pet owners and wait!
#%) $=+>-) FG-##') 8&'>-#2) G+,) +>,)
turn. While waiting to be seen,
/'%,#$)W+DJ)-"#)NQRa)5++,%&'!
$-+,) %+'$-#%) "#,) -&8#) $'%) F00#%)
out a sheet of paper work on each
pet that came to the clinic. I an!
swered a few simple questions
$=+>-) e+:!I$,-) 2>5") $2) '$8#J)
gender, diet and age. Then it was
time!
Three separate stations were set
up with six keen workers ready
to vaccinate pets and answer any
Z>#2-&+'2H)d&8)"$'%#%)+.#,)e+:!
Tart. I was nervous already and
nothing had been done! I was
$2;#%)Z>#2-&+'2)$=+>-)e+:!I$,-V2)
Kaylee. "#$%$'<+D60%P'<-%0.-')$J8D

50&::#%J) $) L#$) 2+0>-&+') 4$2) $:!
plied, her ears were cleaned out,
and she was given two vaccina!
-&+'2J) "#,) &%) -$() 9G+,) +'#) +G) -"#)
.$55&'$-&+'2<J)"#,)+4')"#$0-")F0#J)
a big bag of kitty food and lots of
attention. The visit took about
twenty minutes and I was very
e+:!I$,-H
grateful for the amount of atten!
"#$%$'<+D60%P'<-%0.-')$J8D
-&+')-"$-)=+-")8@)e+:!I$,-)$'%)X)
health and personality as the received, as well with the vaccina!
workers played with her and gave tions and information provided.
"#,) -,#$-2H) e+:!I$,-2) '$&02) 4#,#) I was very impressed with the

workers form the Community
Vet Outreach. I wanted to know
what some of the other clients
who were there that day thought.
So I set out with my notebook
in hand, camera in tow and my
eleven year old daughter Baileigh
9X)=#0&#.#)2"#)&2)&')-,$&'&'()-+)=#)
8@)2&%#;&5;o<H)
I talked to Jessica Chretien who
Continued on page 29

R i verv iew Park

Community Wide
Garage Sale

Saturday June 4th

8:00 – 14:00
rain or shine

on lawns throughout
our community

featuring the

RIVERVIEW ALTERNATIVE SCHOOL

BBQ, Bake Sale
and Fun Day
260 KNOX CRESCENT

Rent a table at the school for $15.00
(proceeds will support school programs / library)
School table information or donations only,
call:!"#$%&$$%"'$$

Sponsorship and information by: The Riverview Park Community Association

www.riverviewpark.ca
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Riverview Alternative
Riverview students perform Thousand Paper Cranes
by Karen MacGillivray, Learning
Support Teacher

of exposure to radiation. In this
retelling for the stage, Sadako’s
(++%)G,&#'%)d#'[&J),#8&'%2)"#,)+G)
housand Paper Cranes was the old story that “if a sick person
written in 1988 by Kathryn folds a thousand paper cranes, the
Schultz Miller. This mul!
tiple award winning play has been
produced by countless professional
and community theatres in coun!
tries around the world. And now,
it has been performed right here at
Riverview Alternative School!
The play is based on the true story

T

thousand. Today, children in Japan
and all over the world send cranes
to be placed at the feet of Sadako’s
statue in Hiroshima Peace Park.
Their wish is engraved on the base
of the statue:
This is our cry,
This is our prayer,
Peace in the World.
1&.#,.&#4) 2->%#'-2) &') S2) R$'(!
don’s, Mrs. Smith’s, and Mrs. Mac!
l&00&.,$@V2)(,$%#)AJ)TJ)$'%)7)50$22#2)

one that was suspended from the
ceiling, and created sets and props.
The day of the performance, every!
+'#)%&%)$)-#,,&F5)[+=H)I"#):0$@)4$2)
a huge success!
A special thank you to Riverview
teachers and students who allowed
us to switch or use their gym times
so we could practice. Thank you,
too, to Mr. Evans for his artistic
support and being our media man
$'%) +P5&$0) :"+-+(,$:"#,) $'%) -+)

E$%$;+)$'%)"#,)(,$'%8+-"#,)-$;#)L&("-)
on a giant, imaginary paper crane.

Sadako and her grandmother visit the
spirits. Photo Credits Steve Evans

of Sadako Sasaki, a lively and ath!
letic girl who lived in Hiroshima,
Japan during World War II. Al!
though she was only two when
-"#) $-+8&5) =+8=) G#00) &') C^AT) $'%)
had seemed in good health in the
years following, at the age of 12,
she developed leukemia as a result

gods will grant her wish and make
her healthy again.” With the same
determination she once trained
for a race, Sadako begins to fold
her thousand cranes. Before she
is able to complete her task, how!
ever, she is visited by her beloved
Grandmother, who guides her to
the spirit world and assures her
that her wish for a thousand paper
cranes and for peace in the world
will be carried on by others living
after her.
Sadako’s friends and classmates
G+0%#%)#'+>(")5,$'#2)-+)F'&2")"#,)

!"#$
"$!%&#'($)*+"&,$!"#$%&"'(%$)#*+,"'(-%./%&"'(%0"1.0%2.(3%.$4%2#13%'2
./

./012/3&,/013
4566723&$08/&.596&:&
!;<19<;1=&"/9>
72
?/6598/@3&A/@&B&/6&CD&/EFE
G9/;2&79&HI;21J
GK/9L/K1&L/KH&:&<;2@0&K07<1H&M97<;818J

!"#$%&'($)*$+,-./#-)/0$1)."$23,)-$'45-.$
-#*)6#/.*$.4$73#,/$5+$'4-4/,.)4/$&,-8$4/$
9-)6,:$;,:$<$=-4>$?@AB$.4$<@AB$+C>C

Grade 6 students at work building the set for the atomic bomb explosion.

worked hard for weeks, learning
their roles as well as a song sung, in
part, in Japanese. They also made
paper cranes, including a gigantic

Kevin, our custodian, for all his
work in helping to put up and
take down the set and chairs for
the audience.
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Honouring Craig
by Kathy Rowe

A

s a parent you are con!
stantly worried about the
safety of your loved ones
O)@+>'()$'%)+0%)G+,)$'@)'>8=#,)+G)
possible unfortunate fates could
befall them. Where are they?
Why haven’t they called? They’re
late! What’s the point of a cell
phone if they don’t use it? What
could have happened? ....But, even
all this worry can’t prevent the
most horrible thing you can im!
agine happening when all your
loved ones are tucked in bed, safe.
When I woke up on Wed Sept
29, 2010, I wasn’t aware that my
life would forever be altered. The
$0$,8)4#'-)+*)$-)TjTT)$8)$2)>2>$0J)
hoping I would hear the weather
forecast and if I slept through,
then I would catch it after the
news at 6. My husband Craig
could sleep through a bomb if
it were to fall within feet of his
sleeping body so I wasn’t worried
that the sound of the radio would
wake him. I don’t remember now

if I heard the weather, but I got
up out of bed, trying carefully not
to trip over any number of things
stacked in what has become a
makeshift storeroom, in the dark.
We laughed at the chaos in our
house as we were struggling to

2-$,-)$)'#4)=>2&'#22)$'%)[+;#%)-"$-)
our place was burglar proof since
-"#,#) 4$2) 2+) 8>5") 2->*) 0&--#,#%)
all over that no one would be able
to get through without making a
ruckus. Even though he might
not hear it, I could and so would
the dogs. I crawled out of bed and
transferred the wet laundry to the
drier, and unpacked the dishwash!
#,)$2)X)8$%#)8@2#0G)$)5>:)+G)5+*##)
before hopping in the shower. I
dressed in the dark, with the hall!
4$@)0&("-2)+')$'%)AB)8&'>-#2)=#!
fore I would have normally woken
Craig, so he could take the kids to
school, I checked on him. Don’t
know why, but I did.
It wasn’t unusual for Craig to suf!
fer seizures in his sleep. He was
epileptic from the time he was a
teenager. He was taking medica!
tion to control his seizures, which
4#,#) :,#--@) #*#5-&.#J) =>-) 4"#')
the seizures presented themselves,
it was in his sleep. The seizures
varied in character from mild,
active bad dream type activity
to grand mall seizures where his

4"+0#) =+%@) 4+>0%) 2-&*#') >:) $'%)
convulse, sometimes for minutes
$-) $) -&8#H) ) ?#) 4+>0%) $02+) 2>*#,)
sleepwalking episodes where he
would be mildly lucid and able to
talk to me even though it may not
have made a lot of sense. Regard!

less of the nature of his episodes,
he would fall back to sleep and un!
less he bit his mouth or knocked
something over on the night table,
he wouldn’t have known that any!
thing happened. Over the twenty
years that we shared a bed, I grew
accustomed to the occasional
nighttime interruptions. I would
put my arms around him to keep
him from falling out of bed or put
him back to bed if he, on the rare
occasion wanted to go for a walk

couldn’t turn his body over to do
it. My daughter was now awake
and the two of us struggled with
the surreal reality of a death of
a loved one, with my youngest
son, who like his dad could sleep
-",+>(")[>2-)$=+>-)$'@-"&'(H))?#)
had to be woken to this.
There was quite a commotion in
front of the house as the police
cars pulled up as people were pre!
paring for work. Eventually an
ambulance arrived. The police

in his sleep. He never hurt me and
after a while, I barely woke from
sleep to make sure he was all right.
It was part of our routine.
I went to bed around 11 pm on
September 28, after what seemed
$) '+,8$0) %$@) O) G+,) >2) O) =#5$>2#)
normal was never part of our vo!
cabulary. Craig wanting to watch
the news, the kids on the comput!
er and preparing their things for
the next day at school, I said my
good nights, not realizing it would
be for the last time. The house
was quiet by midnight when Craig
had his seizure. I didn’t think any!
thing of it. Once he calmed down
I pushed him, because he was
sleeping on his stomach and I was
worried that his face was in his
pillow. I didn’t think anything un!
usual and without really waking, I
fell back into a deep sleep.
I knew when I saw him, in the same
position that I remember him in
hours earlier, unmoving that there
was more than something wrong.
His face buried in the pillow, his
arms under the pillow by his head
were cold but his body under the
blankets, still warm. I didn’t know
what to do. I went to the phone
and as I write this it’s as I’m seeing
it through a white fog. I went to
the phone wailing and dialed 911.
The operator wanted me to ad!
minister CPR and I sat there be!
wildered and after a moment she
prompted me again, so I went. I

were helpful in making the initial
calls to my day care parents, the
children whom I was expecting
shortly to show up at my door. I
4$2)4+,,&#%)$=+>-)8@)8+8)F'%!
ing out over the phone, and hoped
she wouldn’t be informed this way.
I"&2) 4+>0%) =#) %{[|) .&#4) G+,) "#,)
as her husband, my dad, died sud!
denly at about the same age as my
dear husband, only in a car acci!
dent. Grandma Kathy is an amaz!
ingly strong soul in such a tiny
body and she arrived soon to take
care of us. We were so fortunate to
have the friends and family come
=@) -+) "#0:) >2) &') -"+2#) F,2-) G#4)
horrible hours. The police were
empathetic and helpful, as help!
ful as anyone can be at a time like
this. Our neighbour and friend
Tammy came by for moral sup!
port as did Jordan, a friend of the
kids. I was so overwhelmed how
over the next few weeks, these
teenagers, even though they never
experienced anything so person!
ally painfully horrible knew that
their presence was all we need!
ed. Jordan’s dad, Martin was also
here. Duncan, our second child
had drivers ed in Kanata the night
before and it being so far and late,
decided to spend the night at his
girlfriend’s place. He didn’t know
about his dad. I had wanted to be
the one to tell him but I wasn’t
Continued on next page
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allowed to leave the house until
the coroner arrived. Tammy’s
husband, Michael, drove to Can!
terbury High School and with his
guidance councilor present, was
told. I can’t imagine the horror he
felt. He too came home and he
was glad he did. It was important
for him to see his dad and say his
(++%!=@#2H) )/G-#,) -"#) 5+,+'#,) $,!
rived, he informed me that an aut!
opsy would be preformed. Craig
4$2),#0$-&.#0@)@+>'(J)+'0@)Ac)@#$,2)
old and in good physical health.
I was beside myself, thinking that
"#) 2>*+5$-#%) $'%) -"$-) X) 8&("-)
have been able to do something to
prevent his death. As the police
receded and my husband’s body
taken away, my sisters and other
family members and friends re!
placed their presence. Their love
$'%) 5$,&'() =>*#,#%) >2) G,+8) -"#)
reality of the unimaginable pain
-"$-) &2) -+) =#5+8#) +>,) ,#$0&-@) !) $)
life without a husband, father and
friend.
I was tormented that Craig might
"$.#)2>*+5$-#%)&')"&2)20##:J)"$.&'()
his face buried in the pillow and
not being able to move from the
seizure, died and that I might have
been able to do something about
it, but didn’t. Quite gratefully, the
coroner was able to inform me the
next day that my husband died
+G) E>%%#') f'#D:#5-#%) 9+,) f'!
#D:0$&'#%<) 3#$-") &') ]:&0#:2@J) +,)
SUDEP, an anonymous serial kill!
#,)+G)-"+2#)2>*#,&'()G,+8)#:&0#:2@H))
In the UK, researchers http://
www.sudep.org/ working hard to
identify and attempt to resolve
the problem have determined that
about one in every thousand epi!
0#:-&5) 2>*#,#,2) %&#) G,+8) Ef3]eH))
I never heard of it before and I
suppose I should feel grateful that
I had the time that I had with my
dear husband since researching it
$'%)F'%&'()-"$-)Ef3]e)&2)$')&'!
discriminate killer of people of all
ages, but mostly the young. There
are two local organizations that
"$.#)%#%&5$-#%)-"#&,)#*+,-2)-+),#!
2#$,5"&'() $'%) F'%&'() $) 5>,#) G+,)
this horrible killer. They also pro!
vide support for families who, like
>2J)F'%)+>,2#0.#2).&5-&8)-+)Ef3!
EP. If you are looking for a good
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cause to support, or need more in!
formation on SUDEP, please refer
to the following websites: http://
www.sudepaware.org/index.html
and "--:jrr5$,#!$0&.#H5+8r.
Almost six months have passed
since that horrible day. I cry
less and am able to reminisce
with gratitude for the time we
spent together. Although our life
together had its trials, like every!
+'#J) &-) 4$2) $) G$&,@!-$0#) ,+8$'5#H))
Craig, an Englishman with a tal!
ent for dancing, left home at a
young age to travel the world with
his dance troop. We were des!
tined to meet. He worked on the
Q$,'&.$0)Q,>&2#)R&'#2)-"$-)X)-,$.!
#0#%)+')[>2-)8+'-"2)0$-#,H))I&8&'()
wasn’t right but a couple of years
later, we did meet up on another
cruise adventure and my grand!
dad, who took me on that fated
"+0&%$@J),#G#,,#%)-+)&-)$2)-"#)R+.#)
Boat. Craig came to Canada to
visit within a few months of our
meeting, and as they say, the rest
is history as he proposed. He left
dancing. At 27, and with a bad
knee, his dance career was nearing
its end. He reeducated himself
and became a Registered Practical
Nurse. Our lives continued with
the birth of our three, who were
then, adorable children and who
$,#)'+4)[>2-)$2)$,-&2-&5$00@)-$0#'-#%)
as their father, in their own ways.
Rebecca’s talent lies with her fash!
ion designs, Duncan, like his dad,
in acting and dancing, and Adrian,
with his music. Our lives were
caught up in the kids and as I left
8@) (+.#,'8#'-) [+=) -+) =#) 8+,#)
apart of their lives. I opened a day
care. That was the third best de!
cision I ever made, after marrying
Craig and having children. These
kids and their families became an
integral part of ours. As our day
care family grew, so did our cele!
brations and Craig’s creativity
showed in all the touches he put
into creating our unique themed
parties. Craig however will best
be known for his Halloween par!
ties. And I think the nieghbour!
hood kids will sadly miss the elab!
orate sets that Craig laboured on
for weeks before every Hallow!
een. We will honour him by con!
tinuing the tradition in his name
and will fondly think of him and
thank him for enriching our lives.

Surround Circle Yoga
Health & Healing Start Here
by Maureen Fallis,
Surround Circle Yoga

T

he devastation, the chaos,
the ravage and sadness
&') -"#) 4+,0%) O) &-V2) $00) 2+)
depressing. Imagine the toll it
takes on the human spirit, not
to mention the challenges on the
body from a mental, emotional
$'%) :"@2&5$0) :#,2:#5-&.#H) R&.&'()
a pretty healthy existence, you
8&("-)-"&';)-+)@+>,2#0GJ)MXV8)[>2-)
F'#J) -"$';) @+>) .#,@) 8>5"pH) a>-)
are you? Being smug is no way to
be. In fact it can be downright
depressing.
I’ve been thinking about how
to bring more balance to the
spiritual, mental, emotional and
:"@2&5$0)$2:#5-2)+G)8@)0&G#H)X)F'%)
when I no sooner get one of the
spokes chugging along nicely I’m
:>00#%)+*)5+>,2#)&')$'+-"#,)$,#$H)
One is no more important than
$'+-"#,Y) $00) $2:#5-2) $,#) #Z>$00@)
important. It takes a great deal of
practice to integrate all of these
elements.
How about taking the next few
minutes to think about which
of the four areas you have de!
.#0+:#%) $'%) 4"&5") +'#92<) 8&("-)
need more healing and expres!
sion in your life?
Physical: Are you physically
healthy and active? Do you like
and feel comfortable in your
body? Do you appreciate yourself
when you look in the mirror? Are
@+>) :,$5-&5$0J) %+4'!-+!#$,-"J) F!
nancially stable?
Emotional: Are you in touch
with your feelings and able to
express them appropriately? Do
you allow yourself to feel the full
,$'(#)+G)#8+-&+'2)O)G#$,J)2$%'#22J)
$'(#,J)$2)4#00)$2)0+.#)$'%)[+@)O)+,)
%+) @+>) F'%) -"$-) 5#,-$&') #8+!
tions make you uncomfortable?
Are you able to set appropriate
boundaries with people? Can you
relate to others in a close, intim!
ate way?
Mental: Can you think and ex!
press yourself clearly? Do you
have a belief system that supports
you and works for you? Are you
open to new ideas without being
overly impressionable? Do your
5"+&5#2) =,&'() @+>) 0+'(!-#,8) G>0!
F008#'-) +,) 2"+,-!-#,8) (,$-&F5$!
tion?
Spiritual: Do you feel a sense

of connection to your spiritual
universal source? Do you have a
relationship with your own in!
ner wisdom? Do you have mo!
ments when you feel at one with
everything? Are you able to spend
quiet time alone?
g+>) 8&("-) F'%) +'#) +,) -4+) +G)
these areas stand out as needing
your attention, or you may feel
that all four need a little tuning
>:H)e#,"$:2)@+>)4&00)F'%)-"$-)@+>)
are already very developed and
balanced on all levels. If the latter
is not the case, you may want to
get whatever help or support you
'##%)&')F00&'()-"#).+&%H)E>,,+>'%)
Q&,50#) g+($) +*#,2) $) .$,&#-@) +G)
50$22#2)9(,+>:)$'%):,&.$-#<)4"#,#)
you will be challenged to build
upon your strengths and discover
the areas in your life that need
polishing up. See www.surround!
circleyoga.com for class schedule.
g+>)$,#)8+2-)4#05+8#)-+)5$00)7Cb!
`bB!77A^)G+,)$)G,##)5+'2>0-$-&+'H

Sudoku Solution

Sudoku on page 33
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Poet’s corner
Riverview Students
I+(&3#O0$%#H0T(Q)$#
Choices
When Taking Part in
+/#./$&,+($05&#90'tory Adventure
a@)d$,#')S$5l&00&.,$@J)R#$,'&'()E>:!
port Teacher
With Student Poets

The slave trader is coming!
Your heart pounds and
you can’t breathe. Being sold
away from your family is the
worst thing imaginable.
Your father wants to run
away before the slave trader
comes.
He says: “Better to die
in freedom than live a slave.”
Your mother refuses to go with
him. Your baby brother is too
little to travel, she says.
Your mother and father
come up with a plan. Your father
will escape. When he is free, he
will earn enough money to buy
the rest of the family.
Then they both look at
you. “You are old enough to de!
cide,” Father says. “You can come
with me. Or you can stay here
with your mother.”
What a terrible choice!
If you go with your father,
you risk being recaptured and
sold. Or you could die in the wil!
derness. But you might make it to
freedom.
If you stay, you could help
your mother. But you might be
sold away from your family for!
ever.
What will you do?
From The Underground Railroad: An Inter!
active History Adventure =@)/00&2+') R$2!
sieur

As part of a special series of lit!
#,$5@!=$2#%) $5-&.&-&#2) ,#0$-#%) -+)
Black History and the themes of
5+>,$(#J)#8:$-"@J)$'%)2+5&$0)[>2!
-&5#J) [>'&+,) 2->%#'-2) 4#,#) $2;#%)
to make a life choice, as described
above, and then follow the path,
making other choices, as outlined
in the story. They were then asked
-+)4,&-#)$):+#8)&')%&$8$'-#!0&;#)
2-@0#) -+) ,#L#5-) -"#&,) 5"+&5#J) -"#)
F'$0) +>-5+8#J) $'%) -"#) G##0&'(2)
they experienced. The results
were dramatic!

Student Choices
1#L#5-#%)&')3&$8$'-#!
R&;#)e+#-,@
ESCAPED!
By Abbey
ER/h]o
Sad, upset
Wishing, hoping, singing

Running to my freedom
Running, smiling, crying
Joyful, free
FREE WOMAN!
ESCAPED!
By: FARHIA
SLAVE
?#$,-!=,+;#'J)%#:,#22#%
Wishing, hoping, crying
Escaping with my dad
Celebrating, dancing, smiling
Joyful, free
I,&&Y(%0)3
Recaptured!!!
By Morgan
Slave
Sad, upset
Thinking, wishing, singing
Going with my dad
Trusting, lamenting, hoping
Drained, scared
Slave
Escaped!
By Francine
Slave
3,$&'#%J)"#$,-!=,+;#'
Hurting, singing, crying
Running away to freedom
Dancing, celebrating, laughing
Excited, free
W,##!5"&0%
Escaped!
By Josiah
Slave
Worried, anxious
R&.&'(J)4+,;&'(J)"+:&'(
Going away with father
R$>("&'(J),>''&'(J)28&0&'(
]D5&-#%J)[+@G>0
Free child
SOLD!
By Tyrique
Slave
?#$,-!=,+;#'J)-#,,&F#%
Bleeding, wishing, hoping
Staying with my mom
Begging, crying, hoping
Drained, Devastated
ER/h]
ESCAPED
By Ola
ER/h]
Heartbroken, worried
Wishing, thinking, crying
Running away to freedom
Celebrating, dancing, smiling
]D5&-#%J)[+@G>0
Free child
ESCAPED!
By Shawn
I#,,&F#%J)">'(,@
Bleeding, crying, aching
Going with my dad
Running, smiling, dancing
Happy, successful
W1]]!S/N

Stories of steam engines
by Sean Dowd
Stories of steam engines, diesel
driven behemoths, of pistons and
drive shafts, dirty dank and danger!
+>2):0$5#2)F00#%)"&2)5"&0%"++%)8&'%H)
There was the boat. A long blue ship
above the crib and bedside he was
anchored to so long ago. There was
the smell of freshly light , a Players
R&("-J)=0>#)-&'J)$)2$&0+,)$'%)0&G#),&'()
to cling to while the whiskey sour
mix was gotten to behind the bar.
E+) G$,) -"#) -$0#2) +G) 3,H) R&.&'(2-+'V2)
African Mission sat foremost in his
mind.
Perhaps the wheel house of the
Pilots launch told best of ancient
rhyme.
The sea made of tales of rum and
Christmas freeze up, of homecom!
&'(2) $'%) ($-"#,&'(2) G>00) +G) 5"##,) O)
beers and souvenirs. His uncle, the
old salt hero, told of near misses
and lost digits from ring and pinky
F'(#,2H) R+2-) &') 2:0&-) 2#5+'%2) 4"#,#)
seconds counted longer and tor!
pedoes sounded louder and nearer
than desire would ever place them.
f!)=+$-2)4#,#)'+-)G,&#'%2H)I"#)5+'!
voy huddled close and shipped to
sea to carry men and women, pilots
and WACS, planes and bombs, ar!
maments to Great Britain and the
POME’s. Food so in demand, a pre!
5&+>2)5$,(+)+G)=##GJ)4"#$-)G+,)L+>,z
long the hours at watch over hills of
water, stars and blinking lights.
The wheel house and compass dou!
ble thick glass and heat from engines,
%##:)&'2&%#)-"#)">00)O)"#0%)25#'-)+G)
oily diesel. Elbow to elbow skipper
and mate made for the foreign trawl!
er to shepherd her into lock one and
>:):$2-)-"#)G$002)-+)R$;#)],&#H
Uncle’s tales of the war time con!
voys, images of ships in the hundreds
leaving Halifax harbor had launched
him into school for navigation. The
2"&:2)#'(&'##,V2)0+2-)F'(#,2):+&'-#%)
the way to the academy for the cap!
tain’s berth. It more cherished than
the hammocks under decks.
I"#,#J)"&2)$,8)[>2-)2"+4#%)-"#)-$-!
too, one he shared with up rolled
sleeve. She’d left him there, her mark.

Java and Sumatra now the friendly
ports of long ago. This was the home
of the scents of Bali. His Balinese
woman and child were stories locked
away. Now, here in the mist and fog,
the lighthouse horn announced that
he was under way and that old tale
+G) 0+.#) "#V%) 2-$@) 4&-") &') 8#8+,@) O)
"&2)$0+'#)O)G+,)2"+,#)=+>'%Y)4&'-#,2)
in the frozen waist around Niagara
there was family galore and Bali was
[>2-)5$,.#%)-#$;J)$)2#$-)$'%)$)"+>2#)
+')2-&0-2)-"$-),#2-2)$-+:)-"#)8$'-0#Y)
where the many kids hang stock!
ings. They stay awake, they make
those whiskey sours they make those
hours away from waters deep repeat
in questions like, “What grade are
you in now?” The half a dozen kids,
#$5") $) @#$,!) -4+) 8+'-"2) $:$,-) $'%)
oh so many cousins. Kids all want
to know of head hunters and sea
monsters of ink deep under skin and
chests of gold and heavy seas. They
sit, at his knees and quiet, wait for a
2+'() -+) #'%) =#G+,#) 2#'-) +*) -+) =#%H)
There they share again sea stories to
:0$@)$-)->=)-&8#)O
4&-") =+$-2) $'%) L+$-2) $'%) -$0#2) +G)
mixing whiskey sours.
Amaryllis
earth melts with perverse tenacity
against the warming wind
and I see you growing
each slip of tissue
:>2"&'()+>-)G,+8)5#'-,#!G+0%
not always knowing when to shoot
up the stalk
#$5") :#-$0) %#-#,8&'#%) -+) =#) %&*#,!
ent
from the shape it knew before
$00),#$%@)&')@+>,)4#00!:,>'#%):+your inner direction prepared
easy to care and place you in your
own sun
so shoot up bold stalk
that when you spread and plummet
your roots , they will bulb an amaryl!
lis
#.#')[>2-)$)0&--0#)0&;#)@+>H
Diane Stevenson Schmolka

Catina Noble
My pet cat!
a@)a$&0#&(")a&'%$)/(#)CC)@#$,2)+0%)]5+0#)E$&'-#!
Genevieve
My pet cat his name is Tat!
He always wore
His hat indoors.
?#)0&;#%)-+)#$-),$-2!
He ate so many rats that
He got fat.
He was about to leave for base ball practice when
He remembered he forgot his bat.
When he got there he went to his mat
And sat there
R++;&'()$-)$)=$-)-"$-)4$2)G$-)0&;#)$)"$-zzH)

WORDS
It
Is
Inevitable
Brings
The
S>0-&!
Coloured
Domino
]*#5Each
Piece
It’s
Own
Puzzle.
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4$'-#%)-+)G>0F00)4"$-)E#$')"$%)2-$,-!
#%)O)-"#)=>&0%&'()+G)$)25"++0)G+,)-"#)
children of a Childhaven orphan!
hopefully we’re able to have a posi! age in Nepal. After many tries, Elia
made it to the top of the mountain
tive impact on the Community.
E+0%%D.'J4'/0Q0.D'NG&-R+0S'I+T'U and had successfully created Finding
Life.
His future plans are now to
Everest
Climber/Humaniwork with the citizens of Solio, a
tarian Visits Vincent Massey
community in Kenya. Twenty years
Public School
ago, they were kicked out of their
V.'7;+08' =@T' =>@@' W80-' X-02-84' -.6' #0&'
"+8#2) =#5$>2#) +G) +.#,!5,+4%&'(H)
Finding Life team will be bringing six
U'0@)$)4"&0#)$(+J)-"#@)4#,#)(&.#')A)
Ottawa high school students for an ad!
1/2 acres of land per family, but noth!
QD.%G+D' $F' -' 80FD' %0,D' (' %$' ,DD%' &0Y' 5D!
ing to build with. Children were go!
nyan counterparts, work on a commu!
ing to school in tattered UN tents.
nity project in Solio, Kenya and, together,
That’s where Moving Mountains, a
180,J' N$G.%' 5D.4-T' 9N' &%G6D.%&' -+D'
fd!=$2#%) G+>'%$-&+') 2-#::#%) &'H)
+-0&0.I',$.D4'F$+'%#D'X$80$'&1#$$8!JG086!
The Moving Mountains Trust helped
0.I' ;+$ZD1%' %#+$GI#' &2-%D!-!%#$.&S' E0.!
$'%)-#$8#%)>:)4&-")W&'%&'()R&G#)-+)
ter carnivals, bake sales, cake walks and
build a classroom. Elia has decided
many more activities and events.
to take six students from Kenya, and
For more information on the expedition
six from Ottawa, to build another
-.6' [0.60.I' \0FD]&' FG.6+-0&0.I' D^$+%&S'
classroom, and, after they’re done all
Q0&0%'EEETR.60.I80FDT1-T
of them will climb Mt. Kenya! We
4&00)=#)$=0#)-+)4$-5")O)+')-"#)F'%!
&'()0&G#)4#=)2&-#)$'%)+')iXl!feO$2)
Here are two articles from Miasya they do this, and help support the
and Ingala, grade 5/6 students from E+0&+):,+[#5-H
_+0%%D.'J4'`.I-8-S'I+T'AaB
Ms Eichel’s class.
Elia Saikaly, climber of Mt.
Everest, visited Vincent Massey Elia Saikaly visited Vincent Massey
th
PS on Thursday, March 3rd. He in! e>=0&5) E5"++0) G+,) -"#) A ) -&8#) &') A)
formed the students of this school years. He showed us a powerpoint
+G)2+8#)+G)"&2)[+>,'#@)-+)-"#)-+:)+G) presentation about his “rebel stage”,
Everest, his younger state, and his his time running away from home,
plans for the future. When he was his power lifting life, the time he
young he was a rebel, and ran away met Sean Egan : a man whose goal in
from home. He was taken in by the life was to inspire others and follow
strongest man on earth, and trained their dream and who inspired him to
to lift a weight that weighs over 5 climb Mt. Everest, the tallest moun!
-&8#2) -"#) $.#,$(#) -#'!@#$,!+0%H) ?#) tain in the world at a whopping 29
met a man, Sean Egan, who wanted 030 feet high. He will be working to
to be the oldest man in Canada to build classrooms in “Village 2” In So!
climb Mount Everest, and wanted 0&+J)d#'@$)9g$@o<H)?#)$02+)&'-,+%>5#%)
Elia to be his cameraman. Elia fol! a new adventure with 6 teens from
lowed him to the base of Everest, Canada who won a video contest on
and then went back home with the Facebook*. One of the teenagers is
F08) "#) "$%H) R$-#,J) "#) 4$2) -+0%) +') the daughter of 5/6 Gifted class edu!
the phone, that Sean did not make cator Marian Eichel! The teens will
it back. His heart had stopped. Elia spend 3 weeks in Solio, Kenya to

Continued from page 5

Continued from page 24
brought her male dog “Jam” to
the pet vaccination. Jessica said
“the workers were very friendly,
gave out a lot of information and
were very good with the animals”.
She was impressed that the work!
ers were able to answer all the
questions on the spot. She men!
tions that her mom also brought
in three of her own cats that day.
The workers vaccinated her cats,
checked to see if one of the cats
were pregnant and check to see
if one of the cats were lactat!
&'() #'+>(") =#5$>2#) 2"#) "$%) [>2-)
given birth to a litter of kittens
the day before.
Since my friend Kim was such a
(++%) 2>::+,-) 4&-") e+:!I$,-) $-)
the clinic I thought it would be
good to get her opinion as well
since she had brought in her
own pets to get vaccinated. Kim

Ethier brought in her female dog
“Kaylee” and her male cat “Whip!
per”. Kim says “I was very im!
pressed with the service because
I was under the impression it was
[>2-)$)F.#)8&'>-#).$55&'$-&+'J)&')
and out, not an entire checkup”.
Kim had some concerns with
Kaylee’s sensitivity issues with
food and was given a sample of
dog food that helped clean up
the issue. On a sadder note, it
was at this clinic that Kim found
out her cat Whipper could not
receive any vaccinations because
he is terminally ill. The workers
+*#,#%) d&8) 2>::+,-) $'%) 5+'!
tact information to be there to
help her and her family out when
Whipper’s condition gets worse
and for that Kim is grateful.
The workers were absolutely
$8$K&'() $'%) %#F'&-#0@) 0#G-) -"#&,)
mark on the residents and pets of
Russell Heights!

learn about Kenya and the lives of
their Kenyan team members.
All VM students sat quietly during
the presentation, totally roped into
-"#) "#$,-!=,#$;&'() #D:#,&#'5#2) $'%)
changes Elia went through. After
"&2):,#2#'-$-&+'J)"#)($-"#,#%)-"#)[>!
nior division and trained them and
showed everyone there how hard it
was to get to Mt Everest. Even the
-#$5"#,2)4#,#)=,#$-"!-$;#'o)?&2):,#!
2#'-$-&+') ,#2-+,#%) 0+2-) 5+'F%#'5#)
and exceeded what we all at Vincent
Massey expected. The time was well
spent with the pictures, videos, and
and trying to train ourselves! Also,
$) F,2-) (,$%#,) 4"+) 4$2) -#,,&F#%) =@)
#0#.$-+,2) :$22#%) -"#) G#$,) 4&-") L@!
ing colours. From everyone at VM,
I?/Nd) gUf) ]RX/) E/Xd/Rgo)
And good luck!

Page 29
been keeping themselves organized
and on top of things, and so far it’s
been nothing but achieving this suc!
cessfully as a class unit. Positivity
has gotten them this far, and I know
that the result will be remarkable!
E+0%%D.'J4')020%-'"TS'b+T'U

<=PA<?# I<A8# ?9=# FZ8Z#
[8=# ?A# J=\# ;A88.?TEE

On Friday, February 25, 2011, three
Intermediate students and Mme
Dubreuil from VM drove to Con!
federation High School to attend a
Me to We workshop with other mid!
dle schools and high schools that are
participating in Me to We. The stu!
dents got to hear about the fundrais!
ers and activities going on in other
25"++02) $'%) -"#) %&*#,#'-) ;&'%2) +G)
_+0%%D.'J4'N0-&4-S'I+T'AaB :,+[#5-2) -"$-) $,#) (+&'() +') 4&-") S#)
to We and Free the Children, such as
Putting Talent in Communi- Ma,&5;)=@)a,&5;pH)I"&2):,+[#5-)(&.#2)
us the opportunity to fundraise and
ty Projects
The grade 8 French immer! bring education to people who have
2&+')50$22)9]Wc/<)"$2)=##'):>--&'()$) not had the chance to go to school.
lot of work into fundraising to raise Afterward, the large group of kids
money in support of Solio, Kenya was separated into three groups and
and Elia Saikaly’s expedition to Ke! we participated in an interactive ac!
nya in April. In February they brain! tivity. The students all worked to!
stormed many ideas and it came gether as a group to create a world
down to two, the cake walk and a out of string. We had North Amer!
performance. They knew how long ica, South America, Africa, Asia and
it would take, and how hard it was Europe. We had to try to estimate
going to be yet they set their minds the population in each continent and
to it and accomplished a lot. The the food consumption, We learned a
cake walk was held on March 11th and lot and we were all surprised at what
was extremely successful. The cake we had accomplished at the end of
walk not only was held by EF8A, but the activity. Our youth coordinators
EF78A as well! The two classes are shared with us the real results and
a great pair and raised hundreds of we all were astonished. The students
dollars. It was confusing at times, then shared their thoughts and ideas
but its result was great! EF8A is also on how we can help with these issues.
working on a performance, called We know that all of the students
M]Wc/2) (+-) I$0#'-Hp) I"&2) &2) $) G>'! who took part are going to commu!
F00#%)$5-)4"#,#)-"#)50$22)(#-2)-+)>2#) nicate what they have learned with
their talents for a good cause. They others about Free the Children. We
dedicate many recesses, and indi! all had an amazing time.
vidual time to get this done. They _+0%%D.' J4' M0&#%-' cTS' N$.01-' )TS'7J+--+' WTS' I+T'
d'e'U
were told it would be too hard, but
they set their minds to it. They’ve
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Nordic Walking: GO where your poles take you!
J4'5D++0'N$++0&$.!N1<-JD

S

pring is here. If you are look!
ing for a fun way to get in
shape, lose some inches and
&8:,+.#)@+>,)F-'#22J)0++;)'+)G>,!
ther than Nordic Walking a.k.a.
Urban Poling. It is fun, inexpen!
2&.#) $'%) 5$') =#) %+'#) [>2-) $=+>-)
anywhere.
For years, health care profession!
$02) "$.#) 2-,#22#%) -"#) =#'#F-2) +G)
4$0;&'() G+,) :#,2+'$0) F-'#22) $'%)
4#00!=#&'(H)Q$'$%$V2)'#4)e"@2&5!
al Activity Guidelines recom!
mend that adults 18 years of age
and older , get a minimum of 150
minutes of moderate to vigorous
$#,+=&5) $5-&.&-@) #$5") 4##;!$'%)
N+,%&5) 4$0;&'() &2) $) -#,,&F5) 4$@)
to get it!
It may be hard to believe that
adding poles to a walk can make
2>5")2&('&F5$'-)%&*#,#'5#)&')-"#)
demand it puts on your body. As
a skeptic myself, I was shocked
when I took my husband out
for a walk but did not give him
poles, he could not keep up with
me! In fact, done with proper
technique, Nordic walking im!
proves posture and engages up
-+) ^Bx) +G) -"#) =+%@V2) 8>250#2)
9$=+>-) 7BB) 8>250#2<) $2) +::+2#%)
to 300 muscles used with regular
walking. By using more muscles,

8+,#) 5$0+,&#2) $,#) =>,'#%) v) -"#)
Cooper Institute claims using
poles can increase calorie ex!
penditure by as much
$2)A7):#,5#'-)+.#,),#(>!
lar walking. It is easy to
get the hang of with a
little bit of instruction.
Using poles encour!
ages walkers to safely
increase the length of
their stride, and the
swinging arm and torso
motion ensures a better
upper body work out
while also engaging ab!
dominal muscles..about
1800 times per mile. As
an Urban Poling cer!
-&F#%) &'2-,>5-+,) $'%)
personal trainer, I have
spent well over 10 years
guiding clients toward
healthy lifestyle chan!
ges. I believe Nordic
walking to be one of the
best ways for both men
and women of any age
-+) 2-$@) F-H) X-) &2) 2&8:0#)
and that is what makes
people so successful with it. Many
50&#'-2)'+-&5#)$)2&('&F5$'-),#%>5!
tion and neck, shoulder and back
pain because the poles encourage
postural correction and increase
circulation in the upper extrem!

ities. Since the poles help reduce you, Nordic walking is one activ!
stress on knees, hips and ankles, ity that can be done anywhere.
it is suitable to more specialized You can use your poles while
snowshoeing or along
city sidewalks while in
transit to the grocery
store. They can be used
in snow, ice, sand and
on dirt trails. My ad!
vice to anyone wanting
to try Nordic walking
is to invest in quality
poles. I recommend the
pole from a company in
Vancouver called Urban
Poling. They are tele!
scopic making them
very portable, strapless,
ergonomic, and vibra!
tion free.
Nordic walking is a full
body work out that
everyone should try.
]'[+@) -"#) G,#2") $&,) $'%)
GO where your poles
take you.
Cheers to good health!
d#,,&)
S+,,&2+'!S5!
Cabe
CHEK Exercise and
populations where other exercise ?+0&2-&5)R&G#2-@0#)Q+$5"
regimes may cause too much im! For more information on Nor!
pact.
dic walking instruction you can
Although escaping the city to 5+'-$5-) d#,,&) S+,,&2+'!S5Q$=#)
#'[+@) -"#) 5$08) +G) $) 8+,#) ,>,$0) kerript@gmail.com
setting for a walk may appeal to

Let’s talk about OC Transpo’s 2011 Network Optimization Proposals

O

C Transpo needs your
feedback into proposed
network service changes.
They have presented a network
optimization proposal that aims
to make routes more direct, pro!
ductive, and reliable, while en!
suring that fares are kept down
and that Ottawa’s transit system
remains sustainable in the long
term.
The service proposals alone are
%#2&('#%) -+) 2$.#) 6C^HT) 8&00&+')
annually starting in 2012 and
67HT) 8&00&+') &') _BCCH) Q+8=&'#%)
4&-") $%%&-&+'$0) #P5&#'5&#2J) UQ)
I,$'2:+) $'-&5&:$-#2) F'%&'() 2$.!
&'(2) +G) 6__) 8&00&+') $''>$00@) $'%)
6`Hb)8&00&+')G+,)_BCCH
This network optimization pro!
:+2$0)5,#$-#2)$)F'$'5&$00@)2>2-$&'!
able footing for OC Transpo now,
and for the future. Without these
changes, public transit alone
would increase property taxes by
at least 5 per cent by 2016.
I"#).$2-)8$[+,&-@)+G)5>2-+8#,2)O)
8+,#)-"$')^Bx)O)4&00)'+-)=#)$G!
fected by the proposed changes.
However, as OC Transpo looks to

eliminate some of the runs that
weave in and out of streets, some
transit users will have to walk a
little farther to get to their bus
stop. The hours of service on
some routes will be reduced.
The proposal is a starting point,
$'%)4&00)=#),#F'#%)4&-")-"#)"#0:)
of public feedback to ensure the
best possible decisions are made
for the network. OC Transpo is
now reaching out to our custom!
ers to provide more information
on the service proposal, and to
ensure that everybody has their
say
To help riders learn more about
the changes, detailed informa!
tion will be provided during the
March 23rd Interim Transit Com!
mission meeting.
Further to this, OC Transpo is
launching a comprehensive pub!
lic consultation process so all
residents can access information
and participate in an online sur!
vey at octranspo.com. The web!
site information and Customer
Feedback Form have been spe!
cially designed to ensure that

5>2-+8#,2) 5$') #$2&0@) F'%) &'G+,!
8$-&+') ,#0#.$'-) -+) -"#&,) 2:#5&F5)
bus route or geographic area.
Residents are also invited to at!
tend one of the public consul!
tation sessions across the city
between March 29 and April 5.
During these sessions, senior
-,$'2&-) :0$''&'() 2-$*) $'%) I,$'!
sit Commission members will be
+'!2&-#)-+):,+.&%#)$):,#2#'-$-&+')
and answer questions. Custom!
er Feedback Forms will also be
available.
The public Open Houses will
take place on:
Tuesday, March 29, 5:30–7:30
p.m. 9:,#2#'-$-&+')$-)7jbB):H8H<
Ottawa City Hall, Jean Pigott
e0$5#J)CCB)R$>,&#,)/.#'>#)i#2Wednesday, March 30, 7–9
p.m. 9:,#2#'-$-&+')$-)c):H8H<
Kanata Recreation Complex,
Hall B, 100 Walter Baker Place
Thursday, March 31, 7–9 p.m.
9:,#2#'-$-&+')$-)c):H8H<
Nepean Sportsplex, Halls C and
3J)C`BC)i++%,+*#)/.#'>#
Monday, April 4, 7–9 p.m.
9:,#2#'-$-&+')$-)c):H8H<

Jim Durrell Recreation Complex,
Ellwood Hall, 1265 Walkey Road
Tuesday, April 5, 7–9 p.m.
9:,#2#'-$-&+')$-)c):H8H<
Shenkman Arts Centre, Music
1#"#$,2$0) ?$00J) _AT) Q#'-,>8)
Boulevard
For those customers unable to at!
tend one of the sessions or access
online information, OC Transpo
5$') $02+) =#) ,#$5"#%) $-) 7Cb!`AC!
Ab^BH
Feedback is being collected until
April 7. Upon completion of the
public consultations, OC Transpo
4&00):,#:$,#)-"#)F'$0),#5+88#'!
dations for the network. They
will be presented at the Transit
Commission meeting on April
20, 2011, when public delegations
will have the chance to address
-"#)Q+88&22&+'H)/)F'$0)%#5&2&+')
will also be made on April 20.
When changes are approved,
-"#@)4&00)(+)&'-+)#*#5-)&')E#:-#8!
ber, when the fall service sched!
ule is taking place.
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Astrology by Arze
ing time together. A change of at!
titude and lifestyle is the key to
Your Character……
attracting greater prosperity. The
Aries is active, energetic, and
more you develop your skills and
impulsive, optimistic, open to
specialize the higher you’ll climb.
change and new experiences.
Try to be patient when dealing
Taurus)_B)/:,)!)_B)S$@
with the demands of family and
If you’re out and about looking Your Character……
for love, then the spring and sum! I$>,>2) &2) Z>&#-J) $*#5-&+'$-#J) :$! loved ones. Magical birthstone is
mer promises to be a busy time tient, stable, determined, and Emerald.
,+8$'-&5$00@H) ) l,#$-#,) F'$'5&$0) stubborn, and resistant to change.
security will bring a greater sense
Gemini)_C)S$@)!)_C)k>'
+G) #8+-&+'$0) 4#00!=#&'(H) i"#') Make the most of opportunities Your Character……
opportunity knocks, be prepared to get out and about and meet Gemini is lively, energetic, and
to go where the grass is green! new people. Don‘t let your busy .#,2$-&0#H)R&.#2)&')-"#)8&'%),$-"!
est. Don’t let domestic duties or schedule prevent you from spend! er than emotional. Extremely
family dramas stop you from do!
ing your thing.
Aries magical birthstone is Dia!
mond

Aries S$,)_B)!)/:,)_B

Continued from page

4

at nine to make the last trip. We
would like to see the buses run
until at least 9:30 for the many
people who rely on transit.”
Currently there are between
C_BB) O) CTBB) G>00) $'%) :$,-!-&8#)
employees at the Ottawa Train
Yards, with the recently opened
0$,(#)G$5&0&-&#2)#8:0+@&'()2-$*2)+G)
about 150 each.
Earlier concerns by residents of
Riverview Park, with regard to
-,$P5J) :$,;&'() $'%) -"#) '>8=#,)
of people anticipated to come
into the community each day
soon became unfounded, as those
who live or work here discovered
that having the Ottawa Train
Yards so close was a real plus and
the implications of the height of
any additional buildings not even
relevant. In fact, it is not only
the Ottawa Train Yards, but also
Trainyards Drive that have been a
plus to both local and other resi!
dents.
“We are extremely pleased that
-"#)&'&-&$0)5+'5#,'2)"$.#)[>2-)'+-)
happened,” added Mr. Koshman
in a recent interview.
Plans for Ottawa’s largest mixed
>2#J)+P5#)$'%),#-$&0)%#.#0+:8#'-)
actually began in 1998, when the
property was acquired by Con!
-,+0#D)G,+8)Q$'$%$)R$'%2)Q+8!
:$'@) R&8&-#%J) -"#) $,8V2) 0#'(-")
Crown Corporation that ensures
the disposition of surplus proper!
-&#2Y) &') -"&2) 5$2#) -"#) G+,8#,) ,$&0)
freight operations near Ottawa’s
Via Rail. When completed, the
Ottawa Train Yards will house the
already approved 600,000 square
feet of retail and more than 1 mil!
0&+') 2Z>$,#) G##-) +G) +P5#) 2:$5#)
without negatively impacting on
a nearby community, as such de!
velopment so often does.
Mi#) -"+>("-) -"#) +P5#) 2:$5#)
4+>0%)(+)F,2-J)4"#')=>2&'#22)4$2)

booming, however things even!
tually happened the other way
around,” acknowledged Mr. Ko!
shman.
It is estimated that the Ottawa
Train Yards will serve more than
200,000 people living within a
F.#!;&0+8#-,#),$%&>2)+G)-"#)$,#$H)
And with the trend throughout
the city moving to public transit,
$'+-"#,)8$[+,)=+'>2)&2)-"$-)?>,%!
8$')E-$-&+'J)$)8$[+,)-,$'2G#,)2-$!
-&+') 5+''#5-&'() -"#) #$2-!4#2-)
$'%) 2+>-"!#$2-) I,$'2&-4$@) 0&'#2)
is well within walking distance.
Moreover, by being located near
both Belfast Road and Industrial
Avenue, there is easy accessibility
G,+8)-"#)?&("4$@)AC`)#D&-2)+G)E-H)
R$>,#'-)+,)-"#)h$'&#,)e$,;4$@H
Move forward to 2011, and addi!
tional lands have now been ac!
quired at the east end of the
Ottawa Train Yards, with the re!
Z>#2-2) G+,) ,#!K+'&'() -+) (+) G,+8)
light industrial to retail already in
place.
A sidewalk is to be completed
along parts of Industrial Avenue
for this upcoming year, although
Mr. Koshman admits that he
would also like to see a sidewalk
going all the way over to Hurd!
man Station, for the many pedes!
trians who like to walk the short
distance to catch a bus. Through!
out the Ottawa Train Yards there
are already bicycle racks in place
to meet the needs of cyclists,
while bicycling paths are avail!
able all around the site.
Everyone has a wish list and the
residents of the area are no ex!
ception. They frequently com!
ment about the great mix already
in place over at the Ottawa Train
g$,%2Y) -"#) 2-,+'() G$2"&+') 5+8!
ponent, the response to athletic
activities, and a superb selection
of home furnishing stores. They
also note that there are shops
for children of all ages. What
they continue to ask however, is,

and not surprisingly, “When will
there be a grocery store coming
to the Train Yards?”
Two answers have been provided
in response to this query.
“For this year, we expect
Wal*Mart to be breaking ground
-+)=>&0%)$)8$[+,)$%%&-&+')-+)-"#&,)
retail store.”
The second reply however is
probably not the one that grocery
shoppers will like to hear with re!
($,%)-+)$)2-$'%!$0+'#)2-+,#H
“Grocery stores are not building
right now. A grocery store would
be most welcome to the Ottawa
Train Yards mix whenever this
F-2) -"#&,) #D:$'2&+') :0$'2H) W++%)
services too. No question, we
would like to expand the retail
mix,” commented Mr. Koshman,
after responding to a question
that has no doubt been asked of
him many times.
A second question that might
be asked of Marty Koshman
is, ‘What does it mean to be
President of the Ottawa Train
Yards?’
It is obvious that Mr. Koshman
is totally committed to ensur!
ing that the Ottawa Train Yards
and Controlex are successful in
their use of a site that is two and
"$0G)-&8#2)-"#)2&K#)+G)R$'2%+4'#)
Park, but what background does
a person need to ensure that this
happens?

adaptable to new situations.
If you’re ready to get serious this
could be your year. Don’t neglect
-"#)&8:+,-$'5#)+G)L$--#,@J)L&,-$!
tion and small talk. Use the extra
money that come your way wisely
$'%)@+>V00),#$:)-"#)=#'#F-2)0$-#,H))
This is an excellent time for pro!
moting yourself and your talents.
W&'&2") >'F'&2"#%) =>2&'#22) $'%)
get on with your life. Magical
birthstone is Pearl.
Xoxo
Arze Chahine
Your astro advisor……..
Mr. Koshman is a Mechanical En!
gineer by profession, although as
frequently occurs in any business,
he is part of a team that works
to make things happen. Not ne!
cessarily do the people involved
use the education they pursued,
but instead bring to the table the
skills required in acquiring that
education or profession, as well
as the extensive spectrum of life
experiences that they have real!
ized over the years.
“People bring all of their ideas to
advise and develop a company,”
said Mr. Koshman, as he provid!
ed some input.
Mr. Koshman’s career has been
mostly in the Ottawa area, and
while he has worked internation!
ally as well as in Canada, most of
his experience has been in the
F#0%)+G)+P5#)$'%)&'%>2-,&$0)8$'!
agement.
That Marty Koshman would take
time out of his busy schedule to
participate in a community news!
paper interview speaks very posi!
tively to the intent of Controlex
and their development of the Ot!
tawa Train Yards located in River!
view Park.
The residents of Riverview Park
are indeed fortunate that there
are not only visionaries looking
after the Ottawa Train Yards, but
also exceptional neighbours tak!
ing care of our area of the city.
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Computer Tricks and Tips
Tablets, and Smartphones, and Netbooks! Oh My!
by Malcolm and John Harding, of
<$,;G!L$,D
mall is in! Tiny computers
94#00J) 2+,-) +G) 5+8:>-#,2<) $,#)
becoming hugely popular. At
the Consumer Electronics Show
&') R$2) h#($2) -"&2) @#$,) 9_`BB) #D!
"&=&-+,2)$'%)CBBJBBB)$--#'%##2<J)
more than 70 tablets were un!
veiled, from the biggest names in
-"#) &'%>2-,@) 0&;#) R#'+.+) 9XaS<J)
HP and Asus, to lots of others
-"$-)'+=+%@V2)#.#,)"#$,%)+G)9@#-<H)
In addition, all of the big names
"$%)($8#!5"$'(&'()28$,-:"+'#2)
on display. Not to be outdone,
netbooks struggled mightily to
hold onto their dominance in this
market, introducing faster pro!
cessors and bigger hard drives,
=>-) $02+) 0+-2) +G) 0#22!&8:+,-$'-)
28+;#!$'%!8&,,+,2) 0&;#) 5+0+>,!
ful, or even interchangeable cov!
ers. Considering that the mighty
Google has not yet introduced
its newest Android operating sys!
tem that soon will be unveiled for
some of these gadgets, and that
Apple doesn’t even attend CES,
while its iWhatever machines
hold a commanding headstart, it’s
safe to say that this market isn’t
going to simplify any time soon.

S

Continued from page 22
with plows and three tractors
with inverted snow blowers on
them for city laneway applica!
tions,” noted Kevin, although he
has kept only working in the two
areas of Alta Vista to maintain
the high level of service.
Aside from the heavy equipment
of the winter part of the business,
the computer now plays a huge
role for up to date forecasting.
“You watch the radar precipita!
tion coming into the general area
of Ottawa, when the snow should
start and stop, and then form
a plan as to how to best service
the particular snow event. Know!
ing when the snow event will
end is the most important part,
and whether it ends in the a.m.
+,) :H8H) %+#2) 8$;#)$)%&*#,#'5#Jp)
provided Kevin.
It was during one of these ‘snow
#.#'-2VJ)$2)d#.&')R#%>5),#G#,2)-+)
them, that it became evident that
he has been a behind the scenes
volunteer on a number of occa!
sions for his community, and in

It’s far too easy to get bogged
down in the details of these de!
.&5#2H) I"#) +*#,&'(2) $,#) (+&'()
to change weekly for the next
while, and it’s probably only the
"$,%!5+,#)(##;2)0&;#)>2)4"+),#$00@)
care about the minutiae, and so
maybe it would be worthwhile
to focus on some of the basic ex!
pectations of what each of them
can and cannot do well. In this
column and the next, we will try
to evaluate these moving targets
and help you to decide what to
look for and what to avoid:
Tablets have been with us for
many years, but these are not your
daddy’s tablets. Gone is the need
G+,)$)2-@0>2)O)-"#)-+>5"!2#'2&-&.#)
25,##')2#'2#2)-"#)"#$-)+G)@+>,)F'!
ger to move the cursor and click.
There’s usually no separate key!
board to wrap around and fold
under, because it’s there when you
need it right on the screen itself,
$0-"+>(")0+-2)+G)>2#,2)F'%)-"&2)-+)
be a pretty clunky way to have
to type a document. Developers
have been falling over themselves
to produce “apps” to provide
the useful software which is, un!
G+,->'$-#0@J) 2:#5&F5) -+) -"#) +:#,!
ating system of the device. Apps
give you everything from stock

market quotes, to web brows!
ers, to email, to eBook readers,
to solitaire, to alarm clocks, and
are mostly free. Seriously, apps
already number in the hundreds
of thousands and it can be over!
4"#08&'()[>2-)-+)=,+42#)-",+>(")
the lists to decide which ones will
be useful. A tablet may have a cell
phone built in, which leads to the
necessity of a “plan” with a car!
rier. If your tablet doesn’t have a
phone, then you will communi!
cate on the Internet, via net!
works and hotspots. The Skype
or competitor’s app will provide
a pretty fair equivalent to tele!
phone if you need it.
To get all geeky on you for a mo!
ment, we have to bemoan the
fact that the particular tablet
>'&-)-"$-)$::#$,2)-+)=#)[>2-)$=+>-)
the best combination of features
at this time, the Samsung Galaxy
is so far, unfortunately, only avail!
able in a model that includes a
telephone and is therefore only
available from the cell phone
companies. This baby will be ideal
in the next generation, when it is
not tied to its cell phone function
and is powered by Google’s next
Android version. Worth waiting
for, perhaps!

Our overall impression of the tab!
lets that we have been able to get
our hands on so far is that their
computer operation is pretty darn
awkward but that this shortcom!
ing is more than balanced by the
incredible convenience of having
$')$08+2-!G>00@!G>'5-&+'&'()5+8!
puter that weighs considerably
less than a Kilogram, and will
F-) &') +'#) "$'%J) $) :>,2#J) +,) #.#')
sometimes even a pocket.
In our next column we will compare
the capabilities of tablets with smart!
phones and netbooks. Although the
lines blur among the uses for these
devices, most people should be able to
1#$$&D'ZG&%'$.D'%$'FG8R88',$&%'$F'%#D0+'
needs.
Malcolm and John Harding
are owners of Compu-Home,
assisting home and business
computer users.
Be sure to visit our web site
for an archive of our Columns. www.compu-home.
com
Write to info@compu-home.
com or phone 613-731-5954
to discuss computer issues,
or to suggest future columns.

particular for the Parks, Recrea!
tion and Environment Commit!
tee of the Riverview Park Com!
munity Association.
In one case Kevin saw a neigh!
bour walking down the street
:>2"&'()"&2)2'+4=0+4#,J)$'%)[+;!
ingly asked him if he was in com!
petition with his snowplowing
business.
“No,” replied Erich Forler, “I’m
on my way down to help clear the
2'+4) +*) G,+8) -"#) a$0#'$) e$,;)
Skating Rink.”
Well, it was not long after the
chance neighbourly exchange
that Kevin and his snowplow
could be seen down at Balena
e$,;)50#$,&'()-"#)"#$.@)2'+4Y)'+-)
only saving hours of snowblowing
time for the rink volunteers, but
readying the rink for the enthusi!
astic skaters and hockey play!
ers that use the popular location
throughout the skating season.
For other events Kevin has been
+')2-$'%!=@)2"+>0%)"#)=#)'##%#%H
On one occasion, although busy
himself, Kevin loaned one of his
trucks to Ron Kirkham so that
he could pick up and deliver the

bales of straw in preparation for
the Balena Park Skating Party
this year.
N+-)2>,:,&2&'(0@J)-"#)dReE)-,>5;2)
often help others in the neigh!
bourhood, not necessarily cus!
tomers, clean out the end of the
end of their driveways after the
dreaded plow has passed dump!
ing yet another load of snow.
“I see the residents out shovel!
ling the heavy snow and with
one or two quick pushes with my
truck blade I can save them extra
work,” Kevin commented.
When asked where he gets his
strong work ethic, because of
the gruelingly long hours he has
to work at any one time, Kevin
credits his mother Diane.
“She was a single mom, holding
%+4') -4+) [+=2J) $'%) ,$&2&'() 8@)
sister Cathy and myself.”
Now Kevin and his wife Sandi
have two children of their own,
seven year old Owen, and Mischa
4"+)&2)F.#H)/'%)$0-"+>(")d#.&'V2)
down time between seasons is
usually short, the family of four
%+)#'[+@)5$8:&'()+')8$'@)2>8!
mer weekends, and in particular

-"#)-4+)@+>'(2-#,2)#'[+@)=+$-&'()
$'%) (+&'() =$22) $'%) :&;#) F2"&'()
with their Dad.
The word volunteer is associated
4&-") 8$'@) %#F'&-&+'2J) $'%) $5!
cording to Statistics Canada in
their most recent report, close to
half of Canadians volunteer their
time, energy and skills with char!
&-&#2)$'%)'+':,+F-)+,($'&K$-&+'2H)
Or, in terms of numbers, almost
12.5 million Canadians contribut!
#%) [>2-) +.#,) _HC) =&00&+') .+0>'-##,)
hours.
Here in Riverview Park, volun!
teers can be found making a wide
range of contributions to their
5+88>'&-@J) $'%) d#.&') R#%>5)
is no exception. Kevin has been
helping his friends, neighbours
and the Riverview Park Com!
munity Association ever since
8+.&'()"#,#)[>2-)-",##)2"+,-)@#$,2)
ago. Thank you Kevin for all your
8$'@) 5+'-,&=>-&+'2J) @+>,) #*+,-2)
are truly appreciated. When we
all help one another, everyone
wins.
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Neighbourhood Watch
J4'c$#.')D-8D
)D0I#J$G+#$$6'_-%1#'<$!$+60.-%$+
c\T)D-8Df4-#$$T1-'$+'1-88'B@C!A=B!gU@d

I

n the month of March there
4#,#) $) '>8=#,) +G) .#"&50#!
,#0$-#%) 5,&8#2) 2>5") $2) 9C<)
.#"&50#)=,#$;!&'2)+')/==#@)1+$%J)
Cluny, Barnhardt, Freedan Pri!
.$-#J) d#$-2J) $'%) R&'%$) R$'#J) 9_<)
-&,#) 20$2"&'(2) $-) -"#) e+2-) UP5#)
$'%) +') E-$-&+') a0.%J) $'%) 9b<) $)
vehicle was stolen from a church
parking lot on Chomley and
abandoned at the parking lot at
Riverview Public School. These

Continued from page 20
whipped out the video camera
0&;#) $) :,+) $'%) -"#') l,#() 9S,H)
S5d#$')0&;#2)-+)=#)5$00#%)l,#(<)
started talking to the commun!
&-@H) X) Z>&5;0@) 4&:#%) +*) 8@) G$5#)
and vigorously starting taking
'+-#2H) EUR]) 2-$'%2) G+,j) E->!
%#'-2)+')R#$%&'()]%(#H)I"#)F.#)
8$[+,) (+$02) +G) -"#) :,+[#5-) $,#)
C<) 1#'+.$-#) -"#) a,+4') ?+>2#)
9$02+);'+4')$2)-"#)g+>-")?+>2#J)
where the community meeting
4$2)-$;&'():0$5#<)_<)1#0+5$-#)-"#)
2'+4) -+) -"#) #8:-@) 0+-2) b<) l#-)
,&%) +G) ($,=$(#) A<) X00>8&'$-#) -"#)
:$-"2) $'%) T<) E4##:) >:) -"#) (,$.!
#0) 9-"#) (,$.#0) &2) :>-) %+4') &') -"#)
winter to prevent people from
slipping but after the snow goes
away the gravel becomes a prob!
lem because when children fall
the gravel cuts and scrapes the
;&%2)"$'%2)$'%);'##2<H
The students were sure motiv!
$-#%o)I"#)EUR]):,+[#5-)+,&(&'$0!
ly started last year when the grade
eight classes came out to Russell
Heights to help do a spring clean!
up. The students liked working
with the Russell Heights com!
munity. Then they contacted the

crimes are generally happening
after dark. The main item being
stolen from vehicles appears to
be GPS units.

3 Watch. This Watch includes
Q0>'@J) d'+DJ) 3,$;#J) R#''+D)
e$,;J) R&'%2$@J) 3+,&+'J) a0$&,) $'%)
Acton. I applied for Neighbour!
hood Watch signage for our new
Q+88>'&-@) e+0&5#) UP5#,) l$,@) Watch in December and sug!
McCoy’s advice for us is as fol! gested that the signage be placed
lows:
on Dorion and Cluny since we
are only allowed to have two signs
1. Be vigilant.
per Watch and these two streets
2. Report any crimes to police.
are the main access points.
3. Don›t leave valuables in your There are two Watches cover!
car.
ing Abbey, Caledon, Dale and
By the end of last year we man! Balfour. However, both of these
$(#%)-+)2&('!>:)77x)+G)-"#)"+>2! Watches are in danger of being
es in the Riverview Park West declared “inactive” because cur!

,#'-)i$-5")5+!+,%&'$-+,2)5$''+-)
=#) &%#'-&F#%) +,) G+>'%H) I"&2) &2)
ironic since the Neighbourhood
Watch movement for the entire
City of Ottawa started on Abbey
Road in 1981 under the leadership
of John Dolan. If you live on one
of these streets and would like to
.+0>'-##,) -+) F00) +'#) +G) -"#) ,+0#2)
+G) i$-5") Q+!+,%&'$-+,J) -"#')
:0#$2#) #!8$&0) 2+'#&("=+>,"++%!
watch@gmail.com or contact me
and I will help you to get things
back on track.

Russell’s coordinator, Sara. Then
-"#) :,+[#5-) (+-) 2-$,-#%H) /) (,$'-)
was applied for and the students
did support letters and emails.
Some of the main concerns for
the youth house are the electrical
wiring, roof, painting etc. Some
of the ideas that were brought up
by the students is putting murals
on the walls and skirting on the
4$002) 9-+) "#0:) ,#%>5#) %$8$(#) -+)
the lower wall because during the
winter season the youth house is
used as a skate shack for the ice
,&';<H)I"#@)4+>0%)$02+)0&;#)-+)(#-)
new windows and more lighting.
The students will be doing more
fundraising to put towards the
renovation of the youth house.
Community members spoke up
with some of their own ideas for
the youth house that included
(#--&'() $) .&%#+) :,+[#5-) &'2-$00#%J)
replace some of the furniture in
the house and build a cabinet
with a tv in it. After the meeting
was over I had the pleasure of
talking to a few of the students.
I talked to Divine who told me
she was the one that translated
the support letters from Eng!
lish into French. Divine told me
MI"#):,+[#5-)&2)(+&'()(,#$-)2+)G$,J)
everyone is excited”. I talked to

:,+[#5-)&2)-&#%)&')4&-")$5$%#8&52J)
a more hand hands on approach.
Mr. D says “I am very proud of
the kids”. I couldn’t agree more.
Mr. McKean, Ms. Swail and Mr.
D have been a great support for
-"#):,+[#5-)$'%)-"#)2->%#'-2H)
For more information regard!
&'() -"#) EUR]) :,+[#5-) @+>) 5$')
contact Sara Dwyer at Russell
Heights Community House at
7Cb!`b7!^cTT) +,) @+>) 5$') 5+'-$5-)
h&'5#'-) S$22#@) $-) 7Cb!`bb!T^TT)
or via email at vmstudents@hot!
mail.com. You are doing a great
[+=)h&'5#'-)S$22#@o

NEW AND USED OFFICE FURNITURE
!"#$%&%
!"'()*+%
!",--&')%$%
!".*/*01"'),*0$2%
!"2),/$%

613.247.4000

716 INDUSTRIAL AVE.
www.surplusfurniture.ca

!"3-+&%2)2*-0%
!"%2$$/"%($/4*01
!"56'("5-+$7

Sara and Jessica who told me that
each student in the class had to
write a support letter and the top
four were chosen to use when
sending out support letters. I
talked to Dayana who mentioned
the dance and bake sale the stu!
dents will be having in April as a
G>'%,$&2#,)G+,)-"#):,+[#5-)$'%)2"#)
2$@2)-"#):,+[#5-)&2)M.#,@)(++%)$'%)
fun”.
I spoke to Mr. D who talked
about the importance of getting
the kids involved in the commun!
ity. I agreed with him and said it
was a great idea as a lot of the
students at VM do live in Russell.
The kids are excited as well to see
"+4)-"#&,):,+[#5-)->,'2)+>-H)I"#)

SUDOKU
]$2@)$2)C!_!b)9+,)&2)&-\<
To complete the puzzle:
C<)$00),+42)8>2-)5+'-$&')-"#)%&(&-2)C)-+)^)+'0@)+'5#H
_<)$00)5+0>8'2)8>2-)5+'-$&')-"#)%&(&-2)C)-+)^)+'0@)+'5#H
b<)#$5")+G)-"#)'&'#)=+D#2)8>2-)5+'-$&')-"#)%&(&-2)C)-+)^)+'0@)+'5#H
Sudoku Solution on page 27
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Libraries
78%-'90&%-'3+-.1#
=A@B'78%-'90&%-'/+0QD
Register: www.biblioottawalibrary.
ca
V+'1-88'B@C!dCd!=UCd'Y=U

Adult Programs
I,&/(%#;!/5&,'+$0!/#@,!QK
Improve your spoken French
in a relaxed setting. This group
is for those at an intermediate level.
I>#2%$@2J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 5, 12, 19, 26
S$@)bJ)CBJ)C`J)_A
Computer Tutorial
R#$,')=$2&5)5+8:>-#,)2;&002)$'%)(#answers to your questions. This
+'#!+'!+'#)2#22&+')4&00)"#0:)@+>
learn how to use the library
catalogue,
$55#22)-"#)X'-#,'#-J)2#'%)#!8$&0)$'%
use databases. Registration.
i#%'#2%$@2J)CBjbB)$H8H)9bB)8&'H<
April 13, 27
May 11, 25
Tutorat d’ordi
Acquérez des connaissances de base
en informatique et obtenez des
,{:+'2#2)|).+2)Z>#2-&+'2H)Q#--#)
session
&'%&.&%>#00#).+>2)$&%#,$)|).+>2)
servir
du catalogue de la bibliothèque,
$55{%#,)|)X'-#,'#-J)#'.+@#,)>')
courriel
et utiliser les bases de données.
Inscription.
R#2)8#,5,#%&2J)CB)")bB)9bB)8&'H<
13, 27 avril
11, 25 mai
Book Banter
E"$,#)-"#)#'[+@8#'-)+G)(++%)=++;2
in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us
for a discussion.
I">,2%$@2J)_):H8H)97B)8&'H<
April 7: The Outlander by Gil
Adamson.
May 5: The Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo by
E-&#()R$,22+'H
Knit 2 Together
R+.#)-+);'&-\)a,&'()@+>,)'##%0#2J)
yarn and
good cheer. We knit for the
pleasure of it.
Registration.
E$->,%$@2J)CBjbB)$H8H)9^B)8&'H<
/:,&0)_J)C7J)bBJ)S$@)CAJ)_c
I">,2%$@2J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 7, 21, May 5, 19
Poets’ Corner
Share your love of poetry with
others.
Read your own poems and share
comments. Please bring copies of
your work for the group.
Registration.
S+'%$@2J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
/:,&0)AJ)S$@)_
Tuesday Book Group
Join us for a discussion of the best
&')'+'!F5-&+'j)Great Books)9F,2-)
2#,&#2<H
I>#2%$@2J)`jBB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 5, 19, May 3, 17, 31
./-Q'0!/'#)0$$L,+0,&'

Partagez avec nous le plaisir des
livres
dans une ambience détendue.
k+&('#K!.+>2)|)'+>2):+>,)>'#)
discussion.
R#2)8$,%&2J)CA)")97B)8&'H<
19 avril : Une belle mort
de Gil Courtemanche.
17 mai : Le violoncelliste de Sarajevo
de Steven Galloway.
Sleuth Hounds
E"$,#)-"#)#'[+@8#'-)+G)(++%)
mysteries
in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for
a
discussion.
I">,2%$@2J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 21: Any Ali Reynolds title
by J.A. Jance.
May 19: Any Carlotta Carlyle title
=@)R&'%$)a$,'#2H
Money Smarts
I"&2)&2)$)_!:$,-)2#,&#2J):,#2#'-#%)=@)
the
RBC South Keys branch. It would
=#)&%#$0)G+,)F,2-!-&8#)"+8#)=>@#,2J)
for
newcomers to Canada, and for all
who
want to learn about banking and
managing their money.
Ages 15+. Registration.
S+'%$@J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 11: Everyday Banking and
Buying Your First Home
I>#2%$@J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 12: Managing Your Money
Ukrainian Pysanky
R#$,')-"#)-,$%&-&+'$0)$,-)+G)
Ukrainian Easter
egg painting. Registration.
E$->,%$@J)/:,&0)C7J)CjBB):H8H)9CcB)
8&'H<
Newcomers / Nouveaux
arrivants
English Conversation Group
Practice your English language
conversation
skills and meet new friends in a
relaxed and
friendly environment. This program
&2)+*#,#%
in partnership with Somali Family
Services.
Registration.
S+'%$@2J)7jBB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
and
I>#2%$@2J)CjBB):H8H)9C_B)8&'H<
Let’s celebrate!
Célébrons ensemble!
Let’s celebrate!
Célébrons ensemble!
The Ottawa Public Library invites you
to celebrate the recent improvements to
%#D'78%-'90&%-'J+-.1#T
X-%G+6-4S'7;+08'=
La Bibliothèque publique d’Ottawa
vous invite à venir célébrer les améliora!
%0$.&'6D'8-'&G11G+&-8D'78%-'90&%-T
R#)2$8#%&)_)$.,&0
Magician
CBjbB)$H8H)O)CCjCT)$H8H
Magicien
CB)")bB)|)CC)")CT
Magician
CBjbB)$H8H)O)CCjCT)$H8H

Magicien
CB)")bB)|)CC)")CT
Face painting
CC)$H8H!)b):H8H
Maquillage de visage
CC)")|)CT)"
Face painting
CC)$H8H!)b):H8H
Maquillage de visage
CC)")|)CT)"
Somali storyteller
CCjCT)$H8H)O)CCjbB)$H8H
Raconteur somalien
CC)")CT)|)CC)")bB
Somali storyteller
CCjCT)$H8H)O)CCjbB)$H8H
Raconteur somalien
CC)")CT)|)CC)")bB
UP5&$0)5#0#=,$-&+'
CCjbB)$H8H)O)C_):H8H
Q{0{=,$-&+')+P5&#00#
CC)")bB)|)8&%&
UP5&$0)5#0#=,$-&+'
CCjbB)$H8H)O)C_):H8H
Q{0{=,$-&+')+P5&#00#
CC)")bB)|)8&%&
Refreshments
C_):H8H)O)C_jbB):H8H
Rafraîchissements
S&%&)|)C_)")bB
Refreshments
C_):H8H)O)C_jbB):H8H
Rafraîchissements
S&%&)|)C_)")bB
Wii games
C_)jbB):H8H)O)b):H8H
Jeux de Wii
C_)")bB)|)CT)"
Wii games
C_)jbB):H8H)O)b):H8H
Jeux de Wii
C_)")bB)|)CT)"
Balloon animals
C_jAT):H8H)O)_jbB):H8H
Animaux en ballons
C_)")AT)|)CA)")bB
Balloon animals
C_jAT):H8H)O)_jbB):H8H
Animaux en ballons
C_)")AT)|)CA)")bB
Succursale Alta Vista branch
2516 Alta Vista
7Cb!`b`!_cb`
Succursale Alta Vista branch
2516 Alta Vista
7Cb!`b`!_cb`

8&'H<
Storytime
Stories and rhymes and songs
for preschoolers and a parent or
5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)b!7H
9a&0&'(>$0<)I>#2%$@2J)W#=,>$,@)
C!W#=>,$,@)__J)/:,&0)C_)OS$@)C`)J)
CBjbB)$H8H)9AT)8&'H<
Contes
Contes, comptines et chansons
pour les enfants d’âge préscolaire
9b!7)$'2<)#-)>'):$,#'-)+>)
responsable de garde.
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8$,%&2J)Cer)G{.,&#,!__)
G{.,&#,J)C_)$.,&0!C`)8$&)J)CB)")bB)9AT)
8&'H<

>P=;.D:#P<A@<D8>#IA<#
;9.:H<=E]P<A@<D88=>#
>P=;.D^_#PA^<#=EIDE?>
Homework club
Get tutoring and help with
homework after school. Help is
available in math, reading and
science in French and/or English.
U*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,2"&:)4&-")
]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-#,H)/(#2)`!CcH
9a&0&'(>$0<i#%'#2%$@J)AjCT):H8H)9C_B)
8&'H<}
February 2, 9, 16, 23
March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
April 6, 13, 20, 27
S$@)AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T
Club de devoirs
1#n+&2)%>)->-+,$-)#-)%#)0V$&%#)$.#5)
les travaux scolaires. De l’aide
disponible avec les mathématiques,
0$)0#5->,#)#-)0#2)25&#'5#2J)#')G,$'n$&2)
#-r+>)$'(0$&2H)U*#,-)#'):$,-#'$,&$-)
$.#5)]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-,#H)e+>,)0#2)
`!Cc)$'2H
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8#,5,#%&2J)C7)")CT)
9C_B)8&'H<}
2, 9, 16, 23 février
2, 9,16, 23, 30 mars
6, 13, 20, 27 avril
AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T)8$&

>P=;.D:#P<A@<D8>#IA<#
TEENS/PROGRAMMES
>P=;.D^_#PA^<#
ADOLESCENTS
Homework Club
Get tutoring and help with
homework after school. Help is
available in math, reading and
science in French and/or English.
U*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,2"&:)4&-")
P<A@<D8>#AII=<=H#D?#
]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-#,H)/(#2)`!CcH
?9=#D:?D#F.>?D#:.R<D<G
e1Ul1/SS]E)UWW]1IE)/)R/) 9a&0&'(>$0<)i#%'#2%$@2J)AjCT):H8H)
9C_B)8&'H<}
aXaRXUI?]yf])/RI/)hXEI/
February 2, 9, 16, 23
PRE-SCHOOL/
March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
P<=>;A:D.<=
April 6, 13, 20, 27
Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies S$@)AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T
$'%)$):$,#'-)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)B!Cc) Club de devoirs
1#n+&2)%>)->-+,$-)#-)%#)0V$&%#)$.#5)
months.
les travaux scolaires. De l’aide
i#%'#2%$@2J)W#=,>$,@)_!W#=,>$,@)
_bJ)/:,&0)Cb)OS$@)Cc)J)CBjbB)$H8H)9bB) disponible avec les mathématiques,
0$)0#5->,#)#-)0#2)25&#'5#2J)#')G,$'n$&2)
8&'H<
#-r+>)$'(0$&2H)U*#,-)#'):$,-#'$,&$-)
Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies $.#5)]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-,#H)e+>,)0#2)
$'%)$):$,#'-)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)Cc!bT) `!Cc)$'2H
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8#,5,#%&2J)C7)")CT)
months.
9C_B)8&'H<}
S+'%$@2J)k$'>$,@)bC!)W#=,>$,@)_C)
2, 9, 16, 23 février
J)/:,&0)CC)OS$@)C7)J)CBjbB)$H8H)9bB)
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Libraries
2, 9, 16, 23, 30 mars
6, 13, 20, 27 avril
AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T)8$&
Teen Advisory Group
Join the Teen Advisory Group
9I/l<)-+)#$,')5+88>'&-@)
involvements hours and help design
programs for teens at the branch.
/(#2)CA!CcH
Fridays, February 25, April 1st, April
_^J)S$@)_`J)A):H8H)97B8&'H<}
Money smart
I"&2)&2)$)_!:$,-)2#,&#2J):,#2#'-#%)
by the RBC South Keys branch. It
4+>0%)=#)&%#$0)G+,)F,2-!-&8#)"+8#)
buyers ,for newcomers to Canada,
and for all who want to learn about
banking and managing their money.
Ages 15+.
S+'%$@J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 11: Everyday banking and
=>@&'()@+>,)F,2-)"+8#H}
I>#2%$@J)7jbB):H8H)9^B)8&'H<
April 12: Managing your money. *
Ukrainian Pysanky
R#$,')-"#)-,$%&-&+'$0)$,-)+G)
Ukrainian Easter Egg painting.
E$->,%$@J)/:,&0)C7J)C):H8H)9CcB)8&'H<}
What to expect @ university
Is university looming in your future?
R#$,')4"$-)@+>)'##%)-+);'+4)-+)
2>,.&.#)$'%)-",&.#H)/(#2)CT!C^H
I">,2%$@J)/:,&0)_cJ)7):H8H)97B)
8&'H<}
N.B. Registration for winter
programs starts on January 5./
RV&'25,&:-&+'):+>,)0#2):,+(,$88#2)
%V"&.#,)5+88#'5#)0#)T)[$'.&#,Hr
Registration for March break
programs starts on February 9./
RV&'25,&:-&+'):+>,)0#2):,+(,$88#2)
du congé d’hiver commence le 9
février./ Programs followed by an *
,#Z>&,#),#(&2-,$-&+'H)r)RV&'25,&:-&+')
est requise pour les programmes
suivis d’un *. The address of the
/0-$)h&2-$)R&=,$,@)&2)_TC7)/0-$)
Vista Drive, Ottawa and the
phone number of the Alta Vista
R&=,$,@)7Cb!`b`!_cb`Hr)RV$%,#22#)%#)0$)
bibliothèque Alta Vista est le 2516,
promenade Alta Vista, Ottawa et
2+')'>8{,+)%#)-{0{:"+'#)#2-)0#)7Cb!
`b`!_cb`H
Program registration will be
%+'#)+'!0&'#)+'0@H)U--$4$)e>=0&5)
R&=,$,@)5$,%2)$,#)'##%#%)-+),#(&2-#,)
+'!0&'#H)Q"&0%,#'V2)0&=,$,@)5$,%2)
are required for registration of
5"&0%,#'V2):,+(,$82Hr)RV&'25,&:-&+')
des programmes est faite
2#>0#8#'-)#')0&('#H)R#2)5$,-#2)%#)
la bibliothèque publique d’Ottawa
sont requises pour l’inscription en
ligne des programmes et les cartes
de bibliothèque des enfants sont
requises pour l’inscription aux
programmes d’enfants.
P<A@<D8>#AII=<=H#D?#
?9=#D:?D#F.>?D#:.R<D<G
e1Ul1/SS]E)UWW]1IE)/)R/)
aXaRXUI?]yf])/RI/)hXEI/
PRE-SCHOOL/
P<=>;A:D.<=
Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies

$'%)$):$,#'-)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)B!Cc)
months.
i#%'#2%$@2J)W#=,>$,@)_!W#=,>$,@)
_bJ)/:,&0)Cb)OS$@)Cc)J)CBjbB)$H8H)9bB)
8&'H<
Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies
$'%)$):$,#'-)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)Cc!bT)
months.
S+'%$@2J)k$'>$,@)bC!)W#=,>$,@)_C)
J)/:,&0)CC)OS$@)C7)J)CBjbB)$H8H)9bB)
8&'H<
Storytime
Stories and rhymes and songs
for preschoolers and a parent or
5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)b!7H
9a&0&'(>$0<)I>#2%$@2J)W#=,>$,@)
C!W#=>,$,@)__J)/:,&0)C_)OS$@)C`)J)
CBjbB)$H8H)9AT)8&'H<
Contes
Contes, comptines et chansons
pour les enfants d’âge préscolaire
9b!7)$'2<)#-)>'):$,#'-)+>)
responsable de garde.
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8$,%&2J)Cer)G{.,&#,!__)
G{.,&#,J)C_)$.,&0!C`)8$&)J)CB)")bB)9AT)
8&'H<
Ee]QX/R)e1Ul1/SE)WU1)
Q?XR31]Nre1Ul1/SS]E)
SPECIAUX POUR ENFANTS
Homework club
Get tutoring and help with
homework after school. Help is
available in math, reading and
science in French and/or English.
U*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,2"&:)4&-")
]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-#,H)/(#2)`!CcH
9a&0&'(>$0<i#%'#2%$@J)AjCT):H8H)9C_B)
8&'H<}
February 2, 9, 16, 23
March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
April 6, 13, 20, 27
S$@)AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T
Club de devoirs
1#n+&2)%>)->-+,$-)#-)%#)0V$&%#)$.#5)
les travaux scolaires. De l’aide
disponible avec les mathématiques,
0$)0#5->,#)#-)0#2)25&#'5#2J)#')G,$'n$&2)
#-r+>)$'(0$&2H)U*#,-)#'):$,-#'$,&$-)
$.#5)]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-,#H)e+>,)0#2)
`!Cc)$'2H
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8#,5,#%&2J)C7)")CT)
9C_B)8&'H<}
2, 9, 16, 23 février
2, 9,16, 23, 30 mars
6, 13, 20, 27 avril
AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T)8$&
The very hungry caterpillar
Stories, videos and crafts about your
G$.+,&-#)&'2#5-2H)/(#)b!`H
9a&0&'(>$0<)E$->,%$@J)S$@)CAJ)_):H8H)
9AT)8&'H<}
R$)5"#'&00#)Z>&)G$&-)%#2)-,+>2
Contes, vidéos et bricolage. Pour les
b)|)`)$'2H
9a&0&'(>#<)E$8#%&)CA)8$&J)CA)"H)9AT)
8&'H<}
Ee]QX/R)e1Ul1/SE)WU1)
TEENS/PROGRAMMES
SPECIAUX POUR
/3UR]EQ]NIE
Homework Club
Get tutoring and help with
homework after school. Help is
available in math, reading and
science in French and/or English.
U*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,2"&:)4&-")

]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-#,H)/(#2)`!CcH
9a&0&'(>$0<)i#%'#2%$@2J)AjCT):H8H)
9C_B)8&'H<}
February 2, 9, 16, 23
March 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
April 6, 13, 20, 27
S$@)AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T
Club de devoirs
1#n+&2)%>)->-+,$-)#-)%#)0V$&%#)$.#5)
les travaux scolaires. De l’aide
disponible avec les mathématiques,
0$)0#5->,#)#-)0#2)25&#'5#2J)#')G,$'n$&2)
#-r+>)$'(0$&2H)U*#,-)#'):$,-#'$,&$-)
$.#5)]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-,#H)e+>,)0#2)
`!Cc)$'2H
9a&0&'(>#<)R#2)8#,5,#%&2J)C7)")CT)
9C_B)8&'H<}
2, 9, 16, 23 février
2, 9, 16, 23, 30 mars
6, 13, 20, 27 avril
AJ)CCJ)CcJ)_T)8$&
Teen Advisory Group
Join the Teen Advisory Group
9I/l<)-+)#$,')5+88>'&-@)
involvements hours and help design
programs for teens at the branch.
/(#2)CA!CcH
Fridays, February 25, April 1st, April
_^J)S$@)_`J)A):H8H)97B8&'H<}
N.B. Registration for winter
programs starts on January 5./
RV&'25,&:-&+'):+>,)0#2):,+(,$88#2)
%V"&.#,)5+88#'5#)0#)T)[$'.&#,Hr
Registration for March break
programs starts on February 9./
RV&'25,&:-&+'):+>,)0#2):,+(,$88#2)
du congé d’hiver commence le 9
février./ Programs followed by an *
,#Z>&,#),#(&2-,$-&+'H)r)RV&'25,&:-&+')
est requise pour les programmes
suivis d’un *. The address of the
/0-$)h&2-$)R&=,$,@)&2)_TC7)/0-$)
Vista Drive, Ottawa and the
phone number of the Alta Vista
R&=,$,@)7Cb!`b`!_cb`Hr)RV$%,#22#)%#)0$)
bibliothèque Alta Vista est le 2516,
promenade Alta Vista, Ottawa et
2+')'>8{,+)%#)-{0{:"+'#)#2-)0#)7Cb!
`b`!_cb`H
Program registration will be
%+'#)+'!0&'#)+'0@H)U--$4$)e>=0&5)
R&=,$,@)5$,%2)$,#)'##%#%)-+),#(&2-#,)
+'!0&'#H)Q"&0%,#'V2)0&=,$,@)5$,%2)
are required for registration of
5"&0%,#'V2):,+(,$82Hr)RV&'25,&:-&+')
des programmes est faite
2#>0#8#'-)#')0&('#H)R#2)5$,-#2)%#)
la bibliothèque publique d’Ottawa
sont requises pour l’inscription en
ligne des programmes et les cartes
de bibliothèque des enfants sont
requises pour l’inscription aux
programmes d’enfants.

Elmvale Acres
Winter Programs/ Programmes
d’hiver

C^CB)E-!R$>,#'-)=0.%
Toddlertime
Tuesday, April 12, 19, 26 to May 3,
CBJ)C`J)CBjCT)/S)9bB)8&'H<
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies
$'%)-"#&,):$,#'-92<)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)
Cc!bT)8+'-"2H)

Storytime
Wednesday, April 13, 20, 27 to May
AJ)CCJ)Cc)J)CBjCT)/S)9AT)8&'H<
Stories, rhymes and songs for
:,#25"++0#,2)$'%)-"#&,):$,#'-92<)+,)
5$,#(&.#,H)/(#2)b!T
Babytime
Wednesday, April 13, 20, 27 to May
AJ)CCJ)CcJ)CCjCT)/S)9bB)8&'H<
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies
$'%)-"#&,):$,#'-)92<)+,)5$,#(&.#,H)
B!Cc)8+'-"2H
Frontier College Reading Circle
Saturday, January 8 to June 25, 2010,
_jBB)eS)97B)8&'<)
Volunteers will help your child to
love books and become a better
reader through stories and games.
/(#2)T!CC)$'2H)
Please contact the branch for regis!
-,$-&+')%#-$&02)$-)7Cb!`bc!B7C^H
Homework Help with the
]H/HlHRH]H)Q#'-#,
Saturday, January 8 to June 8, 10:00
/S)9)C_B)8&')<)
Develop your skills in math and
25&#'5#H)e,#2#'-#%)=@)]H/HlHRH]H)
Q#'-#,)G+,)l,$%#)C!CBH
/(#2)7!CT)$'2H)
Please contact the branch for regis!
-,$-&+')%#-$&02)$-)7Cb!`bc!B7C^H)
Mystery Lovers Book Club
Adult
Q+8#)[+&')>2)-"#)F,2-)S+'%$@)+G)
every month.
Mondays, Jan 3, Feb 7, March 7,
/:,&0)AJ)S$@_J)k>'#)7J)7jbB
E"$,#)-"#)#'[+@8#'-)+G)(++%)8@2!
teries in a relaxed atmosphere. Join
us for discussion.
Adult English Conversation Group.
I>#2%$@2J))7jbB)eS)9^B)8&'H<
Improve your English and meet
new friends in a relaxed setting.
I"&2):,+(,$8)&2)+*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,!
ship with the Economic and Social
Q+>'5&0)+G)U--$4$!Q$,0#-+'
Groupe de Conversation en Fran!
n$&2
S#,5,#%&)|)7jbB:8)9^B)8&'<H
U>.#,-)|)-+>2)#-)-+>2)0#2)'&.#$>D)%#)
G,$'n$&2)2+'-)0$)=&#'.#'>#H
Q#)e,+(,$88#)#2-)+*#,-):$,)R#)
Conseil Économique et Social
d’Ottawa Carleton
Newcomers
Welcome to Canada! The Ottawa
e>=0&5)R&=,$,@)5$')"#0:)@+>)0#$,')
English, prepare for the driver’s
-#2-J)5&-&K#'2"&:)-#2-J)F'%)&'G+,8$!
tion about education, family issues,
housing and other settlement
services.
/00):,+(,$82)+*#,#%)&'):$,-'#,2"&:)
4&-")R#=$'#2#)/,$=)E+5&$0)E#,.&5#2)
/(#'5@H)Q$00)R+>='$)S$'2+>,&)7Cb!
77c!TT^A)+,)#!8$&0)lmansouri@lassa.
ca to register or book an appoint!
ment.
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Spring blooms with pastel colours
by Ash Charania

H

+4)F--&'()-+)"$.#):$2-#02)
that are warm and bright
to bring life back into
your wardrobe and mood after
such a lifeless winter.
What a grand way to bring in
the wet weather by dawning on a
:$&,)+G)M4#00&#2p)-"$-)[>2-)25,#$8)
“BRING IT ON RAIN!” The
colours are bright and the pat!
terns are bold making it more fun
to splash in the puddles or walk
your dog in style.
The bold jewel tones on the
runways of Europe paired with
the accessories are now making
-"#&,) 4$@) -+) Q$'$%&$') G$2"&+'!)

e
“experient
ial

Don’t miss Opening Day!

elp you start a
h
o
t
com
ion
t
a
m
c
u
d

garden”
ity
un

START FRESH

[>2-)&')-&8#)G+,)-"#)2>88#,)2#$!
son of 2011.
The colour pallet for Spring /
Summer 2011 is seen in the pas!
-#0)5+0+>,2)+G)2>88#,)L+4#,2)$'%)
dives deep into the Caribbean
ocean. Accessories are still metal!
lic and layered. Pearls are classic
and ageless and can be worn with
[#$'2)$'%)$)I!2"&,-H
If you want to infuse colour with!
out buying new clothes, accessorize with a hint of spring
hues in your jewellery- this
4&00)=,&'()0&G#)=$5;)&'-+)$')+>-F-)
that needed a 2011 transition.
/2) -"#) L+4#,2) =#(&') -+) =0++8)
bright, grab a colourful scarf and
[+&')-"#)-,#'%)-"&2)2:,&'(H

OTTAWA FARMERS’ MARKET
Sundays May 1–October 31 from 8 a.m.–3 p.m.
Lansdowne Park, Ottawa

1015 Bank Street ! 6132394955
OttawaFarmers Market.ca

Fri-Sat, April 15th & 16th, 2011

..what you get..
Desk

ORLÉANS FARMERS’ MARKET

2 day training course with an experienced
gardener, a trained community
organizer & more

Fridays May 13–October 7 from 11 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Centrum Plaza, Orléans

Garden plotting and planning

.PSF4BWPVS0UUBXB
WFSJĕFEMPDBMGBSNFSTUIBO
BOZPUIFS0UUUBXBNBSLFU

Dirt

Development

1 Community Gardening Manual
Access to A Rocha’s Community
Garden Network

..details..
Cost: $20 suggested donation
Time: Friday 7pm  9:30
Saturday 9:00am  1:00pm
Location: Trinity Church of the
Nazarene  Riverview Park/Alta Vista
480 Avalon Pl (at Braydon)
Questions? Email al2kris@yahoo.ca
613.523.7250
Brought to you by A Rocha Canada, sponsored by the
Bridgeway Fondation

..register..

ONLINE at www.arocha.ca
action@arocha.org or 604.542.9022
Sponsored by:
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Hawthorne Public School

9+O$%!,/&#&5&/$#$+1&'#(%0))#!"#O0/$&,
by Laurel Sherrer

T

oboggans and snow!
shoes replaced pencils
and books at Hawthorne
Public School on Feb. 23, when
students headed out to the play!
ground for their annual Winter
Fun Day.
Sunshine and mild temperatures

made the great outdoors the
place to be, as teams of students
from Grade 1 to 8 spent the day
rotating through stations where
they could try out various win!
-#,) 2:+,-2) O) 2+8#) ,#$0J) +-"#,2)
simulated. The Grade 8 students
were leaders for their teams and
helped the younger students par!
ticipate in the events.
The snowshoeing event, for
example, used real equipment
donated to the school by OC
Transpo last year. Students
strapped the snowshoes on and
made their way around a course
marked by pylons, often choos!
ing to race their friends once The “luge” event, on the other
they had mastered the art.
hand, featured races on wheeled
carts in the gym, while running
and hopping from side to side
through hula hoops simulated
speed skating. Other events in!
cluded ball hockey and toboggan
races.
“This is a great day for the kids
$'%) -"#) 2-$*) -+) "$.#) 2+8#) G>')
$'%) #'[+@) -"#) +>-%++,2Jp) 2$&%)
intermediate gym teacher Susan
Ritchie. “The weather was per!
fect and the smiles on the stu!
dents’ faces made the day. It is
a fabulous opportunity for older
and younger students to interact
$'%)#'[+@)#$5")+-"#,V2)5+8:$'@H)

We have always been lucky to
have a beautiful sunny day, and
this year was no exception.”
Caption: Hawthorne Public
School students make the most
of a sunny winter day by trying
out snowshoeing, tobogganing
and other winter sports.
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Alta Vista Manor gets a facelift
and a new general manager
In winter of 2010 renovations
began at Alta Vista Manor. Now,
only a few months later, the con!
tractors are gone and the building
looks absolutely beautiful.
The lounges are warm and bright,
-"#) 2-$*) $,#) 5$,&'() $'%) G,&#'%0@)
and from the minute you walk
through the front doors you can
feel the positive energy of Alta
Vista Manor.
Along with a fresh new look, Alta
Vista Manor has a new General
Manager, Jennifer Martel.
Jennifer comes from the Retire!
8#'-) &'%>2-,@) $'%) [+&'#%) -"#)

company in November of 2010.
i"#')$2;#%)"+4)2"#)&2)#'[+@&'()
being the new General Manager
of Alta Vista Manor, Jennifer re!
plied “I love it. The residents and
2-$*) 4#,#) 2+) 4#05+8&'() 4"#')
X) [+&'#%) -"#) 5+8:$'@J) G,+8) -"#)
very beginning they made me feel
as though I had always been part
of the Alta Vista Manor com!
munity”.
k#''&G#,J) -"#) ,#2&%#'-2) $'%) 2-$*)
are very proud of Alta Vista
Manor’s fresh new look and wel!
come Seniors and their family
and friends to come for a tour.

CAPITAL GRANITE
Custom Designed Counter Tops
Kitchens, Bathrooms, Fireplaces, etc
CALL FOR A QUOTE

TODAY

”
rn;
de Age
o
e
M
n
o
e
“B e St
h
T
oin

or visit our
Showroom & Workshop
see samples of work in

J

www.ndp.ca

613 7894428

231 York St. (at King Edward)

!"#$%&'()
!"*%$+,)
!"-.%$(/0(1&)
!"2,%()
!"3',)0

(free parking)

www.capitalgranite.ca
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Best wishes from a vagabond reporter
in Africa now living in Riverview Park
ter, Mary, to checkers and cards. I
"$%)8#-)"#,)=,&#L@)4"#')5+.#,&'()
a political rally her father held on
his country estate. To my surprise
she had bicycled along the road
from Government House to where
I lived. When I tried to phone her
a week later Jomo came on the line.
This was alarming to a young white
reporter. I slammed down the
phone without speaking. She was
a lovely woman and I was heart!
broken. Amazingly she recently
replied to an email I sent her from
Ottawa.
Exciting was my attempt to photo!
graph Elsa, the lioness of the movie
Born Free, starring Virginia Mc!
Kenna and Bill Travers. The Open
1+$%2) W&08) Q+8:$'@) +G) R+'%+')
"$%) G#'5#%) +*) -"#) =#$5") $-) S$!
0&'%&)-+)F08)]02$)24&88&'()&')-"#)
sea, so I hired an African boatman
to row me to the nearby island to
which Elsa was supposed to swim.
But I had chosen the wrong day.
Disheartened I was rowed to the
beach where I sat waiting with
camera in hand. Who but Bill Tra!
vers and the lioness should walk
toward me along the beach. My
5$8#,$)50&5;#%)$'%)]02$V2)#$,2)L&5;!
ered as they passed. This scene was
'#.#,)2"+4')&')-"#)4+'%#,G>0)F08H)
The director came racing up saying
I was trespassing. He ordered me
+*)-"#&,):,&.$-#)=#$5"H)X)-+0%)"&8)
I was from the )-%0$. and sought
a photograph of Elsa swimming
in the sea. He said that would not
be possible since they wanted that
photograph for billboards when
-"#) F08) 4#'-) -+) -"#) 5&'#8$2H) ?#)
+*#,#%)8#)$):&5->,#)+G)a&00)I,$.#,2)
shaving with Elsa’s tail if I would
[>2-) 2-+:) =+-"#,&'() :,+%>5-&+') +G)
the movie!.
My photograph of Elsa on the
beach appeared in the /-084' )-!
tion along with an article saying the
lioness had never been more a pris!
oner. It prompted a letter from the
F08) 5+8:$'@) &'.&-&'() '#42) :"+!
tographers to their camp to take
pictures. They did so from inside a
cage with the lions outside!
Socially, I was the only white player
on the /-084' )-%0$. cricket team
and a keen snooker player at the
Aga Khan Club in Nairobi beat!
ing the East African champion in a
tournament.
/)2-$'%&'()[+;#)-"$-)4$2),#:#$-#%)
many times was when the Daily )-!
tion was getting ready to begin pub!
lishing in 1960. The publisher was
awaiting a key item of machinery
for the rotary press. When a ply!

Bill Fairbairn reads to Jennie Strickland an excerpt from his book, The
Printer’s Devil, at its launch held at Britton’s Book Store in The Glebe.

wood box arrived he assumed that
4$2) &-H) ?#) 5$00#%) -"#) 2-$*) %+4'!
stairs to ceremoniously open the
box. It contained stationary items
from England such as pencils, pens
and rulers! However, the key gadget
did arrive some time later.
X) 8>2-) 2$@) -"$-) X) G+>'%) -"#) F,2-)
-4+)/G,&5$'!=+,') =0$5;) #%&-+,2) +G)
the )-%0$.'extremely capable. Hil!
lary Ngweno and James Githi, were
their names. They built for the
future. So I said well done to the
/-084')-%0$. on its 50th birthday last
year.

For my own part I have completed
60 years in newspaper and printing
on three continents and written
two books, one on Africa, which I
sent to the Aga Khan. The other
book recalls my adventures as a
[+>,'$0&2-) G,+8)h$'5+>.#,) -+)i&0!
0&$82) R$;#J) -+) S+'-,#$0J) g#00+4!
knife and Ottawa. The book is
called The Printer’s Devil. Price is
6CTH Anyone interested?
Bill Fairbairn, 1563 Balena Ave., Ot!
-$4$J) UNH) Q$'$%$) 9=#G$&,m2@8!
:$-&5+H5$<
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y name is Bill Fairbairn.
You’ve probably seen
my byline in this news!
paper. But I was a reporter long
=#G+,#)X)[+&'#%)-"#)Riverview Park
Review. I was a reporter before I
$,,&.#%)&')N$&,+=&)&')C^7A)0++;&'()
G+,)$)'#42:$:#,)[+=H)X)"$%)4+,;#%)
on the Rhodesia Herald in Salisbury,
Southern Rhodesia, and the )$+%#!
D+.')DE& in Ndola, Northern Rho!
desia, since arriving in Africa from
England four years earlier. Work
was dangerous for a reporter on
the border of a vicious war in Ka!
-$'($H)E+)X)L#%)N+,-"#,')1"+%#2&$)
&')C^7A)4&-")-"#)&'-#'-&+')+G)F,2-)
touring South Africa then returning
home by ship to England.
When I arrived at a Cape Town
youth hostel a fellow hosteller said
"#)"$%)[>2-)5+8#)%+4')G,+8)N$&!
,+=&)$'%)-"$-)4"&-#)[+>,'$0&2-2)4#,#)
leaving Kenya. The East Africa
country had become independent
and they feared the return of Mau
Mau atrocities. He said Kenyan
'#42:$:#,2) 4#,#) 0++;&'() G+,) 2-$*H)
X) %&%) $') $=+>-!) ->,') =$5;) '+,-")
mainly because Africa was fascinat!
ing me more and more.
I hitchhiked to Durban took a
Union Castle passenger ship to Dar
es Salaam and arrived by bus in Nai!
robi as a stringer/correspondent
working for the American maga!
zine )DE&EDD2T'The )DE&EDD2 bur!
eau had no fulltime openings and
the East African Standard’s publisher
4$2) &') a,&-$&') ,#5,>&-&'() [+>,'$0!
ists. So, resumé in hand, I tried the
/-084')-%0$.)+P5#)$'%)-"#@)-+0%)8#)
to sit down at the editing desk to
show what I could do.
Publisher Michael Curtis and
editor Jack Beverley hired me on
$)-4+!@#$,)5+'-,$5-)+')-"#)2:+-H)X)
4$2)2++')#'[+@&'()8@)4+,;)+')-"#)
)-%0$. but disturbed by its biblical
slogan, The truth will set you free, on
the front page.
His Highness the Aga Khan, who
owned and stills owns the /-084')-!
tion, to my delight a few weeks after
$).&2&-J)2#'-)$)8#8+)G,+8)"&2)+P5#)
urging the slogan’s removal.
Memorable for me today is inter!
viewing President Jomo Kenyatta.
Jomo, who under British colonial
,>0#) "$%) =##') >'[>2-0@) 5+'.&5-#%)
as a Mau Mau rebellion leader, was
inspecting a train reconstructed
for his personal needs as president.
?#) -+0%) 8#) "#) %&20&;#%) L@&'() $'%)
#'[+@#%)$)=&()=#%)$=+$,%)-"#)-,$&'H
I spent an afternoon at my apart!
ment near Government House
entertaining Jomo’s young daugh!
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